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INTRODUCTION

The NASA-Goddard symposium on Human Factors Considerations inSystem

Design was a very successful introduction to human factors for engineers,

analysts, and operations personnel at Goddard. The symposium helped to establish

human factors as a legitimate and significant component in the design process.

Human factors aspects, particularly in increasingly automated command and

control, as well as office environments, are becoming an important determinant of

the efficiency of the human-computer interface, and as a result, an important

determinant of overall system effectiveness.

We were priviledged, on the first day of the symposium, to have a very

distinguished set of human factors specialists who presented a multi-faceted

perspective on human factors in system design. Dr. Alphonse Chapanis, an

internationally respected human factors specialist, gave the keynote address

which provided historical perspective on the need and evolution of human factors

as a discipline. Mr. James Jenkins, human factors specialist from the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, followed this up by sharing some of the human

factors problems and human factors research being studied in the nuclear power

plant industry. The afternoon of the firstday was devoted exclusively to human

factors issues of computers. Dr. Ben Shneiderman addressed some of the

informational dimer-_ions of software desi_'n ond Dr. James Foley reviewed and

critiqued a variety of interactive techniques and devices which enhance human-

computer dialogue. This proceedings contains summaries or papers related to the

talks of each of these speakers.

The second day of the symposium had a change of format. Rather than

large plenary sessions, parallel workshops were held addressing topics, in both the

applications and research domains, that were specifically tailored to Goddard

systems. Workshops were generally small, encouraging audience interaction. The

substance of each workshop has been documented in this proceedings. In addition,

a summary of the comments from each workshop is included. Symposium

participants completed an evaluation on both days; a synopsis of their responses is
also included.

Finally, in an effort to make this proceedings a useful reference for system

designers in addition to a documentation of the symposium itself,a bibliography of
literature on human factors related to command and control issues has been

included.

The symposium and the proceedings were the result of hard work by many

people. I would especially like to thank Lisa Stewart for her efforts in planning

and preparing the symposium facilitiesand program, and Paula Van Balen who has

been primarily responsible for the often thankless task of compiling this

proceedings.

Christine M. Mitchell

George Mason University
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WELCOMING REMARKS, MS. KAREN L. MOE

Good morning. The reactions that I am getting toward this symposium are

indicative of something that is happening in the computer field today. As systems have

become mor_ sophisticated and complex, our view of computer systems has grown from

electronic components to hardware and software engineering. It's about time that we

expand that systems view to include the people who are running and using those

systems. So the purpose of human factors, from our perspective, is to examine systems

that include people, their capabilities and their limitations, so that we have a more

complete systems analyses approach when developing our own systems. That is basically

the motivation behind the development of this symposium.

This conference is being sponsored by the Human Factors Research Group (HFRG)

which is composed of people from the Mission and Data Operations Directorate (Code

500) and various universities who are supporting research projects under the Office of

Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST), and the Office of Space Tracking and Data

Systems (OSTDS) at NASA Headquarters. These two groups have been providing

sponsorship for various research activities in the human to machine interface, and in the

automation of command and control systems. From this initial effort we have organized

the Human Factors Research Group. Later today Walt Truszkowski will be talking to you

more specifically about the charter and the long-range plans of this group.

Also, Pd like to touch upon our objectives for the workshop. Basically, there are

three. The first objective is that human factors is a new discipline in terms of its

visibility; a lot more people are becoming involved in human factors and recognizing its

importance. Therefore, the first step is an educational process so that we are all talking

on the same basis. What is human factors? I think our program today will set the stage

for the answer to that question. ICe have four excellent speakers who will be presenting

their views from their continuing research in human factors issues.



The second objective is to give a progress report on our Human Factors Research

Group and to determine in what direction we are headed. We have some workshop

sessions scheduled tomorrow where HFRG members will be presenting various facets of

what isbeing done here at Goddard in terms of human factors research.

The thirdobjective isto get feedback from people at Goddard and those outside of

Goddard who are participating in the conference. We would likefeedback to the HFRG

on whether the topies that we are addressing here today are indeed the right topics from

your perspeetive. We eventually hope to implement our findings in the design of new

systems at Goddard.

Now, I would like to start off our program by introdueing John Quann to give our

officialweleome. He is the Director of the Mission and Data Operations Directorate. I

am very pleased with the kind of support we have received for our Human Factors

Researeh Group since the baeking of management is a necessary step in being able to

formulate an effective research program.
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W_L_O_,_ING REMARKS, MR. JOHN QUANN

On behalf of the l_lissionand Data Operations Directorate and the Office of Space

Tracking and Data Systems (OSTDS, NASA Headquarters) and also on behalf of Goddard

management, I'dliketo welcome you to the firstconference on human factors.

Whenever I think of human factors, I think of avionics,particularlyaircraft. For

example, the Ames Research facilityis conducting research on heads-up displays. The

Wallops Island King Air aircraft (NASA) has a CRT display built into the control panel.

As the pilot goes through his checklist, the automated display functions in a roll-up

sequence. Also, a human synthesized voice is activated when criticalprocedures are

necessary such as "Dive" or "Pull up." All of thisispart of human factors research being

conducted in industry.

This past April,20/20 showed a sequence on U°S. tactical air power that included

several impressive heads-up displays. The pilot never had to take his eyes off of what

was immediately displayed in front of him to do allsorts of things from flightcontrol to

target tracking and destruction.

For STS flight 5, the Johnson Space Center has planned a heads-up display that

will be projected on the cockpit of the Shuttle to be used during several maneuvers

including the landing.

Recently I received a conference brochure on the International Conference on

Computer Communications being held in London, England. In their program they don't

have one session on human factors, they have three: Human Factors--Man/Machine

Interface, Human Factors--The Friendly System, and Human Factors In Office Systems.

So, all of a sudden, human factors is taking on a scope and significance that I hadn't

reallyconsidered before.

Yesterday at Management Council, I decided I'd try my hand at a definition of

what I thought human factors meant. My definition included man and his interaction
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with his work environment and that includes computers. It is this interaction with the

environment that would make him either more productive, more effective, or more

efficient in the performance of his job.

Karen's definition concentrated on man/machine communication, man/machine

interface, the division of effort between the two, what the limitations and the

capabilities of each were. The research now in progress concerns both an evaluation of

those things the human is better capable of doing and those the machine is better capable

of doing and how both man and machine interact.

Here at Goddard, human factors is playing a significant role in the ERBE Control

Center design, and it will certainly play a part in the Space Telescope Control Center

design. Space Telescope is going to be in orbit for aproximately 15 years and will be

operated through a generation or perhaps two of controllers. If human factors is not a

consideration at the very beginning of that project, it is in for trouble. The system life

cycle is going to be significantly more expensive over that time frame than it would be if

human factors was a consideration.

Human factors in the operation of control centers are critical in the way that

information is formulated, and the way it is organized and displayed, so that a person

operating the spacecraft can better receive and perceive information and make better

and faster decisions.

A Space Station is possible for a new NASA initiative someplace in the 1985, 1986

time frame. Several working groups have already been organized but human factors is

being considered separately. I don't consider human factors as separate to anything; it's

a related discipline, l_/hy human factors should be a separate working group I hadnWt

considered. It will have to communicate with several other working groups such as Data

Management which I chair. Certainly we are very aware and concerned about the human

factors element in the Data Management Working Group.
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_a_;_vrs is not aTo get back to a definition again, I would suspect that human "^_'^

discipline unto itself, but some combination of psychology, some combination of

engineering; it touches on how people and machines interact; it touches on how people

actually make decisions, and what they need to make decisions. It's imbedded within the

other disciplines.

The National Academy of Sciences has come out within the last week with a

document called "Data Management and Computation." In terms of human factors, an

issue that is highlighted concerns the little thought given, in the 20 some odd years since

spacecraft have been flying, to man/machine interaction. The report takes us to task on

that count. It goes on with the recommendation that specific emphasis must be given to

the user interface and to the way man interfaces with machines.

On that note, I think the symposium today is a step to rectify that situation. I

want to wish all of you a very successful symposium and make good use of the two days.

I hope you enjoy the learning experience.
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INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN FACTORS CONSIDERATIONS

IN SYSTEM DESIGN 1

O

A two-engine aircraft with forty people aboard roars
down the runway for take off. Just as it liftsoff, the

right engine quits. Pilot and copilot reach down to

feather the right engine and in so doing hit the switch

for the left engine. The aircraft, now without any

power, plows into the fieldat the end of the runway.

A young factory worker unintentionally had four fingers

of her left hand cut off when her right hand

inadvertently activated the ON button while she was

cleaning debris from the jaws of a machine she had just
turned off.

A farmer's wife helplessly watched her husband drawn
into the claws of farm machinery while she frantically
and unsuccessfully searched for the control to stop the
machine.

What is the common tie among these incidents? It is the -^-_:-* k^+......

and the machines that he is required to operate in his daily life. There have always been

accidents, but for our forefathers accidents were relatively simple affairs being mostly

falls, natural calamities, or encounters with wild or unruly beasts. To these, modern man

has added devices of his own creation-tools, machines, jobs, and environments with

enormous potential for destruction. Moreover, the hazards involved are often hidden.

Worse still, "human factors" has shown that many of the hazards associated with modern

devices are traps that often lead one into committing errors and having accidents

because of the way they are designed.

Of course, not all stories about man/machine conflicts result in disaster. Many,

such as trying to find the control for the heater in a rented car or the right switch to

turn on under a coffee pot, are merely instances of the irritations and frustrations that

plague us. AU of us, at one time or another, have exclaimed, "What a stupid way to build

IThis condensed version of Professor Chapanis' talk was prepared by Paula Van Balen

from a tape recording made at the conference.
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this thing. If only they'd put this over there instead of here!" And it might have been

anything, your stove, bathroom, or automobile. If you have engagedin such an outburst

you have already introduced yourself to the field of humanfactors.

What is humanfactors? A brief definition is that it is designingfor humanuse,or

humanizing technology. A more academic definiticn is that humanfactors discoversand

applies information about human abilities, limitations, and other characteristics to the

designof tools, machines,systems, tasks, jobs, and environments for safe, comfortable,

and effective human use. The term "human factors" is used almost exclusively on the

North American continent; almost everywhere else people use the term "ergonomics".

Ergonomics comes from two Greek words, "ergon" meaning work, and "nomos" meaning

laws of. Human factors and ergonomics are multidisciplinary fields drawing from

anthropology, engineering, psychology, computer science, and physiology, to name a

few. Although human factors and ergonomics are roughly equivalent, they do have some

different emphases as willbe described later.

There is nothing earth shaking about the idea of designing for man's use or needs.

Ever since man started fashioning tools and implements, they were designed and builtto

suit his physique and his natural movements. If we look around us, we find lotsof things

that work well even though they haven't had the benefits of systematic human factors

work. Why then have a special field called human factors and what can it do that isso

special?

To answer this question consider the history of technology. Technology has

advanced more in the last hundred years than in all of man's history up to that time. In

the last hundred years not only has society become more mechanized, but our machines

have become larger, more dangerous, and more complex. There have been enormous

increases in the amount of machine horsepower and in the speed of transportation. These

slides depict the total machine horsepower available in the United States today. If we

convert it to human power, each person in the United States has the equivalent of a

thousand human slaves.
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Machines these days have also begun to exceed man's biological capacity to

respond. A dramatic example is the speedattained by modern spacecraft. The escape

velocity of a space capsule is about 27,000 mph or 7 miles per second. A simple

comparison of this speed against the speed with which the human eye converts

electromagetic energy to sight (5/100 of a second),showsthat what yousee now outside a

spacecapsule,actually happenedabout a third of a mile ago'

These changeshave created new demandsfrom society. People are demanding

that the products, systems, and machines they deal with must be safe, reliable,

convenient, and easy to use. This is the reality that confronts designers,engineers, and

manufacturers.

Origins of Human Factors and Ergonomics

Human Factors originated largely during WWII. It was the effort of biological,

psychological, and medical scientiststo solve the man/machine problems that had been

created by the instruments of war new at that time: radar, sonar, and high-flying

aircraft. The problems raised by these machines involved questionss of psychomotor

skill,perception, and mental capacities,like: How much optical distortion can a pilot

tolerate in a wind screen? and, How much information can a man take in from a radar

screen? These were psychological and complicated questions, questions that could no

longer be answered by common sense or intuition. Experimental psychologists who

studied human performance were equipped to tackle these questions because they had

developed methods for analyzing, studying, and providing reliable data to solve these

human problems. Because of this know-how, American psychologists of that type were

often asked to become members of study and design teams in America. In Europe,

however, the main man/machine problems arose from heavy work in industry, in mining,

in forestry, and in agriculture. These problems were largely concerned with physical

stress. Because of these origins, ergonomists in Europe are more likely to be work

physiologists.
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Philosophy of Human Factors

The people in the human factors profession share a common kind of philosophy.

Foremost is our insistence that machines exist only for one purpose, and that purpose is

to serve people. Our main concerns are inputs to, and outputs from, the human. The

output from a computer is a human input; the input to a computer is a human output.

Our point of view is the reverse of the typical engineering point of view.

A second point is that we are empirical. We prefer to base our design

recommendations not on opinions,but on data collected from task analyses, surveys, field

evaluations, and experiments.

Third, we are uniformly concerned about individual differences. Consider that

half the people are below average in intelligence, that the majority of them speak a

language other than the five officiallanguages of the United Nations, and that physical

height vary greatly around the world. To cope with thesecharacteristics such as

individual differences,

percent, from the 5th

anthropometric

quantify these

human factors specialists generally design for the middle 90

to the 95th percentiles of a population, whether it be for

dimensions, mental capacities, or skills. The measures we use to

individual differences are means, standard deviations, percentiles,

correlation coefficients, probabilities,and confidence limits. Given enough time and

resources, the human factors specialist can give you information with any degree of

precision you want. It'snot easy, and it takes time, but it can be done.

Another important point of our philosophy is that design has to start with the user,

with what is referred to as user characterization. Once you know for whom you are

designing,you can design specific components to suit the intended user.

Finally, we believe that to be effective, human factors considerations must be

introduced at the start of system design. Once a design isfrozen, only cosmetic changes

can be made. These never solve basic design faults.
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Goals and Obiectives

The best way to show where human factors has been and where it is going is to

trace the evolution of its objectives. In the beginning, human factors was mainly

concerned with reducing errors and increasing safety in handling military machines. We

soon found that good human factors could also increase the reliabilityof man/machine

systems, reduce training,and improve maintenance. Other benefits surfaced as human

factors was applied in industry: increased efficiency, increased productivity, and

improved work environments. To this list,European ergonomists added reduction of

fatigue and physical stress,increase in human comfort, and reduction of boredom and

monotony.

In the 1960s, human factors began to be influentialin the design of consumer

products. The goals then expanded to include convenience of use, ease of use, and user

acceptance. Most recently, again due to European ergonomists, the field of human

factors is expanding to consider increased job satisfaction and improved quality of life.

As a result of these gradual changes, it isdifficultto define the boundaries of the field

at the present time. There is some uncertainty whether human factors should be

concerned with sociotechnical systems. Should it be concerned with the effects of our

designs on such things as livability,crime, pollution, and recreation? The future will

better define the boundaries of the fieldby the kind of work the professionals actually

do.

Two things help us cope with these numerous goals and objectives. The firstis

that only subsets of them are generally relevant in specific areas of specialization. In

the military services, for example, reducing

maintainability, increasing reliability,reducing

manpower requirements tend to be emphasized.

errors, increasing safety, improving

training requirements, and reducing

On the other hand, if you work with

consumer products, you are likely to find greater emphasis put on reduction of errors,

increase in safety, increase in human comfort, increase in usability,and increase in user
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acceptance. In industry, more emphasis is generally put on increased efficiency,

productivity, improvements in the working environment, reduction in fatigue and physical

stress,and reduction in boredom and monotony.

The second thing that helps us deal with these multiple objectives is that they are

usually correlated. Machines, systems, and jobs that are well human engineered are not

only safer, but they are also generally easier to use, they are more efficient,and they

result in greater productivity. If he reduces monotony and boredom, the human factors

engineer usually finds he has also increased safety, reduced errors, and increased

efficiency. If you increase maintainability,you usually find that you have also increased

reliability,increased usability,and reduced training requirements. The fact that such

correlations exist among these objectives means that the listis not quite as difficultto

deal with as you might suppose when you firstsee it.

Not So Corn mon Sense

One of the problems those of us in the field must deal with isthe comment "Well

after all,it is just common sense." Let me assure you it is more than common sense.

Here are some examples that illustratethis point. Take this medicine bottle with a

warning on the label. I defy you to read it. It'sprinted in brown on a tan background in a

size of typ_ethat is much smaller than Elite typewriter type. Was itcommon sense that

designed this label? Take this computer terminal. It offers several features that are

handy for the user. One feature (a key) will make the unit inoperable to other persons.

But where in the manual can you find how to operate thisdevice? The index doesn't show

itunder "key", nor "lock". It'sindexed under "security key lock." Is thisa cornmon sense

designation? Also, a handy interactive device cannot be located in the index under

"pointer," "pen", "light pen," or "stick." It'sindexed under selector light pen. It'sa

common sense idea to have warning lightswhere you can see them. So, was itcommon

sense that placed warning lightsbehind the operator of thisvehicle, as thisslide shows?

In nuclear power plants you can find examples of mirror imaging, the configuration of
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controls and displays on a panel isjust the reverse of the configuration on the panel next

to it. Operators curse these because they never know where they are. Another long-

time problem in human factors isthe inadvertant activation of controls. In thispicture

you can see there isa control under the operator'stoe which he could kick out of position

as he walks by it. The point I want to make is well expressed in an editorialby the editor

of Infosystems when he wrote "Common sense isnot so common."

The best way to summarize what we know would be to browse through the table of

contents of some large handbook. The bibleof our profession isThe Human Engineering

Guide to Equipment Design (1972). It contains a chapter on system and human

engineering analyses; man as a system component; and the visual presentation of

information dials,gauges, lights,radar screens, and devices of that kind. Other chapters

cover auditory forms of presentation, such as buzzers, gongs, diaphones, and other

devices; speech communication; man/machine dynamics, dealing generally with the

dynamics of closed loop tracking systems; data entry devices and procedures, dealing •

generally with typewriter and computer keyboards; the design of controls,levers,pedals,

switches; the design of individual work places; the design of multiman/machine work

areas; engineering anthropology, dealing with the sizes and shapes that people come in;

designing for maintainability;trainingsystem design; training devices design; and human

engineering tests and evaluations.

System Development and Design

Let us now turn to the system development process. Itproceeds in different ways

depending on where you are and the kind of system you are dealing with. However, there

are general features that characterize most development activities.

Human factors can contribute to the development process in many ways. The first

way, for many kinds of systems, isestablishinguser requirements. In the computer field,

especially for computers that are designed for widespread and internationaluse, thisisa

very criticalpart of the system development process. Some tremendous errors have been
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madein the developmentof systemsbecausethese requirements were not properly met.

The requirements that we are concerned with here are, of course, anthropometric

dimensionsfor the designof computer terminal_ and workspaces. You will find now in

advertisements a lot of emphasisbeing placed on ergonomically-designed work stations

and a lot of concern about the arrangement of the terminal keyboard. But there are

other important requirements to consider, like mental requirements. Is your system

going to be usedby people in general, membersof the population at large, or is it going

to be used primarily by specialists? The way you design the system depends on the

ar_swerto that question. We have had some enormous failures becauseof _nadequate

attention to this question. For example, someAmerican computerized checkout systems

for grocery stores were never bought in Europe becausethe designer who designedthem

didn't know that throughout most of Europe the denominations of various bills come in

different sizes. He had designedcash register terminals with compartments that were

all of the samesize. Such an obvious thing, and yet obviously it had not met the user

requirements for that particular system. This whole businesssof user requirements is for

many systemsthe most important part of the process.

The next phaseis system designwhich very often involves manysuccessivesteps.

It starts with drawings and proceeds, sometimes, through breadboard models and

prototype development. In all of these phases, even the drawings, human factors

specialists canusesimulation techniques to try to find out whether or not there are going

to be incompatibilities between the system, the inputs and the outputs, and the abilities

of the users who will be interacting with the systems. As you get into the prototype

systems, there may be more elaborate tests and evaluations.

Another area in which human factors contributes is documentation. Systemsare

of no use if users don't understand how to use the system. A great deal of the

documentation, the manuals that go with machine systems, are inadequate for the

intended users. Millions of dollars of equipment have been wasted becausepeople didn't
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know how to operate the system that hheywere provided with. A goodexample is what i

call the promise and the reality of using FORTRAN IV on the IBM/360 System. The

manual promises that learning how to use a computer is as easyasdriving a car. It goes

on to say that many people who have no detailed knowledge of how an automobile runs

have become excellent drivers. After looking through the FORTRAN IV manual, one

realizes that this is not at all like trying to drive a car. The reality is bewildering

complexity. It is exampleslike this that prompt manyof the complaints found in articles

and journals. This whole area of documentation and how you design it is an extremely

important part of humanfactors.

Establishing personnel requirements is another human factors contribution to

systemsdevelopment, andby this I meansystemstaffing. For example,how manypeople

will be required to operate the system, how will they be selected, what are the

characteristics that you needto select them for? How will you train them, what kinds of

training will be required in order that they canusethe system?

Human factors also contributes to product testing. Having designedthe system,

having written the documentation, having trained the people, then you put the whole

combination to test to find out if it doeswhat it is supposedto do. Does it do what you

think it is going to do; are you going to run into problems? Thesetests of operators and

systems involve very complicated procedures because they are not as simple as

engineering tests. You again have to deal with this very strange and difficult object

called a person. To get reliable data from product tests is a complicated procedure.
t

Something that we often don't think about is the installation. When a product has

been designed and you have it built and documented, established the personnel

requirements, and you've tested it,it then has to be installed. There are many ways in

which human factors specialistscan contribute to the installationprocess, particularlyof

complicated systems, to make the process easier, more effective, to make it so that it

can be consumer-installed rather than fieldengineer-installed.
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There are also human factors problems involved in maintenance. These involve

simple things, sometimes, like designing for maintenance. For example, at Lowry Air

Force Base, I was astonished to discover that in the exercises that are conducted by

maintenance peopleunder simulated biological and chemical warfare, they have to wear

large suits which protect them from the contaminants. But when they do, they can't

maintain the aircraft becausethey can't get their gloved handsinto the apertures that

have beenbuilt into the aircraft. Maintenancemay involve the designof special kinds of

maintenance tools that may be required. And maintenance involves fault-finding

procedures:What's the best way to diagnosea fault in a large system?

Once the system has been designedand put into use we have field evaluations.

How is it goingout there in the field? What problemsare usersencountering? This very

often results in engineeringchangeswhich might goback to produceModels2, 3, and 4 of

the system.

These are some of the ways in which human factors contributes to the system

design process. Although humanfactors hasa large body of principles, data, and design

recommendations, there are a lot of things we don't know. So one of the most important

things we do is to design and conduct tests, evaluations, and experiments to get the

answers that we need and don't have.

is that frankly we are outnumbered:

specialists and probably a million

One reason why we don't have allthe data we need

there are only about 4 thousand human factors

engineers in the United States. Engineers are

producing new technology and new devices much faster than we can do the research to

get the answers we need. Doing studies issomething we spend a great deal of time at to

get the kinds of data we need.

Employers of Human Factors Professionals

The largest single employer of human factors specialistsisbusiness and industry.

The next largest employer is academia, and then we find human factors specialistsin
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.... ut,_.tles and as self-employedgovernment, mmtary organizations, corLsulting firms, ' +'+"

persons. As you might suppose,because of its small size, the profession is in a very

healthy state at the present time. Universities cannot turn out graduates fast enoughto

keep up with the demandin the United States.

Human Factors Societies

Here are some of the societies that serve the profession world wide (figure l).

Human factors ispretty widespread throughout Europe, parts of Asia, and Australia. All

of these are joined in an umbrella organization called the International Ergonomics

Association (IEA). The IEA holds international Congresses every 3 years and many

smaller conferences and symposia on selected ergonomic topics in-between various

Congresses. The listpresented here does not cover allof the ergonomists of the world.

We know, for example, that there is a very substantial group of them in the USSR, but

for political and other reasons the Soviets have never joined the "_ A .,+_ .... _ +_^.. _^

come to our meetings and other meetings that are sponsored by the western societies.

It's hard to know how many human factors professionals there are worldwide; no one has

ever tried to make the count.

The Human Factors Society has 9 technical interest groups; they are in aging,

computer systems, consumer products, the educators professional group, environmental

design, industrial ergonomics, safety, training, and visual performance. These smaller

groups all publish newsletters containing information of special interest to their

members. A number of these technical interest groups also schedule workshops and

conferences separate from the parent organization--they have special sessions at the

annual meeting.

You don't become a human factors professional just by calling yourself one. It

isn't something that you can learn in 1 or 2 weeks. Being human isn't enough qualify as a

human factors engineer. Training in human factors or ergonomics is carried out in a

number of educational institutions. The International Directory of Educational Programs
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HUMANFACTORSSOCIETIES

o ERGONOMICS SOCIETY (UNITED KINGDOM)

o ERGONOMICS SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA AND

NEW ZEALAND

o GESELLSCHAFT F'tJRARBEITSWISSENSCHAFT

o HUNGARIAN SOCIETY FOR ORGANIZATION AND

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

o HUMAN FACTORS ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

o HUMAN FACTORS SOCIETY (USA)

o JAPAN ERGONOMICS RESEARCH SOCIETY

o NEDERLANDSE VERENIGING VOOR ERGONOMIE

o NORDIC ERGONOMIC SOCIETY

o POLISH ERGONOMICS SOCIETY

o SOCIETA ITALIANA DI ERGONOMIA

J#

o SOCIETE D'ERGONOMIE DE LANGUE FRANCAISE

o YUGOSLAV ERGONOMICS SOCIETY

FIGURE 1
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in Ergonomics and Human Factors, published by the International Ergonomics Association

lists 156 educational programs in 28 different countries around the world. The United

States has the largest number. There are some 66 colleges and universities in the United

States with some program in this specialty.

A little over half of the programs in the United States are in some kind of

engineering department; generally industrial engineering, system engineering,

management engineering, or operations research. About 40 percent are in psychology

departments and the rest are scattered in other departments.

Human factors professionals publish in a wide variety of scientific and

professional journals. The following 5 are specifically dedicated to articles of this kind:

1. HUMAN FACTORS - published by the American Human Factors Society.

. ERGONOMICS - published by the Ergonomics Society of Great Britain.

3. ZEITSCHRIFT F*I_R ARBErrs WISSENSCHAFT - published by the German

GeseLlschaft F_r Arbeitswissenschaft.

4. APPLIED ERGONOMICS - a eommeroial publication of Great Britain.

o INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MAN/MACHINE STUDIES - another British

commercial publication

Let me wind up briefly with what Pve tried to tell you in this lecture. I think

wetre entering into an era when product usability, ease of use, product acceptance, and

human factors are becoming more and more important. These are hard things to

measure, they are hard to specify, they are hard to qualify; however, that does not mean

that you can ignore them. There is a profession that can help in the search for these

illusive human goals. Itts a profession that is well established but small. Itts been around

for a reasonably long time, and itts a profession that is in great demand from industry.
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You don't become a human factors professionaljust by being human. Specialized training

courses are taught in the subject matter in about 66 colleges and universitiesaround the

United States. Although the number of graduates in the profession isstillsmall, it is a

profession that stands ready to help industry and society. I'm sure that the sessions that

follow willshow you some of the ways in which that isdone.

Reference

Van Cott, H.P. & Kinkade, R.G. (Eds.).

New York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 1972.

Human Engineering Guide to Equipment Design.
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HUMAN FACTORS ASPECTS OF CONTROL ROOM DESIGN

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has been active in the area of

human factors in control rooms, particularlyin recent years. I am going to present for

you a plan for the design, analysis, and review of multistation control rooms. Many

benfits will accrue to the users of the control room as a consequence of human factors

applications.

Human factors at NASA is not a recent event and I callto mind such notables as

Jack Kraft and Stan Deutsch and others who have contributed significantlyto the design

of current systems and prior space flightsystems. So l_m very conscious that NASA's

management and staff are serious users of human factors.

When we talk about control rooms, we ask, "What are the human factors problems

involved?" The following listisa classificationof the problems usually encountered:

o System Related Problems

o Operator Related Problems

o Procedures Based Problems

o Information Related Factors

o Operational Related Factors- tasks to be performed to achieve mission

success

o The Problem of the Criterion and Methods of Measurement - How do we

know the phenomena being studies is really a problem? How do we

assess it?

Figure 1 shows the dynamics involved in a typical nuclear control room.

Generally, licensed operators supervise and control the operations of a plant from cold

shut down through 100 percent power operation and back to cold shut down for all design-

based accident conditions. A design-based accident is an accident which the plant has

been designed to cope with effectively.

The physical layout of a control room is fairly standard. Typically, at the center

of the eontrol room, you will see a presentation or a picture of the control rods of the
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reactor, which is a system status indicator that allows you to know rod status. Also you

have a large number of conventional-design displays and controls. Some control rooms

have CRT database information systems, others do not. It'sa large room; tests are

always going on; maintenance activitiesmay be checked during plant operation. The

plant isresponsive for the production of electricity,and you may have electricaldemand

that might cause it to increase or decrease itspower output. But typically,once a plant

is brought up to full power, management seeks to maintain a constant power level.

Typically, at the top of a control room, you see a large number of annunciators. These

are backlit legends, each with very cryptic information. They illuminate only when an

event occurs or, to show the status of a condition.

HUMAN FACTORS PROBLEMS

Let us consider some of the problems that we have encountered in control rooms.

One problem concerns where the supervisor should be. If we have many feet of displays

and controls, a central supervisor's station would seem like a good idea; it is not.

Sometimes a desk is placed in the center and other times it'sa general area where the

documentation, as well as the telephone communications, are available. The key is a

task analysis and link analysis. At NASA you will likelyhave in some of your control

rooms an amalgamation of older technology and new technology that you want to

integrate. The role and functions of a supervisor,as well as his/her physical station or

locus of control, should be considered early in the design phase.

Another significantproblem is packing data on an annunciator tile. If you must

use annunciators, consider the problem of reading. Typically, a nuclear power plant

control room will have 1200 to over 2500 tiles.The operators attempt to memorize all

those tiles,so that by looking at the whole, they can identify the actual problem: "Well,

when I see this configuration, that means such and so",rather than actually reading what

ispresented. This may be a significantsource of error and human factors problems.
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One can also have a problem with visual access to displays. Some systems are

designed independently and, when they are placed together, they don't fit the workspace

properly. Sometimes, protruding units obstruct an operator's view. Thus an operator

must stand or sit at an awkard angle for adequate visibility.Another example illustrates

poor placement of equipment; an operator using a computer-based terminal must leave

the station, walk around the corner to look at the printer, and remember what he has

seen when he gets back to his station. Another visual problem isglare on CRT screens

from poorly designed illuminationsources. This glare may wipe out usable visualdata.

Color coding has been an attempt to distinguish important events. Often their

relationships are not one to one with the controls. If colors are used they must be

consistent and meaningful among and between displays and controls. Other problems

relate to control design and legends.

Often operators will compensate for critical values which should have been

preprinted. For example, there is the famous picture of two large beer handles attached

to tiny switches so the operator had ready access to them because of their importance.

Also labels have been attached to control boards when no sensible relationship is seen

between and among the controls. Operators may be called on to memorize the

relationship and, in the heat of an incident, this may constitute a mental load that is a

source of error.

One final consideration is the maintenance station. It is not in the control room

but operators use it to do special tests. When you design equipment for testing, have the

same care for human factors as you would for your main panel. Do not make it an

unnecessarily complicated system.

These are our kinds of problems. What do we do about them? We do not control,

as you do, the design of control rooms. We are regulators,and that'sa very different

kind of position to be in--for human factors people to write standards, guidelines,and

regulations.
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To refresh your minds again--we have system probiems_ operator-related

problems, proeedure-information related, and operational-related problems. And we, as

human faetors people, have the problem of how to measure, and how to evaluate. What

are some of the human factors potential solutions (Figure 2)?

HUMAN FACTORS SOLUTIONS

In order to deseribe, plan, and predict what your approaeh will be and to evaluate

the priorities, I present a man-maehine model (Figure 3). There are a variety of

eomponents whieh influenee the task demand_ that is, they ean inerease or deerease the

probability of sueeessful task completion. We are very eoneerned with the safety

systems, since one of our missions is the health and safety of the publie. There are other

systems which interaet with the safety systems whieh also influenee the task demand.

There are eomponents which influenee the operations, management, and the polieies

whieh management prepares, and the maintenanee praetiees whieh affeet the task to be

performed. How available is your system? Do you have a high reliability system for your

needs? _hat components influenee the operator's performanee, sueh as seleetion and

training? Are the key personnel nearly equal in terms of minimum qualifieations? The

assessment and evaluation methods whieh the manager uses affeets operator

performance. The requalifieations and upgrading of people must be eonsidered. You are

not going to have someone take a job in the eontrol room and always remain at that

level_ they wiU want to advanee. You've heard of Maslow's hierarehy of needs$ they want

to satisfy those kinds of needs.

I think there are more human error and human problems related to proeedures

than there are to the kinds of problems found in human engineering. You have

components influeneing procedures. Operators are going to have to be dependent on the

proeedure based information. These inelude normal and emergeney operating

proeedures, and teehnieal speeifieations.
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CONTROL ROOMS - WHAT ARE HUMAN FACTORS SOLUTIONS?

* MAN-MACHINE MODEL TO DESCRIBE, PLAN AND PREDICT

* SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

* ALLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS

* JOB/TASK ANALYSES

* HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS

* SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

* SYSTEMS TESTING AND VERIFICATION

,"CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEW

0PERATOR/USER ACCEPTANCE

FIGURE 2
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OTHER
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MANAGEMENT
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PERFORMANCE
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PERFORMANCE
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\
NO
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DOCUMENTATION
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COMPONENTS
INFLUENCING
OPERATOR
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TRAINING
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REQUIREMENTS

ASSESSMENT
b
EVALUATION

i

REQUALIFICATION
b
UPGRADING

COMPONENTS
INFLUENCING
PROCEDURES

CONTROLROOM MAN-COMPUTER
MODEL

FIGURE 3A
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CONTROL ROOM MAN - COMPUTER EFFECTIVENESS

A MODEL

COMPONENTS INFLUENCING TASK DEMAND:

OF DESIGN RELATED FACTORS

MEASURES

COMPONENTS INFLUENCING TASK OPERATIONS: MEASURES

OF LIMITING FACTORS WHICH COULD DETRACT FROM

OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS

COMPONENTS INFLUENCING OPERATOR PERFORMANCE:

PERSONAL AND PERSONNEL CONSEQUENCES AFFECTING

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS

COMPONENTS INFLUENCING PROCEDURES:

SOFTWARE AND METHODS ADEQUACY

MEASURES OF

IS THERE A MATCH??

WHAT IS THE VARIABILITY??

DOES IT MAKE A DIFFERENCE??

HOW LARGE A DIFFERENCE??

FIGURE 3B
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All of these components come together and you ask the questions, "Do I have

performance effectiveness? Do I have a match?" If I do, then I have effective

performance. If I don't, I have a number of problems. Perhaps you want to evaluate or

design your own model; to begin, you would develop a model of the system to identify the

major components of variance--the things that make a real difference. You will use the

model to help you plan your own direction and your own activities to look at alternate

designs and finally to evaluate how well you have achieved the design.

The use of systems analysis is extremely important. This is a structure for

function analysis, allocation, verification, and validation. A control room design is

intended to perform certain kinds of operations. The human factors and systems analysts

people identify the functions and their interactions within the control room. Through

this analysis, we verify and validate the allocation of functions; look at performance

parameters, including the equipment design; and measure performance on these factors.

Review your human performance parameters, data needs, and decision points. Place

them in the work station. Consider the operational sequence workload, the error rate,

and the work station lengths. Reconsider the whole process if you identify problems

there. Ultimately you will arrive at some specified control room configuration. These

human factors solutions are enumerated in Figure 2. You design, build and then validate

the integration of the control room with the entire operations and document it. That is a

process which you use when you are starting out with simply a design requirement and a

mission requirement. On the other hand, you might be dealing with already existing

control rooms and you do not have the luxury of starting out from scratch. We'll look at

both processes in detail now.

APPLICATIONS TO THE DESIGN OF NEW CONTROL ROOMS

For new control rooms, we begin with a function analysis (Figure 4). A function

analysis or function allocation is the assignment of a function to an operator, technician,

equipment, computer hardware, software or combinations of these based on a comparison
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of their capabilities and limitations to perform the function. It can answer such

questions as: What is the hierarchy of functions? You have to recognize there are, in

fact, a hierarchy of functions that approximate the best solution. What is the

organization of the components, the man/machine system components that are needed to

achieve the mission goals or the common goals for which you need a man/machine

system? What are the proper actions that the system control rooms takes to meet those

goals? What criteriashould be used to evaluate the performance of these functions?

Do we have criteria well established? Do we know that we can apply to every

human or every man/machine function good standards, and good metrics of

performance? In fact, the human factors staff that you would use might well spend a

considerable time in identifying the appropriate criteria to evaluate your systems. A

function analysis is the starting place to answer these kinds .of questions in the

beginnning of a new design.

How do you validate and verify your function allocation? You want to do it to

establish that the human can perform all the assigned functions and tasks for the

specified control room design. You seek to verify that the product of each step in the

development of the design specifications fulfillsthe requirements. It'sa process-not a

one time event, a process to ensure compliance of the design specifications with the

integrated functional and performance requirements of the control room. Validation in

the classical sense that human factors psychologists use is a congruency between the

phenomena that you observed and some underlying construct. The following techniques

are useful for system verification and validation:

Simulations and modelling. I would urge you to consider simulations as a

very cheap and effective tool for system evaluation. There are already
existing software that can be applied to systems which in fact have been
verified as rather predictive of man/machine performance.

Field trials and in-situ observations. They frequently are difficult to

identify exactly the dependent variable, that which you are trying to
measure with all of the other events that are happening in the real control

room, but nevertheless you can get some good insights especially with

repeated observations to get some reliability in your observations by the
naturalistic setting.
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Workload analysis of physical and cognitive activities are possible. New
techniques are being developed rather frequently and Pm sure a number of

specifictechniques are applicable for your situation.

Human error analysis and pr0bablistic risk assessment. This, perhaps, is
more unique to the nuclear part of the industry than to NASA, but to put

human error in terms of overall probable systems performance capabilities
allows you to do tradeoffs between system design and known sources of

human error or to pinpoint where you want to maximize your return or your
investment so far as a probablisticsolutionis concerned. These methods can
be used for verificationand validation.

EXISTING CONTROL ROOMS
,,,

F or existingcontrol rooms the following listpresents 6 phases of analysis in use at

NRC for something called a control room review.

o Phase I: Operating experience review

o Phase 2: System function review and task analysis

o Phase 3: Control room survey and inventory

o Phase 4: Verification of capabilities

o Phase 5" Validation of control room functions and integrated

performance capabilities

o Phase 6: Selection of design corrections

Phase 1 of the process identifiesthe objectives of the control room review (Figure

5). What specific information is needed? What procedures have they used? We interview

the operating people, look at the documentation and from it,come out with possible

control room human factors problems.

At the same time we identify the basic systems and subsystems and the scenarios

which those systems and subsystems are used for as they truly exist. This tellsus what

are the priority activitiesof that control room and we can then look at the functions

associated with each event and classify the allocations of functions which must have

occurred in order for the system to operate. It'sa retrospective analysis. From both of

these we identifythe possible tasks that the crew likelyperforms. We do a retrospective

task analysis. When you are designing a new control room, you do a task analysis based
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on mission requirements. We do a task analysis here, based on the way the system

already operates. From the task analysis, we identify the specific information

requirements. The operating experience review, system-function review, and task

analysis identify the way the system operates, the tasks the crew perform, and gives

insight into the likelyhuman factors problems. Parenthetically, the human engineering

problems in controls and displays may or may not be important and this is one way of

assessing the degree of importance that a poor design might have.

In the next phase, we conduct an inventory of the equipment and instruments to

identify the design basis. The range, the accuracy, the speed of response, the particular

characteristicsof the equipment and instrumentation are catalogued. We can compare

that inventory with the initialdocumentation to determine what changes have been

made. At the same time, we do a survey of the control room to determine its

conformance with conventional human factors

(Figure 6). We document these by photographs,

meets acceptable human factors standards.

engineering guidelines and standards

to determine how that control room

From these photos, we get human

engineering discrepancies and possible problems. The discrepancies are real; the

problems may or may not be real. We are stillopen to judgment on these. In the

verification of capabilities phase, we compare the personnel performance task and

hardware requirements in the inventory with the people and come out with possible

equipment problems and possible task problems.

At thispoint, we have viewed the existing control room design from an objective

point of view. Now we walk through and talk through with the crew for the critical

events (Figure 7). A talk through is sittingdown with some operators of the system for

missions they are familiar with, and ask them to describe what they do. A walk through

is a process in which we take the procedures and walk through the tasks the crew does,

such as the controls,the displays,the data, and the decision made for those missions. We

also have tried real-time simulations. We use video tape recordings and ask the crew to
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go through the steps in the task. We configure the system either on the simulator or in

the actual control room, to represent that particular mission'sconditions. We film itfor

later analysis because we have found that a crew will forget that they do certain things

when we talk through or walk through this mission. They might accidently miss

something, but when they are using their own procedures, we capture on film those

events actually performed.

At phase 5 we coalesce the total system. We compile all our problems in an

assessment and we look at the factors (Figure 5). This allows the identificationof real

problem areas. These are reviewed for their mission consequences or indirect

consequences: personnel performance and systems requirements; the availability of

personnel and the system to respond to problems; and other operabilityfactors as they

exist. From this, we identify problems to be corrected immediately, or those to be

documented for subsequent correction.

The lastphase is the correction of problems (Figure 8). For those problems to be

corrected immediately, we ask the question, "Do we want to correct the problem and

further enhance the control room to make it better?" This isa decision point. If we do

want to enhance a system, we basicallygo through a redesign process. If the decision is

not to perform an enhancement but simply to correct the problem, we analyze design

alternatives and recommend solutions. We go through a function analysis, allocation

verification,select the preferred design, validate it,and reiterate that process until we

know how well we can correct the problem. The problem is not always 100 percent

corrected. If it'sfully corrected, we look at a schedule for retrofitand retraining of the

personnel and document it. If it'spartiallycorrected, we justifythe solution,document

it, retrain, and reschedule, if necessary. If the decision is made not to correct, we

justify the action to be taken and document it. That's the methodology we use for a

human factors analysis of existingcontrol rooms.
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Thus far, I really haven't said much about man/computer interaction because it

has been intregal throughout this entire process. Whether you have a dedicated computer

or a process computer, there are some special considerations to incorporate when it

comes to the use of computer-based aids in existing control rooms--that is, you are

retrofitting into an existing control room a completely new concept in data management

and information.

We have found that many computers-based systems fail to meet their performance

requirements because the design of the man/machine interface is really inadequate. The

issue of acceptance of the computer-based information system by the user in the control

A list of criteria to ,improve

Match of system input/output with user

Reliability, compatibility and maintainability--maximum of 5 seconds

for feedback from human input.

o Easy to learn and little training needed

o Self descriptive system

o System under user control

o Transparent language, format and organization--i.e., user friendly.

o Corresponds to user exprectations

o Adaptable to user experience level

o Fault tolerant-operator can make mistakes

o Has dialog capability-usercommunications needs reflected in flexibility,

complexity, power and information load

o Integrated system

o Documentation--willingness to pay for good documentation willpay off

in the long run.

The last figure is a listof the basic references useful for control room reviews

(Figure 9). IVlanyother references are contained in the document, Guidelines for Control

Room Design Reviews, NUREG 0700. It can be obtained from the NRC in

room is mandatory for mission and system success.

computer/user interface include

0

0

W ashington,D.C.
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Human Factors

Experiments in
Designing
Interactive Systems
Ben Shneiderman

University of Maryland

Providing useful tools for computer users with a
wide range of experience, problems, skills, and expec-
tations is a challenge to scientific competence,
engineering ingenuity, and art/stic elegance. System
developers are increasingly aware that ad hoc design
processes, based on intuition and limited experience,
may have been adequate for early programming
languages and applications but are insufficient for in-
teractive systems which will be used by _ons of
diverse people. Regular users quickly pass through
the gadget fascination stsge and become demanding
users who expect the system to help them in perfor-
mance of their work. Clearly, therefore, interactive
computer-based consumer products for home, per-
sonal, or office applications require increasing levels
of design effort.
Unfortunately,itisnot possibleto offer an algo-

rithm for optimal or even satisfactorydesign.In-

teractivesystem designers,like architectsor in.
dustrialdesigners,seek a workable compromise be

twsen conRicrJng design goals.Systems should be

simple but powerful,easy to learnbut appealing to

experiencedusers,and facilitateerrorhandling but
allowfreedom ofexpression.Allofthisshould be ac-

complished in the shortest possible development

time,costsshould be kept low,and h2t_remod_ca-

tion should be simple. Finding a smooth path
through theseconflictinggoalsisa challenge.

Henry Dreyfuss,_ a leading industrialdesigner
responsibleforplane,train,and boat interiorsaswell

asdozens offamiliarconsumer items,providesuse_l

guidance.He devotesa fullchaptertotheexperience

of designing the 500-Type Telephone, the standard
rotary dial desk model. Measurements of 2000
human faceswere used todetermine the spacingbe

tween the mouth and ear pieces.After consultation

with BellSystem engineersabout the layoutofelec-

tronic components, 2500 sketches for possible
designswere made. Numerous variationsofthehand-

grip were considered untilthe familiarrounded-off

rectangularcrosssectionwas adopted.Variationson
dial and faceplate were tested until a 4V4-inch

diameter faceplatewas selectedto replacethe older
3-inchversion.Placement ofthe lettersand numbers

was studied,the angle of the dialwas adjusted to

reduceglare,and thecradlewas modifiedtominimize

the receiver-off-the-hookproblem. Accurate layout

drawings were made forallthe variations,and finally
clay and plastermodels were builtto compare the

leadingdesigns.Then testingbegan.

This process contrastssharplywith most interac-

tivesystem development experienceswhere designs
arehastilyproposed and evaluatedinformally.Alter-

native command struct_xes,error handling pro-

cedures,orscreenformatsrarelyget implemented for
pilottestingpurposes. Dreyfuss spends another en-

r_irechapter emphasizing the importance oftesting.

Testsand pilotstudiesshouldbe more than theinfor-
mal,biasedopinionofa colleague.A pilottestshould

involveactualusersforsu_cient time periodstoget

past initiallearningproblems and no,,elty.Conflict-

ing designs should be evaluated in carefullycon-
trolled experimental conditions. Though ex-

periments provideno guarantee ofquality,they are

farbetterthan informal guesswork. The process of

developingan experimentalcomparison can itselfbe
productive, often providing worthwhile insights.

Statisticalperformance data and informalsubjecdve

commenr_-y from participantscan be valuable in
fine-tuning proposed procedures. Experimental

research can lead to fundamental insights which

=anscend specificsystems. Nickerson.2 Bennett,3
M_' and ,NLiilerand Thomas 5 provide broad-

ranging reviews of issues and references for

designers and researchersof interactivesystems.
Shneiderman _ covers related work in da_a-base

facilities,and o_herarticlesinthisissuefocuson pro-

gramming language usage.
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Goals for interactive system designers

The diversity of situations in which interactive

systems may be used makes itdifficultto prescribea

universalsetof goals.The attempts ofseveralsystem

designers to define goals are shown in Figures 1

through 8.

Foley and Wallace _5make theirrecommendations

by enumerating five problem areas: boredom (im-

proper pacing), panic {unexpectedly long delaysl,

frustration_inabilityto convey intentions or inflexi-

ble and unforgiving systemL confusion {excessive

detail or lack of structure),and discomfort {inap-

propriate physical environment}.

The best detailed guide for design of interactive

display systems was developed by Engel and Gran-

da.I_They make specificsuggestions about display

formats, frame contents, command language, recov-

ery procedures, user entry techniques, general prin.

ciples,and response time requirements.

Unfortunately, these listsare only crude guides to

the designer. The entries are not independent and

sometimes are inconflict.The listscontain contradic-

tory recommendations and are certainlyincomplete.

Finally,these design goals are largelyunmeasurable.

Can we assign a numerical value to the simplicity,

First principle: Know the user

Minimize memorization

Selection not entry
Names not num_rs
PredictaDle bel_avior

Access to system information

Optimized operations
Rapid execution of common operations
Oisptay inertia
Muscle memory
Reorganize command parameters

Engineer for errors
Good error messages
Engineer out the common errors
Reversible actions
ReclunOancy
Oats structure integnt_

Figure 1. User engineering principles for interac.
tlve systems (W. J. Hansen, 1971)." Hansen's First
Principle should be the motto of every designer:
Know the User. No qualifier or explanation is
necessary. Hansen's sensitivity to human short-
term memory limitations leads to his second
category: minimizing memorization. Under "pp.
timization of operations," Hansen includes
"display inertia," suggesting that when operations
are applied, as little of the display should be
changed as DOssible. This approach reduces
disruptive movement and highlights the impact of
the last operation. "Muscle memory" refers to the
idea that users develop the feel for frequently used
keypressss. Hansen recognizes the importance of
enginlmrlng for errors by providing good error
messages, reversible actions, and revisions to
engineer out common errors.

stability,responsiveness, variety,etc.,of a system?

How can we compare the simplicityof two design pro-

posals? How do we know what has been leftout ofthe

system design?

Experimental research can help to resolve some of

these issues and refine our capacity to measure

system quality.Still,some aspects of designing will
remain an artor intuitivesciencewhere estheticsand

contemporary styledetermine success.

The remainder of this paper presents several
human factors issues in designing interactive

systems. The discussion isindependent of hardware-

related concerns such as the design of keyboards.

displays, cursor controls, audio output, speech

recognition, graphics systems, and customized

devices, and software=related topics such as natural

language front-ends, menu selection, command

languages, data-base query facilities,and editors.

The emphasis ison general problems and basic ex-

perimental results.

Attitude and anxiety

Several studies have demonstrated that user at-

titudes can dramatically affect learning and perfor-

mance with interactive systems. Walther and

O'Neil._; for example, showed that novlces with

negative attitudes towards computers learned

editing tasks more slowly and made more errors.

An_JeW. generated by fear of failure,may reduce

short-term memory, capacity and inhibit perfor-

mance. Ifusers are insecure about theirabilityto use

1. Provide a program action for every poss=bte type of
user input.

2. Minimize the neeO for the user to learn aOout the

comouter system.

3. Provide a large number of explicit Oiagnostics.
along with extensive on-line user a.¢sistance.

4. Provide program sl_ortcuts for I<_;owledgeaOle
users.

5. Allow the user to express the same message in
more than one way

Figure 2. The design of idiot.proof interactive pro-
grams (A. I. Wasserman. 1973). I Wassermen's five
design principles are reasonable, but the second
and fifth ones may need qualification. Although it
is usually good to minimize the user's need to learn
about the computer system, restricting access to
those who have acquired a certain knowledge lever
may sometimes be a goo¢l idea. The qualifying tes;,
which works well for driver's licensing and college
entrance, may be useful for complex and powerful
systems. Naive users should be orevented from us-
ing a system which is too hard for them and would
produce an unpleasant experience. Wasserman's
filth principle may not always be good advice.
Novices will prefer and do better wifh a system
which has few choices and permits only limited
forms ol expression.
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the system, worried about destroying filesor the

computer itself,overwhelmed by volumes of details

or pressured to work rapidly,theiran_ety willlower

performance. Progran_ners who must meet a dead-
line tend to make more errors as they frantically

patch programs in a manic attempt to finish.Of

course, mild pressure can act as a motivator, but if

the pressure becomes too strong the resultant high

levelsofanxiety interferewith competent work.

In designing a system for novices, every attempt

should be made to make the user at ease,without be

ing patro-;TJng or too obvious. A message telling
users not to be nervous isa bad idea.Users willfeel

best ffthe instructionsare lucid,in familiarterms.

and easy to follow.They should be given simple tasks

and gain the confidence that comes with successful

use of any tool or machine. Diagnostic messages
should be understandable, nonthreatening, and low-

key. If the imput isincorrect,avoid blaring phrases
such as "ERROR 435--NUMBERS ARE ILLE-

GAL" and merely state what is necessary to make

things right--e.g.,"MONTHS ARE ENTERED BY

NAME." Try to avoid meaningless, condemning

1. Know the user population.

2. Respond consistently and clearly.

3. Carry forwarOa representation of the users
knowledge _sis.

4. Adapt wordiness to user needs.

5. Providethe users with every opportunity to correct
their own errors.

6. Promote tt_epersonal worth of the individual user.

Figure 3. Design guidelines for interactive systems
(R. W. Paw and A. M. Rollins, 1975). ° Paw and
Rollins echo Hansen's motto and add some of their
own besides. Guideline No. 4, above, was probably
Intended to mean "adapt the messages to the
user's level oi syntactic and semantic knowledge."

Introduce through experience

Immediate feedback

Use the user's model

Consistency and uniformity

Avoid acausality

Query-in-depth (tutorial aids)

Sequential--parallel traOeoff
(allow choice of entry patterns)

Observability and controllability

Figure 4. Guidelines for designing interactive sys-
tems (Brian R. Gaines and Peter V. Facay, 1975)? 0
Gaines and Facsy emphasize the importance of the
ul41rbeing in control of the terminal, the pace o! the
interaction, the tutorial aids, and the execution pro-
¢ass.

Simple: proiecta "natural," uncomplicated "virtual" image of the
System.

Responsive: respond quickly and meaningfully to user commands

User-controlled: all actions are initiated and controlled by the user

Flexible: :lexibility in command structures and tolerance of errors.

StaOle: able to detect user difficulties and assist him in returning to
correct dialogue: never "dead ending" the user (i.e., offering no
recourse).

Protective: protect the user from costly mistakes or accidents (e.g.,
overwriting a file).

Self-documenting: the commands and system responses are self-
explanatory anO documentation, explanations, or tutorial material are

part of the environment.
Reliable: not conducive to undetected errors in man-computer com-
munication.

User-modifiable: sophisticated users are able to personalize their an-
vironment.

Figure 5. Interface design for time-sharing systems (D. R.
Cheriton, 1976)? 1 Cheriton's thorough list provides good guide-
lines for interactive system designers.

Simplicity
Few keyworas
Simplicity of input
Short commands
Simple commands

Clarity
Hierarchical structure (commands and subcommands)
Functional separation of commands
Homogeneity (same structure for all commands)
Problem orientation

UmClueness
Determimsm--every command is fulty determined by its

operands and preset options
No unOelinea states

Comfortable Ionguage
Powerful commands
Flexibility
Short dialogue
Data structures can Oe displayed and utilized for searching and

Orowsing
Other comfort

Input comfort: rereading or previous input or output after correc-
tions have been made; menu tecl_mclue

Dialogue can Oe interrupted at any time
Clear, short, understandable system messages

Evidence and reusability
Evidence of the system state
Acknowledgment of executed commands
Help functions
Former commands and output reusable for input

Saving commands for later execution
StaDiiity

Clear messages on severe input errors
Errorcorrect=onon slight errors
Uniform error handling
No comdutsion to continue the dialogue in a fixed way

Data security

Figure 6. Design criteria for documentation retrieve1 languages
(F. GeDhardt and I. $1ellmachero 1978)? 2
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Forgiveness--ease in repairing errors

Segmentation--layered approach

Variety--choice o! style

Escape--break out of danger

Guidance--direction and learning

Leverage--flexible, powerful features

Figure 7. Human/machine interface design criteria
in a computerized conferencing environment (M.
W. Turoff, J. L. Whitescarver, and S. R. Hiltz,
1978). 13

Use terse "natural" language, avoid codes, allow ab-
breviations.

Use short entries to facilitate error correction and main-
tain tempo.

Allow user choice of single or multiple entries.

Maintain "social element" to the communication.

Permit user to control length of cues or error messages.

Errormessages should be polite, meaningful, and infor-
mative.

Give help when requested or wren users are in difficulty.

Simple, logically consistent command language.

Control over all aspects of tr_e system must appear to
belong to the user.

Avoid redundancy in dialogue.

Adapt to tl_euser's ability.

Keep exchange rate in users stress-free range: user
can control rate.

Figure 8. Ground rules fora "well-behaved" system
(3".C. S. Kennedy, 1974). 14This list is based on ex.
perimental studies with data entry.

messages such as "SYNTAX ERROR" and give

helpful, informative statements such as "UN-
MATCHED RIGHT PARENTHESIS." Construc-

tive messages and positive reinforcement produce
fasterlearning and increase user acceptance.

Control

A driving force in human behavior isthe desire to

control.Some individualshave powerful needs to at-
tain and maintain control of their total environment:

others are less strongly motivated in this direction

and are more accepting of their fa_e. With respect to

using computers, the desire for control apparently m-
creases with experience. Novice terminal users and

children are perfectly willing to follow the computer's

instructions and accept the computer as the control-

ling agent in the interaction. With experience and

maturity, users resent the computer's dominance

and prefer to use the computer as a tool. These users

perceive the computer as merely an aid in ac-

compLishing their own job or personal objectives and

resent messages which suggest that the computer is

in charge.

The Library of Congress recognized this distinc-

tion in changing the prompting message from the
authoritarian "ENTER NEXT COMMAND" to the

servile "READY FOR NEXT COMMAND."A large

bank offers a banking terminal which displays the

message "HOW CAN I HELP YOU?" This is appeal-
ing at first glance, but after some use, this come-on

becomes annoying. The illusionthat the machine is

just likea human telleris perceived as a deception

and the user begins to wonder about other ways in

which the bank has been deceptive. The attempt to

dominate the h,teraction, by implying that the ter-

minal will help the user by emphasizing the "I,"

violates common rules of courtesy. If a starting

message is used at all, it probably should focus on the

customer--for example, "WHAT DO YOU NEED?"

followed by a list of available operations. In any case

the user should initiate the operation by hitting a but-

ton labeled "START," thus reinforcing the idea that

the user is in control of the machine.

Ear!y computer-assisted instruction systems

heaped praise on the student and" wisely" guided the

student through the material at a computer-selected

pace; more recent systems merely display perfor-

mance scores and provide an environment where the

student chooses the path and pace. Only children ap-

preciate praise from a computer: most people achieve
internal satisfaction if their performance is satisfac-

tory. Instead of the lengthy "VERY GOOD, YOU

GOT THE RIGHT ANSWER," the simple display of

"+ +" signals a correctanswer to a problem.
Reinforcement for these ideas comes from Jerome

Ginsburg of the Equitable Life Assurance Society,

who prepared an in-house set of guidelines for

developing interactive applications systems. He

makes the powerful claim that

Nothing can contributemore tosatisfactory,system per-
formance than theconvictionon thepartofthe terminal
operatorsthatthey areincontrolof the system and not
the system incontrolofthem. Equally.nothing can be
more damaging to satisfactorysystem operation.
regardlessofhow wellallotheraspectsoftheimplemen-
tationhave been handled,than theoperator'sconviction
thattheterminaland thusthesystem areincontrol,have
"a mind oftheirown,'"oraretuggingagainstratherthan
observingtheoperator'swishes,

Being in control is one of the satisfying corn

ponents of timesharing and of programming in

general.Systems which are designed to enhance user

control are preferred.One explanation of why word

processing systems have come intowidespread use in

only the lastfew years is that mini and microcom-

puters give users a powerful feelingof being in con-
trolcompared to she time-shared usage of a large

machine. Fileskept on floppy disks are tangiblewhen

compared to disk fileson an unseen remote machine.

Although failures,lossof files,and faultydisks prob-
ably occur more often on the stand-alone minis and
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micros than on largersystems, the users ofminis and

micros have the satisfactionof controllingtheiro_-n
destiny.

Closure

One of the byproducts of the limitationon human

short-term memory isthat there isgreat reliefwhen

information no longerneeds to be retained.This pro-

duces a powerful desireto complete a task,reduce our

memory load,and gain relief.Closure is the comple-

tion of a task leading to relief.Since terminal users

striveforclosureintheirwork, interactionsshould be

defined in sections socompletion can be attained and

information released.Every time a user completes

editinga lineor ends an editingsessionwith an EXIT
or SAVE command, there is reliefassociated with

completion and attainingclosure.

The pressure forclosuremeans thatusers,especial-

ly novices,may prefermultiple small operations to a
single large operation. Not only can they monitor

progress and _nsure that allis going well,but they

can releasethe detailsof coping with earlyportions of
the task. One informal study showed that users

preferredthree separate menu lists,ratherthan three

menus on the screen at once. Although more typing

and more interactionswere required for the three

separate menus, the users preferreddoing one small

thing at a time.With three menus ata time,the infor-
mation about the firstmenu decision must be main-

rained until tht system acknowledges or the

RETURN key ishit.Similarly,word processor users

may make threeseparate changes on adjacent words,

when one large change command could have ac-

complished the same resultswith fewer keystrokes.

Responsetime

Most designers recognize that a simple limiton

response time,the time ittakes for the system to re-

spond to a command {e.g.,two seconds), is an

unreasonably crude specification.Some systems

have design specificationsof two-second response

time for 90 percent of the commands and 10-second

response time for the remaining 10 percent. A more

informed view isthatthe acceptable response time is

a function of the command type. Users are not

disturbed to wait severalseconds forthe loading of a

file or largeprogram, but expect immediate response

to editing commands or en ergency requests. R. B.

Miller_s provides a listof 17 command types and

reasonable response times {Table i).We may disagree

with specificentriesor suggest new entries,but the

idea of having differentresponse times seems accep-

table.In fact,one possibleapproach isto guarantee

that more complex and expensive commands require
longer waits. This will tend to make users favor

faster,cheaper commands.

A contrasting design goal is to minimize the
variance of response time. It has been confirmed by

experiment z9 that incr _sing the variability of

response time generates poorer performance (Figure

9)and lower user satisfaction(Figure I0).Users may
prefera system which always responds in4.0 seconds

to one which varies from 1.0 to 6.0 seconds, even

through the average in the second case is 3.5.Ap-
parently users can devote 3.9 seconds to planning if

they are sure that the time is available.If attention
has to be maintained on the screen,users willnot use

the response time forplanning work. Some users even

report surprise and disruption ifthe response istoo

prompt. Holding responses to minimize response
time variance may actually improve user perfor-

mance and satisfaction.For extremely long response

times--i.e.,more than 15 seconds--the usershould be

informed of the time required.One graphics system
shows a clock hand ticking backwards counting off

the seconds untilthe system willrespond. Even ifthe

response is ready earlier,the system continues its
countdown to zero.

Table 1.
System response times as function of user activity (R. B. Miller, 1968). t'_

"MAXIMUM" RESPONSETIME
USERACTIVITY (SECONDS)

CONTROLACTIVATION(FOREXAMPLE. 0.1
KEYBOARDENTRY)

SYSTEMACTIVATION(SYSTEM 3.0
INITIALIZATION)

REQUESTFORGIVENSERVICE,
• SIMPLE 2.0

COMPLEX 5.0
LOADINGAND RESTART 15.0-60.0

ERRORFEEDBACK(FOLLOWING 2.0-4.0
COMPLETIONOF INPUT)

RESPONSETO I0 20

INFORMATIONON NEXT PROCEDURE < .5.0

RESPONSETO SIMPLE_NOUlRYFROMLIST 2.0

RESPONSETO SIMPLESTATUS INOUIRY 2.0

RESPONSETO COMPLEXINOUIRYIN 2.0-4 0
TABLEFORM

REQUESTFORNEXT PAGE 0.5-1.0

RESPONSETO "EXECUTEPROBLEM" < 15.0

LIGHT PENENTRIES 1.0

DRAWINGSWITH LIGHT PENS 0.1

RESPONSETO COMPLEXINQUIRYIN 2.0-10.0
GRAPHICFORM

RESPONSETO DYNAMIC MODELING

RESPONSETOGRAPHICMANIPULATION 20

RESPONSETO USER INTERVENTIONIN 4 0
AUTOMATICPROCESS
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Instal3ers of time-sharing systems report user
dissatisfaction in two situations where response time
variance is ataccor, In the first case, when a new tim_

sharing system is installed and the workload is Ught,
response times are low and users are pleased. As the
load increases, the response time will deteriorate co
normal levels and produce dissatisfaction. By slow.

1900.
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1600.

1500.

v
_., 1300.
o
I--

HIGHVOLUME/

//

LOWVOLUME _,,m

I I
LOW HIGH

OUTPUTVARIABILITY

Figure 9. Graph of time to complete tasks vs. output
variability for low volume end high volume. (L H. Miller.
19Tr_ TM

ing down the system when itis firstinstaUed, the

change iseliminated ana users seem content. A sec-

ond case occurs when the load on a time-sharing

system varies substantially during the day. Users

become aware of the fastand slow periods and t,-yto

cram theirwork into the fastperiods. Although this

approach does help to balance the load.users tend to

make errorswhile working quickly to beat the crowd.

Anxiety is increased,complaints increase,and pro-

grammers or terminal users may even be unwillingto

work during the slow periods. By eliminating the

variance in response time. service isperceived to be

more reUable and one source of anxiety can be re-
duced.

In summary, response time is an intriguing issue

whose complexities have not yet been unraveled. We

are leftwith several conflictingdesign goals:

• Response time should be reduced under allcondi-
tions.

• Response time should match the complexity and
cost of the command.

• Variance of response time should be reduced

even at the expense of some increase in mean
response time.

• System performance should not vary. over time.

In an experiment studying the effect of system
response time on performance in a multi-parameter

optimization task. solution time increased signifi-
cantly with system response time. :° Subjects

modified five parameters wish light pen touches till a
curve matched requirements. Each of the 30 subjects

performed the task with fixed system response times
of 0.16, 0.72. and 1.49 seconds. Figure 11 shows that
decreasing the response Me from 1.49 Co 0.T2
seconds reduces the solution time for this task.

5"

4,

3"

1500, •

1200 BAUO "_,_ I

_. I

0 I I 0
LOW HIGH 0

OUTPUTVARIABILITY

I ONESTANOAROOLrVIATION

• MEANT

I , I
0.5 10 ;5

SYSTEM RESPONSETIME. SRT SECS.

Figure 10. Graph of aver_ie response to post-test ClUeS.
tionnaire vs. output variability for 1200 and 2400 I_ud
(L H. Miller, lS77). TM

Figure 11. Solution time (1") versus System Response
Time (SRT) for 30 subjects (Goodman and Sponce,
1978). z0
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Grossberg, Wiesen, and Yntema 2x studied four

subjects performing 36 interactive tasks involving
calculationson numeric arrays.Response times were

varied from I to4 to 16 to64 seconds. As the response

time increased subjects became more cautious,used

fewer commands, and took longer time between corn-

wands, but the totaltime consumed showed surpris-

ing invariance with respect to the response time in-
crease.The subjects changed theirworking styleas

the response time increased by becoming more

cautious and by making heavier use of hard copy

printouts.The differencein resultsbetween thisex-

periment and the previous one may be a product of

the available commands, required tasks, or subject

experience.

A relateclaspect of response time is the thought

time of the terminal user. For complex decision-

making, there issome evidence that locking the ter-

minal for a short period,say 25 seconds in one pilot

study, may improve userperformance on the decision
and increase usersatisfaction.An open keyboard and

partialattentionto the display can distractthe users

and interferewith problem-solving while increasing

anxiety. The illusionof"dialog" may compel users to

keep their end of the "conversation" going. A

decision-making study _ with longer lockout times (5

and 8 minutes) revealed thatsubjects with no lockout

used twice as much computer time and, as might be

expected, the lockout groups expressed dissatisfac-
tionwith restrict,ed access.The high variance in per-

formance of the 20 subjects made it impossible to

assess the impact of lockout, although the highest

performance mean was achieved by the 5-minute

lockout group. Possibly if users perceive the com-

purr as a tool they may be more willingto take their

time and reflecton decisions.Ifusers feelthey are in-

volved in a "dialog" in which they must respond

promptly, anxiety and poorer performance may

result.Maybe we should replace the term "dialog"

with "utilog" conveying the impression thatthe user

isutilizingthe syst_n as a tooL

Time.sharing vs. batch processing

As technologicaldevelopments allowed program-

mers to use interactiveterminals for preparing and

executing theirprograms, a conu_versy arose over

the relative merits of interactive usage and tradi-

tional batch submittal. Adherenr,_ of timesharing

argued that wmting for processing by batch-oriental
computer systems was annoying, disruptive, and
time-consuming. Others feltthat time-sharing en-

cottraged sloppy and hasty programming, which in

turn led to more errors and poorer quality work.
Two of the earlieststudies comparing on-lineand

off-lineprocessing were by Schaczoff, Tsao. and

Wlig _ and Gold.z_The former study showed a 50 per-
cent higher total cost for time-sharing, and a

50-percent greaterelapsed time forbatch, with no dif-

ference in computer time. More compilations were

made on-Line, suggesting less time is spent in desk
chacking. According to Gold, 2' the "user's attilmde

appears to be one of the variables which may in-
fluence the user's immediate behavior and usage of

computer systems." Both studies agreed that some

performance variations may be attributable to pro-

&,rammer and problem differences.
Smith _ examined the effectsofconventional batch

versus instant batch {lessthan 5 minutesL With

respect toelapsed time (time from the startof a prob-

lem to its completion) and student reaction,instant

surpassed conventional.

Summarizing fivestudies comparing on-lineto off-

lineproblem solving {including the two mentioned
above), Sackman _7 stated that timesharing had a

20-percent advantage over batch in hours used,
whereas batch surpassed timesharing with a
40-percent advantage in CPU time. In regard to cost,
neither mode outperformed the other.Sackman sug-

gested that" the comparison ...isbecoming academic

as the contest converges toward interactive time

sharing and fast or even instant batch." These
studies need to be reevaluated and redone sincehard-

ware speeds and software capabilitieshave changed
substantiallyin the lastdecade.

As a resultof experimentation with junior college

students, the use of timesharing was recommended

to alleviatethe high drop-out ratefrom the introduc-

tory computer sciencecourses._sThe immediate feed-

back of timesharing was seen as positivelyreinforc-

ing.

The decrease in literar_trecomparing the two

modes of program development and the increase in

articleson timesharing systems give the illusion

that the controversy has ended and the superiorityof

on-lineprocessing is accepted. But some managers

and researchers suggest that timesharing mode en-

courages hasty program development and increases
the number of errors.They feelthat the slower turn-

around of batch processing produces more careful

program design and thorough desk debugging.

In a related application of interactivesystems, J.

V. Hansen _ investigated performance differences

for two management decision-making tasks using

timesharing and batch approaches. Both problems,

sWchastic capital budgeting and product demand

forecasting, were not solvable by a mathematical

algorithm. Instead, they required heuristic ap-

proaches where feedback from each interaction

would suggest new decision rules. The results (Table
2) demonstrate thatin thisenvironment rime-sharing

Table 2.
Decision-making performance averages using time-sharing

and batch modes (J. V. Hansen, 1976). 2s

GROUPA GROUPB
(BATCH/ON-LiNE) (ON-LtNE/BATCPI)

(5 SUBJECTS) (5 SUBJECTS_

PROBLEMI 82.0 88.4
(CAPITALBUDGETING) (BATCH) (ON-LINE'3

PROBLEM2
(PRODUCTDEMAND 90.6 84 6

FORECASTI (ON-LINE) (BATCH)
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access significantly improved the quality of the deci-
sions.

In short, the experimental results suggest that a
good timesharing system is better than a bad batch

systenL Correcting minor errors quickly in time-

sharing mode speeds productivity and reduces irrita-

t.ion.For more fundamental work, some program-

mers may abuse the rapid access of timesharing,

make hasty patches, and produce poor code.
In all the experimental results, the influence of in-

dividual differences apparently played a major role.

The high variance in performance and conflicting
anecdotal evidence suggests that unmeasured factors

such as personality may influence preference and per-
formance. Whether or not a programmer wants to use

interactive equipment may be an important con-
sideration. Merely because many programmers.
perhaps even a majority, prefer interactive mode

does not mean that allprogrammers should utilize
that mode. Those individuals who feelmore secure

with a deck ofkeypunch cards are justas necessary to

an organization.

Many variables enter into a programmer's

preference fora particularcomputer communication

alternative.In an effortto identifyspecificpersonali-
ty traitsinfluencing preference,Lee and Shneider-
man a° studied locus ofcontrol and assertiveness.

Locus of control focuses on the perception in-
dividuals have of theirinfluenceover evenLs. Inter-

nallycon_olied individualsperceive an event as con-

tingent upon their own action, whereas externally
controlledpeople perceive a reinforcement foran ac-

tion as being more a resultof luck, chance, or fate;

under the control of or.herpowerful people; or un-
predictable.

Asser1_ivebehavior "allows an individual expres-

sion in a manner that fully communicates his per-
eonal desires without infringing upon the right of
others.''_IAssertive individuals can state theirfeel-

ings:nonassertive people have difficultTdoing so.

Table 3.
Preference scores and personality factors (Lee and

Shnaidermsn, 1978). =0

TIME
BATCH SHARING TOTAL

0 1 2 3 4 MEAN OBSERVATIONS

LOCUS
DIMENSION:

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

ASSE=T_VENESS
DIME,S;ON:

LOW

HiGH

0 0 2 2 2 3.0 6

0 0 8 4 0 2.3 _2

18

0 0 5 3 0 2.4 8

0 0 5 3 2 2.7 10

18

Many programmers learned use ofkeypunch equip-

ment before being introduced to timesharing. It

would be lessanxiety provoking for them to remain

with a mode of program entry which isfamiliar--i.e.,

keypunch--than to attempt on-line communication

with itsmany problems--e.g., signing on or possible

lossof an editing session. It seems that individuals

who view themselves as more effectiveand powerful.

orinternallycontrolled,would master on-lineinterac-

tion with the computer, while those who see them-

selves as lesspowerful and not very independent or
effective,or externally controlled,would continue to

process by batch.

Likewise. more assertiveprogrammers would not
letthe intimidating terminal inhibitthem from learn-

ing and using interactiveequipment. They would be

able to ask for help when needed, thus promoting

theirlearning process. The nonassertive individual

might look fora means ofprogram entry which allows

least contact with others, including avoidance of

equipment which could require a great deal of help

and guidance during the familiarization stage.

Weinberg a2 conjectures that "humble programmers
perform better in batch environments and assertive

ones willbe more likelyto shine on-line.'"

Subjects forour exploratory study were program-

mers from a Control Data Corporation installation.

which allows the choice of eithercard or terminal en-

try.Three questionnaires, one to measure locus of

control,one to ascertain assertiveness,and another

to determine on-line or off-line preference were
distributedvia interofficemail.

When the 18 responses were grouped by preference

scores {Table 3), the batch group did not differ

significantlyfrom the interactivegroup on eitherper-
sonalitydimension: locusof controlor assertiveness.

However. when the sample was grouped by internal

locus/highassertiveand external locus/lowassertive

{Table 4),there was a significantdifferencein mean

preference scores.Confirming studies need to be car.

riedout with more subjects in a wide variety of pro-
gramming environments.

Although our findings in this exploratory study

showed mixed results,the import liesin the attempt

to identify variables entering into a programmer's

preference for either batch or rime-sharing. If pro-

grammers are allowed to use the mode they prefer,

theirperformance and job attitude could improve. If

Table 4.
Average preferenoe scores for personality groups (Lee

and Shnelderman, 197B). :°

INTERNALLOCUS/ EXTERNALLOCUS/
_'GH ASSERTIVE LaW ASSERTIVE

MEAN
PREFEFIENCE 3.34 2.54
SCORE

VARIANCE 0.399 0.108

NUMBEROF
SUBJECTS(TOTAL 4 6
NUMBERWAS 18)
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preference is affec_:l, by the t_/pe of task, the
availability of different modes may again improve
performance. When recruiting programmers for a
lime-sharing environment, managers may find that

those who desire to work on-linewillproduce better

products in that environment than those who prefer
working _ a batch environment.

Text editor usage

A rapidlygrowing mode of computer use isby way

of text editors,document preparation systems, and

word-processing equipment. These toolsallow users

toconsu'uctfilescontaining programs, alphanumeric

data,correspondence, or general textual in/ormation.

The diversityofuser experience and the range ofuser

patterns isenormous. Sophisticated frequent users

diffarfrom infrequent users, who are allvery dif-

ferentfrom novice users.The varietyofhardware and
software environments further increases the choices

for text editordesigners and users.

Experimental comparisons of text editors are pro-
riding information about usage patterns,suggesting

directions for development projects, and aiding

development of a cognitive model Walther and
O'Neil x7reporton an experiment with 69 undergrad-

uate computer sciencestudents:41 percent had never

used an on-line system, 38 percent had some ex-

perience, and 22 percent had much experience. The
thnm experimental factors were flexibility (one ver-
sion of the editor was inflexible: the second version

permitted abbreviations, default values, user
declaration of synonyms, a variety of delimiters, and

other features), display device (cathode ray tube and

impact teletype, both at 10 cps), and attitude (three
subjective tests indicating attitude towards com-

putera and anxiety).The subjects performed 18 cor-

rections toa textfilewhile errorswere tabulated and

data was coUected. Experienced users worked

faster with the flexibleversion, but inexperienced

users were overwhelmed by the flexibleversion.The

inexperienced users made fewer errors and worked

faster with the inflexible version. The impact

teletype users worked fasterand made fewer errors,

suggesting that the feedback from the impact may

facilitate performance. Those with negative at-
titudes made more errors. Walther and O'NeLl offer

lntm-action effects, conjectures, potential design
rules, end research directions.

Sondheimer u describes an experiment with more

than 60 professional programmer users of a text

editor. With active participation of the subjects, five
features were chosen for addition to the text editor.

Announcements, documentation, and training were
provided, but after some initial testing, usage of the

features dropped off subscantinSy. Sondheimer con-
cJudes that "the results of the experiment seem to in-

dicate the persistence of individual usage habits."

This experiment has implica_.ions which go beyond
the use of text editors, but it does emphasize that text
editing is a skillwhich is deeply ingrained in the

mler's mind and di/_cuit to change. Sondheimer con-

jecCures that novice users of the text editor would

more frequently employ the newly added featuxes.

Card 34 and Card, Moran, and NeweL135.36provide

detailedreports on text editorexperiments and offer

cognitive models of human performance. Their ex-

periments emphasize in-depth study of a limited

number of highly trained subjects. Subjects per-

formed manuscript editing tasks with a variety of
line and display editors while precise timing

measurements were made automatically. Text

editing is characterized as a "routine cognitive skill"
which "occurs in sit,_aCionsthat ewe f_ and

repetitive,and which people master wath prac*..iceand

training,but where the variabilityin the task, pius
the induced variabilityarisingfrom error,keeps the

task from becoming completely routine and requires

cognitive involvement. ''3sA cognitive model based
on goals, operators, methods, and select.ionrules

{GOMS model) is proposed and is claimed to repre-

sent the performance of expert users. User style in

locating a line{by jumping ahead a given number of

linesor by locating a character string)and correcr.ing

text(by substitution or by subcommands formodify.

ing characters in a line)was compared among sub-

jects with the goal of predicting behavior in future
situations.

• Card, Moran, and NeweU3S use data from 28 sub-

jects,on I0 systems, and over 14 task types to sup-

port the keystroke model of editoru_age, suggesting

that task performance time can be predicted from a
unit task analysis and the number of keystrokes re-

quired. This model has strict requirements: "The
user must be an expert: the task must be a routine

unit task:the method must be specifiedin der_l: and

the performance must be error-free."The r_xningdata

from a variety of users and systems reveals impor-

tant differences,such as the speed advantage of

display editorsover Lineeditors (about twice as fast).

The timing data from Card 33demonstrates the clear

speed and accuracy advantages of a mouse for selec-

tingtext,when compared with a joystick,step keys,
or text keys.

Error handling

The error-cheokmg and handling components of an

on-line system may occupy the majority of the pro-
grammmg effort. WeLl-designed diagnostic facilities
and error messages can make a system appealing.

When user encr_es do not conform to expectations,

diagnostic messages should guide the user in enter-
ing correct commands. Messages should be brief,
without negative r_nes, and should be cons_n-uctive.

Avoid ringing beLls and bold messages which may

embarrass the user. Instead of meaningless

messages like "ILLEGAL SYNTAX," try to in-

dicate where the error occurred and what may be done
to set it right. I f poseible, aLlow users to modifT the in-
correct command rather than forcing complete reen-
try. Command and programming languages should

be designed so that a common error will not be inter-
prated as a valid commancL



Error messages should be included in the system

documentation, so that users know what to expect

and so that designers cannot hide sloppy work in the

system code.

The system should permit easy monitoring of error

patterns so that system design can be modified in

response to frequent errors.Simple talliesof erroroc-

currences may suggest modifications of error

messages, changes to command languages, or im-
proved training procedures.

An intriguingissueinerrorhandling iswhether the

errormessage should be issued immediately or when

the end-of-linecode {usually ENTER or RETURN

keyl is hit.A nicely designed study a7 suggests that

human performance improves iferrorsare issued im-

mediately and that the disruption of user thought

processes by immediate interruption isnot a serious

impediment. Seventy undergraduate subjects in this

experiment had to list25 of the 50 statesin the USA

and list20 permutations of"abcde" such that "c" oc-

curs somewhere before the"d." The resultsofthe per-

mutation task strongly favor immediate interrup.
tion,but the results of the states task were mixed

{Table 5).A powerful advantage of immediate inter-

ruption isthat changes can be made simply by replac-
ing the incorrectcharacter.

A central problem in handling errorsisproviding

the user with the right kind of information. Ex-

perienced frequent users need only an indicationthat

an error has occurred, such as a locked keyboard, a

light,or a specialcharacter.As soon as the errorhas

been brought to theirattention,they willprobably

recognize itand be prepared to make an immediate

correctio_ Typical users familiar with the operations

or semantics of the domain merely require a brief note
to remind them of proper syntax or list of available
options. Novice users whose semantic knowledge is

shallow need more than prompting on syntax: they
need explanations of possible commands and the re-
quired syntax. Since even experts may forget or be

novices with respect to some portions of a system, a
simple scheme based on recording user experience
levels is unworkable. Probably the best approach is to

give control to the user and provide options--maybe
"?" for a brief prompt about syntax, a second "?" for

Table S.
Average performance msu|ts to errm"correction styles (Segai, 1975). 37

STATESTASK PERMUTATIONTASK

ERRORCORRECTIONMETHO0

IMMEDIATE END IMMEDIATE END

PERCENTERROR
KEYPRESSES 2.55 1.9¢J 4.54 4.48

TOTALTIME
(SECONOS) 234,0 300.0 408.8 546.4

TWOCONSECUTIVE
RESPONSESIN 1.17 1.17 1.00 2.77
ERROR

NUMBEROF
RESPONSESIN 4.29 3.77 4.46 4.83
ERROR

a briefprompt about semantics, and a third"?" fora

more detailedexplanation. Users could strike"??" or

"???" initiallyto get complete information rightaway.
This question mark scheme isa simple approach to

what are generally referred to as "HELP" systems.

Typing "HELP" or merely "'H" the user can get
some information; "HELP FILES," "HELP

EDIT." "HELP FORTRAN." etc.,may invoke more

extensive topic-oriented HELP facilities."HELP

HELP" should provide information about available

facilities.The PLATO instructionalsystem offersa

specialHELP key which offersappropriate guidance

forthe material currently on the screen.

Practitioner's summary

Do not violate the bounds of human performance

imposed by limited short-term memory capacity.
Design interactions in a modular fashion so that

closure can be obtained providing satisfactionand

relieffor users. Be sensitive to user anxiety and
desire for control. Provide novice users with the

satisfaction of accomplishment and a sense of

mastery, but avoid patronizing comments. Consider

response time requirements as part of the design, not

as an uncontrollable aspect of system performance.
Respect user preferences in choice of batch or in-

teractive program development. Accept the per-

sonality and cognitive style differences among in-

dividuals and do not attempt to make everyone

behave as you do.

Devote substantial energy to error design. Make

messages constructive and give gnidance for using

the system in a com teous nonthreatening way.

Prepare all messages as part of the system design and
make them available in user manuals. Give users con-
trol over what kind of and how much information

they wish at every point in the interaction. Do not re-
quire them to identify themselves at the stars as

novices. HELP facilities should be available for every.
command.

Respect and nurture the user community. Listen to
their gripes with sympathy and be willing to modify
your system toaccommodate theirrequests.Remem-

ber,the goal isnot to createa computerized system.
but to serve the user. •
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"USERFRIENDLY"

- PROPERFUNCTIONALITY

- SYSTEMRELIABILITY

- REASONABLECOST

HUMANENGINEERINGCRITERIALINKEDTO BENCHMARKSET

OF TASKSAND SPECIFICUSERCOMMUNITY

TIMETO LEARN

SPEEDOF PERFORMANCE

RATEOF ERRORS

USERSATISFACTION

RETENTION
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DISADVANTAGES

INCREASEDINITIALCOSTS

POSSIBLYLONGERDEVELOPMENTTIMES

ADVANTAGES

IMPROVEDPRODUCTQUALITY

REDUCEDLIFETIMECOSTS

SUPERIORRELIABILITY

SIMPLERTO TEACH/LEARN

EASIERTO REPAIR

EASIERTO MODIFY
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RESEARCHMETHODS

- INTROSPECTION,PROTOCOLANALYSIS

- FIELD,CASESTUDIES

- CONTROLLEDEXPERIMENTATION

CONTROLLEDEXPERIMENT

- STATEHYPOTHESES

- ALTERINDEPENDENTVARIABLES

- MEASUREDEPENDENTVARIABLES

- CONTROLFORBIASING

- USESTATISTICALTESTSTO VERIFYHYPOTHESES
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INTERACTIONSTYLES

MENUSELECTION

NO TRAINING

NO MEMORIZATION

PROVIDESSTRUCTUREFOR USERACTIVITY

EASYTO DESIGNUSERAIDS

SIMPLESOFTWARE

BIG DEVELOPMENTEFFORT

CAN BE RESTRICTIVE

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK

MODESTTRAINING

EASYTO DESIGNUSERAIDS

APPROPRIATEFOR DATAENTRYAND RETRIEVAL

MODERATEDEVELOPMENTEFFORT

CAN BE RESTRICTIVE

PARAMETRIC,COMMANDOR QUERYLANGUAGE

SUBSTANTIALTRAINING

POWERFUL

FLEXIBLE

DIFFICULTTO PROVIDEUSERAIDS
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I'IBUSELECTIONGUIDELINES
i

- USE4-8 CHOICESPER SCREENUNLESSTHEREIS GOODREASONTO

CHANGE(PHILLIPSET AL.,TELIDON,1980)(MILLER,HFS,1981)
m

- CONSIDERSEMANTICORGANIZATIONAi_DGIVETITLE

- SHOWHIERARCHYBY GRAPHICDESIGN/TYPOGRAPHY

- PERMITSIMPLEBACK,LEFT,RIGHTTRAVERSALS

- PERMITTYPE-AHEAD

- PUTMOST I_ORTANT/FREQUENTCHOICESFIRST

- BEGINCHOICESWITHKEYWORD,IFPOSSIBLE

- USEBLANKLINESTO SEPARATEGROUPSOF CHOICES

- REQUIREEITI'ERKEY OR USEAUTOMATICMODECONSISTENTLY

OTHERCONSIDERATIONS

DISPLAYRATE

RESPONSETIME

HELP/EXPLAINFACILITIES

SHORTCUTS/MENUMACROS
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TEXT EDITORUSAGE

COMPARISONOF SYIVIBOLEDITOR

FIND:/TOOTH/;-i

L]_; i0

RS:IKoI, IoK/s*

KEYWORDEDITOR

BACKWARD TO =TOOTH #

LZST .1.0LZN[S

CHANG[ ALl. #KO" TO "OK"

PERCENTAGE
OFTASK
COMPLETED

PERCENTAGE
OF ERRONEOUS

CO_S

INEXPERII_CEDUSERS (8)

SYH30L KEY_ORD SY_G[. K_WOR:

28 42 19 11

FAMILIARUSERS (8) 43 65 18 6.4

EXPERIENCEDUSERS (8) 74 84 9.9 5.6

(I.EI)_RD,WHITESIDE,SINGER& SEYMOUR,CACM 1980)
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COMMAND+ M_U SELECTIONFORMATS
i

- 106 PROFESSIONALSAT NASA/JPLCOMPLETEDEXPERIMENT

- VARIETYOF TASKSIN SHIPCONTROLENVIRONMENT:

PROPULSION,NAVIGATION,RADAR,WEAPONS

45 SHORTFORM,MNEMONIC
(ONECOMMAND/PA_R)

+ FUNCTIONALLYGROUPEDMANUAL

+ ALPHABETICMANUAL

TIMEON TIMEON
COMPLETION FIRST SECOND

_TE A_T A_PT

8.1,% 785 624

70% 925 620

LIKED=I
DISLIKE_-7

8 LONGFORMMNEMONIC+ MANUAL 88%
(MANYPARAMETERS6ROUPEDBY FUNCTION)

542 449 3.46

46 PROMPTSFORPARAMETERS+ MANUAL 83.% 457 400 3.48

46 MENUOF _OI_S 8_ _7 401 2,96

(C}{AFIN& MARTIN,NASA/JPL955015/RD-142,1.1./80)
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DISPLAYRATE IMPACT

- SCROLLEDCRT LESSONSON PAPERMAKING

- LOW ABILITYSUBJECTS

- LATINSQUAREDESIGNFOR PRESENTATIONORDERING

-FOUR REPEATEDMEASURESFOR EACH OF 12 SUBJECTS

SUBJECTIVEPREFERENCE LESSON
CPS CAI ERRORS (O-BEST,3=WORST) TIME

10 3.0 .7 22 MIN

15 3.1 1.1 17 MIN

15 BY WORDS 3.3 1.6 18 MIN

60 _,3 2.5 12 MIN

USER
RESPONSETIME

5./SEC

8.0 SEC

8.2 SEC

22.5 SEC

(.BEVAN,IJ_S, 1981)
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RESPONSETIME

- 19 UTILITYCOMPANYCLERKSEl,!EXPERI_'_ITALGROUPIN 3 WEEK

STUDYAGAINSTCONTROLGROUP

CO_LEX ORDERINGPROCEDURE

JOB SATISFACTIONQUESTIONNAIRESSHOWEDDISSATISFACTIONWITH

LONGERRESPONSETIME

(OASHF.O LINES INDICATE PROJECTION)

L TOTAL TRANSACTIONS

,oop'_-_

TAL ER ,_,,_oF° _ _ , , _ ,,l ",,
q $ 12 16 20 24 28 32.

RESPONSETIME
(SECONDS)

(BARBER& LUCAS,1982)
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RESPONSETIME DESIGNGUIDELINES

INDIVIDUALCHARACTERSSHOULDAPPEARWITH NO DELAY

SYSTEMSHOULDRESPONDTO SIMPLECOMMANDSWITHINA SECOND

- GOODMANAND SPENCE,SIGGRAPH(1978)

- S, WEINBERG,CDC (1981)

- DOHERTY,IBM (1979)

LONGERTHAN lS SECONDDELAYSMAY DISRUPTTHINKING

- R, MILLER (1968)

- BARBER& LUCAS(1982)

CONSISTENTRESPONSETIMEWITHINA SESSION,A DAY,AND OVER

LONGERTIMESMAY INCREASEUSERSATISFACTION

LOCKINGTHE EYBOARD TO REQUIREUSERTHINKINGMAY INCREASE

TASK PERFORMANCEAND USERSATISFACTION

- BOEHM,SEVEN& WATSON,SJCC (1971)

ADVISEUSERSOF LONGRESPONSETIMES

USERBEHAVIORIS SHAPEDBY RESPONSETIMES

- GROSSBERG,WIESEN& YNTEMA,IE.F.F..z._I_C_(1976)
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SYSTEMRESPONSETIMESAS FUNCTIONOF USERACTIVITY

USERACTIVITY "MAXIMUM"RESPONSETIME

CONTROL ACTIVATION (FOR EXAMPLE,
KEYBOARD ENTRY)

SYSTEM ACTIVATIQN (SYSTEM
INITIALIZATION)

REQUEST FOR GIVEN SERVICE:

SIMPLE
COMPLEX
LOADING AND RESTART

ERROR FEEDBACK (FOLLOWING COMPLETION
OF INPUT)

RESPONSE TO ID

INFORMATION ON NEXT PROCEDURE

RESPONSE TO SIMPLE INQUIRY FROM LIST

RESPONSE TO SIMPLE STATUS INQUIRY

RESPONSE TO COMPLEX INQUIRY IN TABLE FORM

REQUEST FOR NEXt" PAGE

RESPONSE TO "EXECUTE PROBLEM"

LIGHT PEN ENTRIES

DRAWINGS WITH LIGHT PENS

RESPONSE TO COMPLEX INQUIRE IN GRAPHIC FORM

RESPONSE TO DYNAMIC MODELING

RESPONSE TO GRAPHIC MANIPULATION

RESPONSE TO USER INTERVENTION IN AUTOMATIC
PROCESS

0,i SECOND

3,0

2-4

2

<5

2

2

2-4

0,5-I

<15

1.0

0.i

2-10

2

4

(MILLER, 1968)
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ERRORMESSAGESAMPLES

FATALERROR,RUN ABORTED

DISASTROUSSTRINGOVERFLOW,JOB ABANDONED

CATASTROPHICERROR,LOGGEDWITHOPERATOR

SYNTAXERROR

ILLEGALCOMMAND

INVALIDDATA

TRANSERR-CTLOPEN

FAC REJCT004000040000

0C7,0C4

GUARDMODE ERROR2

IEH2191

7_,

_'":,:.

• _+>-' : "_" _ :_'_Y-._,_o_}"_J@_: _,_ ._- :_; _v" _ ._._.., ,- _.. -, .... , ......... ,_ ¢ ",, " ',i _i'" i'r • ..... " :' "_- .......



SYSTEMMESSAGES

SHOULDNOT SHOULD

BE

-WORDY

-NEGATIVEINTONE

-CRITICALOF ERRORS

-GENERAL

-CRYPTIC

SUGGESTSYSTEMCONTROLOVER

THE USER

BE

-BRIEF

-POSITIVE

-CONSTRUCTIVE

-SPECIFIC

-COMPREHENSIBLE

EMPHASIZEUSERCONTROLOVER

SYSTEM

OTHERCONSIDERATIONS

- UPPERAND LOWERCASEISPREFERREDTO UPPERCASEONLY
EXCEPTINEXTREMESITUATIONS

- ASTERISKSSHOULDBE USEDONLYIN EXTREMESITUATIONS

- ERRORNUMBERS,IF NEEDEDAT ALL,SHOULDBEAT THEEND
OF THEMESSAGE

- USERMODIFIAB_MESSAGEFILE

- TWO OR MORELEVELSOF MESSAGES
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SYSTEMMESSAGESEXAMPLES

POOR

ENTERNEXTREQUEST

ILLEGALCOMMAND

SYNTAXERROR

INVALIDENTRY

FAC RJCT000400040000

THE PROCESSINGOF THE

TEXTEDITORYIELDED

23 PAGESOF OUTPUT

ONTHE LINEPRINTER,

BETTER

READYFOR NEXTCOMMAND

LOADOR SAVE:

UNMATCHEDLEFTPARENTHESIS

DRESSSIZESRANGEFROM5 TO 16

FILEMUSTBE OPENEDBEFOREREADING

OUTPUT23 PAGES
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JOB CONTROLERRORS

- IBMMVS JCL ERRORSCAPTUREDOVERFIVEWEEKS

AT BOEINGCOMPUTERSERVICES

- 513 OUT OF 2073ERRORSWERERETRIES

THE 9 MOSTCOMMONJCL ERRORS

MSG ID # %

IEF605 920 29%

IEF607 578 18%

IEF621 226 7%

IEF630 224 7%

IEF612 182 6%

IEF632 182 6%

IEF657 162 5Z

IEF623 112 4%

IEF624 97 3%

MESSAGE TEXT

UNIDENTIFIEDOPERATIONFIELD

JOB HASNO STEPS

EXPECTEDCONTINUATIONNOT RECEIVED

UNIDENTIFIEDKEYWORD

PROCEDURENOT FOUND

FORMATERROR

SYMBOLNOT DEFINEDIN PROCEDURE

SOURCETEXT CONTAINSUNDEFINED
OR ILLEGALCHARACTERS

INCORRECTUSE OF PERIOD
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ON-LINEASSISTANCE

KEEP INMINDTHE DISTINCTIONBETWEEN

HELPWITHSYNTAXPROBLEMS

EXPLANATIONSOF SPECIFICFEATURESEMANTICS

TUTORIALSFOR SYSTEMUSAGE.

ALLOWUSERCONTROLOVERDEGREEOF DETAIL

USE CONSISTENT/PREDICTABLESCREENFORMATS

SO USERSWILLREMEMBERWHERETO FIND INFORMATION

ON-LINEASSISTANCE-CANBE MORECONFUSINGAND DISRUPTIVETO

TRUE NOVICESTHANSIMPLEPAPERMANUALS(RELLES,1979)

(]2SUBJECTSPER GROUP)

MEANSCORESON
INFORMATIONRETRIEVALTASK

(MAX - 30)

WELL-WRITTENEXPLANATIONON-LINE

WELL-WRITTENEXPLANATIONON PAPER(2 PAGES)

PLUSCRYPTICON-LINEINTRODUCTION

CRYPTICON-LINEINTRODUCTIONONLY

7.0

13,5

12.0

(DUNSMORE,ACM CONF.,1980)
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TRAININGMANUALSFOR TEXT EDITING
i

STANDARDMANUALVS. MODIFIEDMANUAL

ALL DETAILSABOUT A COMMANDvs. SPIRALAPPROACH

ABSTRACTDESCRIPTIVENOTATIONvs. NUMEROUSEXAMPLES

TERSE DESCRIPTIONSvs. READABLEEXPLANATIONS

- ADVANCEORGANIZER,15-30MINUTESOF STUDY,NINE

COMPLEXEDITINGOR CREATIONTASKS,THREE HOUR MAXIMUM

TASKS COMPLETED

AVERAGEMIN/TASK

AVERAGE EXIT ERRORS/TASK

AVERAGE COMMANDS/TASK

AVERAGE REQUESTSFOR VERBALHELP

STANDARDMANUAL MODIFIF.I)MANUAL

7.36 8.77

26.63 16.00

1.36 .27

23.63 13.04

5.50 2.55

(FOSS,ROSSON& SMITH.

HUMAN FACTORS IN COMPUTERSYSTEMS,1982)
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GRAPHICSINPUT

OPTICALCHARACTERRECOGNITION

TV IMAGEPROCESSING

PATTERNRECOGNITIONIMPROVES

LIMITEDSEMANTICINTERPRETATION

@RApHICSOUTPUT

GRAPHS,HISTOGRAMS,ETC,

LINEDRAWINGS- HIDDENLINEREMOVAL

ROTATION

SHADING

FULLCOLORPICTURES

_RAPHICSINTERACTION

COMPUTERAIDEDDESIGN

CIRCUITLAYOUT

AUTOMOBILEDESIGN

ARCHITECTURE

MAPPING

NUMERICALCONTROLMACHINETOOLS

EXCELLENTWHENMODIFICATIONSARE REQUIRED
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AUTOMATICSPEECHRECOGNITION/GENERATION

ISOLATEDWORDRECOGNITION

- 98% ACCURACY

- LIMITEDVOCABULARY(LESSTHAN50 WORDS)

- SPEAKERDEPENDENT"TRAINING"

- CO_ERCIALLYVIABLE WHEN

1) WORKER'SHANDSBUSY

2) MOBILITYREQUIRED

3) WORKER'SEYESBUSY

4) HARSHENVIRONMENTS

CONTINUOUSSPEECHRECOGNITION

- RESEARCHSYSTEMS

IBM, _U

- NOTCO_ERCIALLYVIABLE

VOICE OUTPUT

- COMMERCIALLYVIABLE

- HARDWARE _IBEDDED

- FOR SPECIALAPPLICATIONS
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USEREXPERIENCELEVELS

NOVICESNEED

- UTMOSTIN CLARI_ AND SIMPLICITY

- SMALLNUMBEROF COMMANDS

MEANINGFULCOMMANDS,.,_TST.,.,=- .,,_,_,,_=LETTER.NOT

COMPLEXSYNTAX)

- LUCIDERRORMESSAGESAND HELPFACILITIES

- REINFORCEMENTFROMSUCCESS

KNOWLEDGEABLEINFREQUENTUSERSPREFER

- SIMPLECOMMANDS

- MEANINGFULCOMMANDS

- EASYTO REMI_MBEROPERATIONS

- PROMPTING

FREQUENTUSERSWANT

- POWERFULCOMI%ANDS,COMMANDSTRINGS, USER DEFINED

COMMANDS

- MINIMIZEKEYSTROKES

- BRIEFMESSAGES(W_H ACCESSTO DETAILAT REQUEST)

- HIGHSPEED INTERACTION

HOW TO SATISFYALL USER LEVELS?

- GRACEFULEVOLUTION

- LAYEREDISPIRALILEVELSTRUCTUREDDESIGN

- HIDEDETAILS
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PSYCHOLOGICALISSUES

" SHORTTE_ MEMORYLOAD- SEVENPLUS/MINUSTWO

KEEPDISPLAYSSIMPLE

- MINIMIZEMEMORIZATION

- AVOIDMULTISCREENCOMPLEXITYBY USING

HIERARCHICALDESIGN

" CLOSURE- DESIRETO COMPLETE

- ORGANIZESESSIONINTOSECTIONS

- EMPHASIZETRANSITIONPOINTS

- CHOOSESEQUENCINGTO AVOIDLOOSEENDS

° ANXIETY- "COMPUTERSHOCK" - FEAROF MACHINES

- STRIVEFORSIMPLICITYFORNOVICES

- OFFERPOSITIVEREINFORCEMENTFOR SUCCESS

- TAKEGREATCAREIN WRITINGSYSTEMMESSAGES

° LOCUSOF CONTROL-DESIRETO BE INCHARGE

NOVICESMAY WISHCOMPUTERDIRECTEDMODE

EXPERTSDEMANDUSERCONTROL

PEOPLEWANTCOMPETENCEOF MASTERY
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DIRECTMANIPULATION

1) PHYSICALLYDIRECTMANIPULATIONOF OBJECTOF INTEREST

2) IMMEDIATEOBSERVATIONOF AFFECTOF ACTION

3) INCREMENTALREVERSIBLEACTIONS

4) DEPENDSON REPRESENTATIONOF A COGNITIVEMODEL-

INTUITIVELYOBVIOUS

ANALOGICAL REASONING

TAPS USER'SKNOWLEDGE

5) NO.COMMANDLANGUAGESYNTAXTO MEMORIZE

SIMPLIFIESTRAINING

6) NO ERRORMESSAGES

USERPROVIDESSELF REGULATINGFEEDBACK
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I) I SPLAY_ ITORS VS LINEEDITORS

CONTINUOUSFULLPAGEDISPLAY ONE LINEAT A TIME

VISIBLECURSOR LINEPOINTERCONCEPT

PHYSICALCURSORACTION IMPLICITLINEPOINTERCHANGES

INSERT/DELETEBY KEYSTROKE INSERT/DELETEBY COMMAND

CHANGEIN PLACE CHANGEBY SUBSTITUTIONCOrtlAND

PARAGRAPH/PAGEFOP,MAT OBVIOUS FORMATVISIBILITYISPOOR

CURSORMOTIONCHOICES

I) U, D, L, R COMMANDS

AI
2) IT.__

3) 4--
I

4) JOYSTICK

ADJACENTARROWKEYS

DIRECTIONALARROWKEYS

5) TOUCHPANEL
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COMPUTERARCADEGAMES

EQUIPMENT

- LEVERSOR ROTATINGPADDLESFORONEDIMENSIONALMOVEMENT

- JOYSTICKSOR TRACKBALLSFORTWODIMENSIONALMOVEMENT

- BUTTONSFORACTIONS

- IMMEDIATERESPONSETO ACTIONON THEDISPLAY

- SOUNDEFFECTSAND GRAPHICS

CONCEPTS

- HAND-EYECOORDINATION

- EXTREMESKILLRANGE

FUN FORNOVICES

CHALLENGEFOREXPERTS

- COMPETITIONAGAINST_CHINE/HUMAN

- STRESS/ANXIETY

- REWARDS

ADDITIONALPLAYS

INITIALSOF HIGHSCORERSDISPLAYED
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FURTHEREXAMPLES

- FORMSFILL-IN

- QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE(ZLOOF,NCC.1975)

- FORALLP (SENKO,1978)

- SPATIALDATAMANAGEMENT(WILSON& HEROT,VLDB6.1980)

- VISICALC

- CARDRIVING

- PILOTCONTROLS/HORIZONINDICATOR

- SOMEGRAPHICSAPPLICATIONS

CAD/CAM

AUTODESIGN

ARCHITECTURE
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HUMAN-COMPUTER DIALOGUE: INTERACTION TASKS AND TECHNIQUES - A

SURVEY AND CATEGORIZATION

1. Introduction

Interaction techniques and devices are important parts of the user-computer

interface. There are a multitude of interaction techniques: each has a specific purpose,

such as to specify a command, designate a position, or select a displayed object, and eaeh

is implemented with some device, such as a tablet, joystick, keyboard, light pen, track

ball, or potentiometer. Typical techniques which many readers may be familiar with

are: selecting a command from a menu using a light pen, specifying a position using a

tablet or joystick along with cursor feedback on the screen, typing a numeric value on a

keyboard, or designating a displayed object with a light pen.

Selecting appropriate techniques and devices is an important aspect of interface

design. We all recognize, from our own experiences with interactive computing (which

need not have been with interactive graphics), the costs of poorly-designed interfaces.

Coming in many forms, the costs can include degraded user productivity, user

frustration, increased training costs, the need to redesign and re-implement the user

Specific experiments confirm that the costs are real. How can we avoid

Where can we turn for guidance? There are three basic sources of

interface, etc.

these costs?

information:

Z)

2)

3)

This

Experience-based guidelines

Experiments with interaction techniques, and

The human-factors literature, especially that dealing with equipment design.

paper is drawn from a lengthier report (FOLE81) of work done with V.

Wallace and sponsored by the U.S. Army Research Institute (Contract MDA-903-79-G-01)

and the Department of Energy, Applied Mathematics and Statistics program (Grant DE-

AS05-ER10521). In the full report we elaborate on these sources of information.

The scope of our work does not extend to the physical design of interaction
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devices. Issuessuch as key shape, keyboard slant, and lightpen diameter are beyond our

scope and are being treated extensively in the literature of traditionalhuman factors.

Our basic guideline is that device characteristics which are normally under computer

control are considered in our work, while characteristics normally built into the device

hardware are not. We take the necessary liberty of assuming that whatever devices may

be selected are optimally-designed for their intended use.

Most commands to an interactive system consist of several interaction tasks. A

typical "move entity" command has three such tasks: a position, an entity, and the

actual command, "move". Each task can be implemented by many different techniques.

The designers of the interactive system must select those interaction techniques which

best match both the user's characteristics and the specific requirements of the

interaction task and must also select the appropriate device. In some cases the devices

wRl already be pre-determined, having been selected by the hardware procurers rather

than by the user interface designers. This unfortunate situation reduces the number of

alternative design decisions to be considered and may result in a sub-optimum design.

As we wRl later describe in detail each task has certain requirements which are

dictated by the application and/or user, and each technique has certain properties. For

example, a requirement of a positioning task may be that positions be indicated in 3D,

while a property of a positioning technique may be that it works oRIy in 2D. The 2D

techniques would, therefore, not be considered for use.

We have suggested that interaction sequences can be decomposed into a series of

basic interaction tasks. These tasks appear to be of only six distinct types, each of which

we will describe in turn. Each interaction task has a set of requirements. For instance,

a positioning task may require dynamic, continuous feedback using a screen cursor. A

property of interaction techniques for positioning is the type of feedback they can

provide. In the case at hand, only interaction techniques providing dynamic feedback

would be considered candidates for implementing the positioning task.
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Interaction techniques not only have requirements but also have hardware

prerequisites which must be provided; otherwise, the technique cannot be considered. A

positioningtechnique which provides dynamic, continuous feedback and allows movement

in arbitrary directions must be supported by a continuous-motion input device such as a

tablet,light pen, or touch-sensitive paneL Furthermore, the display device itselfmust

be able to update a cursor position twenty to thirty times per second. In design

situations where interaction devices have already been selected, these prerequisites

serve to limit the set of interaction techniques which can be considered. When device

selection is part of the design process, the prerequisites serve to link a technique being

considered with required hardware characteristics.

In this paper we discuss the six basic interaction tasks, enumerate the

requirements which each task may have, show how the requirements relate to the

properties of interaction techniques, and, in turn, show how a technique's hardware

prerequisites affect device selection. The reader is referred to FOLE82 for an account

of available devices and their characteristics.

2. Interaction Tasks: Types and Requirements

An examination of interactive graphics leads us to conclude that there are six

fundamental types of interaction tasks. The tasks, which are application and hardware

independent, form the building blocks from which more complex interaction tasks and, in

turn, complete interaction dialogues, are assembled. The tasks are user-oriented in that

they are the primitive action units performed by a user. They relate to, but differfrom,

the logical input devices found in device-independent graphics packages (GSPC79,

CARU77) and discussed previously by the authors of thisreport (FOLE74, WALL76) and

in NEWM68 because the logicalinput devices are hardware and software oriented, rather

than user oriented.

The six interaction tasks are:

l) Select

2) Position
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3) Orient

4) Path

5) Quantify

6) Text

These are similar to the tasks described in RAMS79 and in OHLS78. The set of

tasks isbased not on fundamental research into users'underlying cognitive processes, but

rather is based on experience with dozens of interactive graphics systems and a

subsequent categorization of observed interaction acitivitiesinto these six categories.

Refinement and restudy of the tasks isa key step for future research.

2.1 Select

The user makes a selection from a set of alternatives. The set might be a group

of commands, in which case typical interaction techniques are:

1) Menu selection using a light pen,

2) Menu selection using a cursor controlled by a tablet,

3) Type-in of command name, abbreviation, or number on an alphanumeric

keyboard,

4) Programmed function keyboard, and

5) Voice input of the selection name.

Rather than being commands, the set of alternatives might be a collection of

displayed entities which form part of the application information presentation. In a

command and control application,the entitiesmight be symbols representing troop and

equipment positions.

Interaction techniques which might be used in this case are similar to those for

command selection:

I)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Selection by pointing,using a light pen,

Selection using a cursor controlled by a tablet,

Type-in of the entityname,

Selection by pointing,using a touch-sensitive panel, and

Voice input of the entity name.
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Figure 1.1 shows the set of selection techniques which are discussed in the next

chapter. As with all six interaction tasks, we do not discuss every conceivable technique,

as their number is limited only by one's imagination. Rather, we limit the discussion to

those techniques which have been proven in use.

The application requirements for a selection task are:

1) Size of the set from which the selection is made, if size is fixed, and

2) Range of set size, if variable.

Rather different techniques might be best for selection from a fixed set of two choices

(such as "YES" and "NO") and for selection from a very large, variable sized set of

displayed entities.

2.2 Position

In carrying out the positionining task the user indicates a position on the

interactive display. This is typically done as part of a command to place an entity at a

particular position. Customary interaction techniques for positioning are:

1) Use of a cursor controlled by a tablet, mouse, or joystick

2) Type--in of the numeric coordinates of the position, and

3) Light pen and tracking cross.

Figure 1.2 shows the positioning techniques we discuss.

The application requirements of the positioning task are:

1) Dimensionality: 1D, 2D, or 3D. Positioning in 1D simply means that the

position specified is constrained to be along some line.

2) Open-loop or closed-loop. In the former case, the user knows in advance the

exact coordinates of the position, so visual feedback of the position on the

display is not an essential part of the process of specifying the position. In

the latter case, visual feedback is important because the user adjusts the

position, based on the feedback, until the desired end result has been

achieved. (This is the distinction between the "discrete positional" and
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3)

"continuous positional" tasks proposed in (RAMS79).)

Resolution expressed as parts of accuracy over the maximum range of

coordinate value. An accuracy of .01 "over a range of 10" is one part in

1000.

2.3 Orient

The user orients an entity in 2D or 3D space.

symbol to be heading north-northeast.

and yaw of the view of a terrain model

task.

For 2D, this might mean rotating a

In 3D, it could mean controlling the pitch, roll,

Interaction techniques useful for the orientation task include:

1) Control of orientation angle(s) (one angle for 2D, up to three angles for 3D)

using dial(s) or joystick, and

2) Type-in of angle(s) using alphanumeric keyboard.

Figure 1.3 shows the different interaction techniques used to implement an orient

The requirements of the orientation task are analogous to those for the positioning

task. Dimensionality is replaced by the more general term "degrees of freedom", values

of which can be one, two, or three. Of course it is only in a 3D space where two and

three degrees of freedom make sense: in 2D, only a single degree of rotational freedom

is available. On the other hand, one degree of freedom in 3D makes perfectly good

sense: it is a rotation about an arbitrary axis.

2.4 Path

The user generates a path, which is a series of positions or orientations, created

over time. A path is considered a fundamental interaction task, even though it consists

of other primitive tasks (position or orient) because another fundamental dimension-

time -- is involved and because we believe this changes the user's perception of the

task. With a single position or orientation, the user's atttention is focused on attaining a

single end result. In the present case, by contrast, it is the series of positions or
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01 Indirect, with _01.1 Joystick(Absolute)
LocatorDevice_ 01.2 Joystick

(VelocityControlled)

02 With Numerical (SeeText Input)
Value

Orient

F._ure 1.3. OrientJ.ng technLques.
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orientations,and their order,which is the focus of attention.

A path of positions might be generated by a user in the process of digitizing a

sketch, of indicating the routing of a run on a printed circuit board, or of showing a

desired route on a map. A path of orientations and of positions would be generated in a

simulated flightover a terrain model.

The techniques for generating a path are usually those position and orient task

techniques which allow closed-loop feedback and typicallyinvolve use of a tablet,mouse,

joystick,and/or dials.In some cases open-loop techniques might be suitable.

The requirements of a path task are:

l) Maximum number of positions or orientations along the path, if they are to

be saved. For instance,positions would be saved when digitizinga shape, but

might not be saved in a flightsimulation.

2) The interval between each element on the path and itsbasis. Some paths are

time-based, with a new element entered at each periodic time interval

(typically33 msee. for a real-time simulation). Other paths are distance-

based, with the next element entered each time it differsfrom the preceding

element by a predefined amount.

3) Dimensionality: 2D or 3D.

4) Open-loop or dosed-loop.

5) Resolution.

6) Type: position,orientation,or both.

2.5 Quantify

The user specifiesa value (i.e,number) to quantify a measure, such as the height

of an entity or the value,in ohms, of a resistor. Typical techniques are:

l) Value type-in on a keyboard, and

2) Rotary or slidepotentionmeter.

Figure 1.4 shows the set of quantifying techniques we shalldiscuss. The requirements of
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a quantification task are:

1) Resolution, expressed as number of resolvable units to be specified. For

instance, age in years woutd require about 120 units of resolution, while

angle in degrees requires 360 units.

2) Open--loop or closed-loop.

2.6 Text

The user inputs a text string, used, for example, as an annotation on a ch-swing or

as part of a page of text. The key faetor is that the text string itself becomes part of

the information stored in the computer, rather than being used as a command or being

converted to a vnlue, position, or orientation. In the first ease, the text input is a new

interaction task, while in the latter eases, the text input is being used as an intermediary

for one of the other interaction tasks. Typical interaction techniques for text input are"

l) Type-in from an alphanumeric keyboard, and

2) Character selection from a menu.

Figure 1.5 shows the text-entry techniques.

The text task has two requirements. They are:

1) Size of character set,

2) Maximum length of string to be entered.

There are other issues surrounding the text input task, such as the specific

character set (as opposed to its size). Such issues, however, do not affect the choice of

technique or device. The details of the character set would s/feet only the labels on key

caps, for instance.

2.7 Summary

We have proposed that user interactions can be grouped into six task

categories.Each task is implemented in praetiee by an interaction technique. While there

are many interaction techniques to consider for each task, the task requirements limit

the choice of techniques to those whose properties match the task requirements. The set
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Interaction Task

of requirements for each task is derived from an analysis of the needs of the application

being implemented. Table 1.1 summarizes the requirements for each task.

Table 1.1

Summary of Interactive Task Requirements

Requirements

Select Size of set, if fixed

Range of set size, if variable

Position Dimensionality: 1D, 2D, or 3D
Resolution

Orient Degrees of freedom: 1,2, or 3
Open-loop or closed-loop
Resolution

Path Maximum number of path elements
to be retained

Type of interval between each
element on path
Size of interval between each

element on path
Dimensionality: 2D or 3D
Open loop or closed loop
Resolution

Type: position or orientation or
both

Quantify Resolution

Open-loop or closed-loop

Text Size of character set

Maximum length of string

3. Organization of Interaction Techniques

Having in the previous section discussed interaction tasks, we now turn our

attention toward the interaction techniques used to implement the interaction tasks.

Figures 1.1 through 1.5 show how we have organized the techniques. The lists of

techniques are by no means exhaustive, but we believe the organization will easily cover

other techniques as well.

3.1 Techniques and their Variations

At the first level in these tree-like diagrams we have the fundamentally different
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techniques, sueh as menus _.d _..ommand •.... "--- _w-i, for the selection task in Figure I.I. At

the seeond level are variations on a basic technique, sueh as the specific physical device

used to drive the cursor for selection from a menu (see Figure 1.1).

In some eases, where the technique draws on other teehniques normally associated

with other interaetion tasks, the diagrams simply refer to another diagram.

3.2 Teelmique Parameters

There is another aspect to interaction techniques which is not shown in these

diagrams but which does affect the characteristics of individual teehniques. This is the

aspect of technique parameters, specific examples of which are:

1) The form of the cursor used in connection with some of the positioning and

selection teehniques,

2) The ratio of hand movement to cursor movement when a tablet, joystick,

mouse, or other physical positioning device is used, and

3) The layout of a menu as either a row, column, or grid of choices.

One might include hardware device eharaeteristies, such as the ler_th or diameter of a

joystick, as technique parameters. However, following our basic tenet of taking

hardware as a fixed given, we do not do so. Instead, we limit teehnique parameters to

those aspects of a technique whieh are normally controllable by software.

In FOLE81, where specific techniques are diseussed, we deseribe some technique

parameters. As with basie techniques themselves, the types of parameters associated

with one or more techniques are limited only by our imagination and creativity.

Accordingly, we cannot be exhaustive but rather attempt to address the most substantial

parameters, espeeially those for which human factors literature offers guidance.

Each of the techniques, as opposed to technique variations, has a set of hardware

prerequisites, with respeet both to the display teehnolog_ as well as to the types of

devices used with the technique. These prerequisites are described with each

technique. A typical prerequisite, say for a dosed-loop positioning technique, would be
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for a continuous movement physical device as well as for a display on which the feedback

to the user can be dynamically repositioned 15 to 30 times per second.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT - HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH GROUP I

I. INTRODU CTI ON

The purpose of this presentation is to introduce to you the

Human Factors Research Group• A few introductory remarks are in

order.

At the beginning of this symposium we were given positive

indication that our immediate upper management has an interest

and committment to support human factors activities in both the

academic and user communities. Thus, at this point we have:

• some appreciation of what is meant by

human factors, and

• an indication of management support for

Goddard activities in the field

This establishes the context for my remarks• I would llke to

address Goddard' s emerging involvement in human factors activities.

In doing so I will indicate:

• the major concerns which motivaOed an active

interest in human factors activities,

• the mechanism, the Human Factors Research

Group, we are using to persue our activities,

• current activities, and

• plans for the future

Each of these points will be briefly addressed in what follows•

IThis is an expanded version of the presentation given at the

symposium.
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II. MAJOR CONCERNS

This section contains my personal views about what motivated

Goddard' s increasing participation in human factors activities.

As I see it, there are three major concerns which helped to

spark and greatly influence our initial efforts and priorities

in the human factors arena. These are an increased awareness of

the :

• over-riding data-driven aspects of current

command/control systems,

• complexity of existing man/system interface

mechanisms, and

• great extent of the manual intervention re-

quired in present systems•

Each of these concerns is briefly explained in what follows•

II. 1 DATA-DRIVEN ASPECTS OF CURRENT SYSTEMS

Prime targets of applied human factors activities are those

systems which support our mission and data operations activ-

ities. An analysis of these systems quickly leads to the

conclusion that these systems and especially the activities

they support are data/information intensive. This is defined

to mear_ that

• the systems are highly data-drlven,

• operator-initiated sequences are usually

dictated by the operator's interpretation

of computer-generated or manually-

generated data,

• control is accomplished via data,

• monitoring is accomplished via data, and

• system output-products are data
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Figure I, which represents an extrapolation of some ideas

generated by Jens Rasmussen (I), graphically illustrated the

fact that all major identifiable interfaces can be considered

to be directly related to data interpretation and generation.

e OVERALLTASK OF THE
OPERATOR15 TO TRANSFORM
|NFORRATIONOBTAINEDFROI4

DISPLAY SYSTB_; INTO IqANUAL
OPERATIONSUPONTHE SYSTElq

(ILkSEIIONJ. lU_USSLrN)

I IqlSSIONOPERATIONS

e DATAOPERATIONS OUTPUT
(DATA)

(DATA)l 1 (DATA)

e AUTOMATE3)PROCESSES

e MANUALPROCESSES

ACTIONSJ / 1NFOP,RATl ON

(DArA) _ (DATA)
i

OPERATOR

e INFOI_'qATIONPROCESSING

• EOALSAND INTENTIONS

• IqODEL3ANDSTRATEGIES

• PF.RFOI_IANCECRITERIA

INSTRUCTIONS
(DATA)

Figure 1

In vlew of thls I feel that for a human factors program to

be meaningful in Goddard, s context it must address questions

llke the following:

• what is the "proper,' relationship between

the function which an operator needs to

perform and the supporting data presented

to him by the system
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• how does or should this relationship chsmge

as a function of the expertise of the operator,

• can a formal cognitive model be established

which would support qualitative and quantitative

research in this area of applied human factors

analysis,

The essence of these concerns lies in considering both the man

and the system to be sources of information structures which

dynamically need to be reconsiled im order to support meaningful

and productive work. Figure 2 illustrates this idea.

IMIIIIIJ.QlZl ZlIYIERAC'L_mlS L_IYOLYt

• ¢ml_mzcATz oN

• ZI_JOI_TIOW

TUO ZKTOlU4ATZOnSTRL'C"Z'UI_.S.

Figure 2

LL.2 C_PLEXITY OF MAN/MACHI_ INTERFACES

It is my opimlon that the real (or apparent) complexity of a

system, with respect to the user, is due in large measure to the
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fact that the user is consciously forced to interact with the

system at too low a level of interaction• Consider for a moment

two complex systems- the telephone system and a typical operating

system aud what you have to do to get each to properly respond

to your directives. It is my opimion that the complexity of the

telephone system is better concealed from the user than that of

the operating system• Figures 3 amd 4 illustrate the ideas

outlined•
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l'_th regard to this concern about complexity I feel that human

factors research into the nature of system complexity and how

best to minimize the user' s awareness of system complexity is

appropriate for the Goddard environment

II. 3 EXTENT OF _L_NUAL INTERVENTION

This concern needs very little clarification. It is felt that in

a good number of instances the poor performance of a system and

the number of system errors is due primarily to the human component

of the system.

To adequately address this conern from a human factors point-of-

view I feel that two major activities need to be undertaken.

First, we need to more fully understand the proper palcement of

Goddard's systems, from a man/machine operation point-of-view, in

the spectrum whose endpoints are depicted in Figure 5.

W° SU_mT _le aD_'rS_AX

IIi_AZI,_, PUCXSE

I'.,AU

_le REACTS 111 A UFLEXJl_olg'ro _ j

us_vsu I

Figure 5.

Secondly, we need to provide for an adaptive mechanism approach

for the placement of our man/machine interfaces. Figure 6

addresses this point. The closer the interface to the man, the
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higher _t is and therefore requires the less manual intervention.

The question which this figure raises is - is there a point of
symbiosis between man and machine where the optimal manual inter-

face is obtained. Our human factors research should address such

questions.

\ _--I comm..,,,mc'_cms0:_ L---
"_ I _ zrrumlAJC,Z in'wr._, /

Figure 6

We have addressed some of the motivations for commencing serious

work in human factors. Now we turn to a brief description of

the group responsible for the work.
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III. THE HUMANFACTORSRESEARCH GROUP

Once the need for a focused program addressing human factors

considerations v_th respect to Goddard' s systems was clearly

identified, work began on identifying a proper vehicle for
commencing activity in this area. The result was the Human
Factors Research Group (_L_RG). Currently, the membership of

this group, formed in the late fall of 1981, comes from the

Goddard Space Flight Center, The University of Maryland, George

Mason University, George Washington University, and the Computer
Sciences Corporation. The goals and objectives which have been

established for this group are as follows;

• maintain on-going cognizance and analysis of GSFC-systems

from a human factors point-of-_iew

• be responsible for planning, coordinating and executing

generic human factors research

• provide technology transfer and/or technology infuEion to

specific GSFCapplications or operational environments

• be responsible for the generation, maintenance, and
distribution of human factors guidelines

• maintain awareness of state-of-the-art human

factors R&D activities which have or may have

pertinence to the GSFC environment

• establish/maintain a human factors resource center

(printed publications, videotapes/films, sources
of expertise; automated source list)

• serve as a public relations committee, ensuring
that human factors issues are brought to the

attention of the GSFC community
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• serve as a focal point for people at the GSFC

(Government, Contractor, University, etc.)
interested in human factors issues

• serve as a source of experience and expertise about

human factors issues; review, critique, and document
system requirements and designs from a human factors
point-of-view and on am as-required basis

In order to realize its objectives the group, which meets

monthly at the Goddard Space Flight Center, has adopted a fairly
straight forward method of operation• the basic elements of
this method are:

• gain an in-depth understanding of the Goddard

thru such mechanisms as

• documenting personal experiences

• peer presentations
• relevant documentation
• interviews

• on-side observations

• demonstrations

• define meaningful work by

• identifying and/or being presented with

specific problems requireing applied human
factors analysis

• identifying the generic problem which is a

generalization of the more specific problem
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• defiming, executing and documenting the

appropriate research

• realize a technology infursion or transfer by

• applying the resemrch results to the

initially-identified specific problem,

documenting the application and doing a

follow-on critique and evaluation to help

gauge success.

These last two major elements are depicted in Figure 7.

GENERALI ZATlON
OFPROBLEM

TECHNOLOGYTRANSFER
.- "" OR INFUSION

PROVIDE
SOLUTION

FOR

Figure 7

The major components of the Goddard human factors program, namely

research, translation and integration and application, are graph-

ically displayed in Figure 8. (This figure is based on one by
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Robert Bailey (2)). To date emphasis has been given to the

consultant-role of the Human Factors Research Group.

RESEARCH
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-OTHERS
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ENGINEERS
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ENGINEERS

BASEDON IIUttANPERFORI'IANCE

BY ROBERTBAILEY

It was recognized from the beginning of this effort that in

order to be successful the Goddard Human Factor Program had to

be a balanced program . Figure 9 illustrated this.

Since the specific problems requiring applied human factors

condiderations would eminate from on-going Godd;_rd activities,

a two level organization for the Human Factors Research Group

was established. Figure 10 illustrates this. The coordinator

is respomai_le for the hi-directional interface, is the source

of data/information to the group, and the mechanism for technology

transfer to the project.
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The structure and charter of the Human Factors Research Group

outlined in this section is still somewhat experimental. It has

been successful so far but is still under study and observation

and v_ll be changed when a better approach for conduction Goddards

human factors research activities becomes apparent
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IV. CURR_ ACTIVITIES _3_D FUTURE PL._TS

This concluding section vzLll give a thq_bnail sketch of what we

are doing now and what our future plans look like.

Currently, from an applied point-of-view, we are supporting

human factors analysis for two major activities. These are

the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (Y_qBS) and the _ssion

Planning Terminal (MPT) projects•

For the ERBS project two major areas of concern, the data

displays and the control panel, were identified for study•

_:_th regard to the displays questions regarding:

• use of colors

• evaluation of project-defined displays

• mixture of graphics and alphanumeric data

• alternative approaches for data displs_

were to be addressed. With regard to the command panel the

group was requested to study such issues as:

• design options

• alternative data input devices

• panel layout

• format

• size

• color

• resolution

• text/color consideration
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The follo_ng illustrate the MPT-related concerns which the

group was asked to consider:

• choice of color for normal/emergency displays

• single page data volumes

• data placement on display

• data display time (duration of disple_)

• appropriate delta times between operator

action and system response

• need to echo (confirm) the operator actions

on the display

• data input options

• operator alert-mechanisms

Again reports containing the Groups's evaluation of current

design goals and specific recommendations is forthcoming.

These two activities are somewhat typical of the applied

human factors analysis work currently being undertaken by the

Group•

The future looks bright, exciting and challenging. In addition

to supporting other applied human factors analysis activities

the following are some of the major objective established for

the future:

• aevelopment of guideline which will ultimately

give to system designers and evaluators a

comprehensive quantifiable view of systems from a

human factors perspective
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• development of a uniform methodology to be used by

the group in executing its applied human factors

analysis and e_erimentation tasks. Figure11 is

an attempt at stating the methodology problem to

be s61ved. A major question to be addressed is

how to quantify human factors objectives
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_igure 11

• development of a human factors resource center

which will, when completed, be am automated clearing

house for pertinent human factors data/information
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• development and execution of university-based

research programs relating to such activiites as:

• rapid system pro to typing

• formal representation of man/system interfaces

• human factors experiment design and evaluation

appro aches

and

• development of an in-house human factors laboratory'•

This facility _.@ll provide a modern environment for

the definition, implementation, testing and evalu-

ation of novel alternative approaches for realizing

better systems of the future through applied human

engineering. Figure 12 depicts, at a high level,

the intent of the proposed human factors environment.
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These objective, among other supported by _m expanc_ing cadre of

human factors researchers are bing incorporated into a vigorous

forward-looking program in human factors which __ll benefit not

only Goddard, in specific, stud NASA, in gener_l, but possibly

have a positive impact on the field in gener_!.

This then is the Human Factors Research Group - its reason for

being, its organization, goals, objectives, current and future

activities.
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Introduetion

This session presents preliminary resets of the research conducted by George

Mason University on Human Factors Aspects of Control Room Design for NASA/Goddard

Space Flight Center. The guidelines being developed will address issues in workstation

design and layout, health and safety standards for video display terminals (VDTs), some

of the less defined issues of display design, staffing of automated settings, and task

definitions for human operators in highly automated systems.

This discussion will begin with areas of relatively well-defined knowledge and move

into progressively fuzzier areas. This session will begin with anthropometry, workstation

design, and environmental design. From there it will move to the automated interface

with a discussion of VDTs and displays and of various modes of communication between

the system and the human operator using VDTs. Finally the least understood areas of the

man-in-the-loop will be examined, first with consideration of the single controller-single

task framework and then with eonsideration of multiple controller-multiple tasks issues.

The diseussion will conclude with suggestions for a research agenda to increase our

understanding of the operational human factors problems of control room design and

operation for GSFC.

Anthropometry

Anthropometry is the study of the quantifiable physiologieai characteristics of

human beings within a given population. Anthropometry is essentially empirieal,

measuring specific attributes of the human body. It is also population specific.

Anthropometrie studies are meaningful only for a predefined population, say white

female VDT operators in eivilian agencies in Washington, D.C. From anthropometry, we

learn the physical differenees, if any, between sexes, among raees and nationalities,

among age groups, and/or among occupational groups. Anthropometry is purely

descriptive, that is, it does not attempt to explain the measurements found.
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Because anthropometry considers populations, its observations are phrased as

statistical distributiom. Fortunately, for dominant genes, characteristics are tH_ieatly

normally distributed through a population. Thus, anthropometrie distributions are

modelled on a normal or Gaussian distribution, the well-known bell-shaped curve.

However, since anthropometry is largely an applied study and its place of application is

physical design, anthropometrie variance is seldom expressed in terms of statistical

variance or standard deviations. Instead, a distribution profile is expressed through

percentiles.

In a normal distribution, the two tails of the curve extend asymptotically to zero

through infinity. This is, of course, not an accurate description of real measurements of

the human body in any population. To provide a practical cut-off, anthropometry

provides the critical 5th and 95th percentiles. Ninety percent of the measured

population will be included between these percentiles. In practice, good design aims to

aeeomodate this 9095 of the target population.

In support of the manned space program, NASA has compiled probably the most

comprehensive source book of anthropometrie data in the three volume set

Anthropometrie Source Book. If you wish to know the mean instep size of Korean

soldiers or the headwidth of commercial stewardesses, the data are there. The influence

of the composition of the population can also be seen. For example, the mean crotch

height of Air Force pilots is lower than it is for Army enlistees. A reasonable

explanation for this is that the Air Force pilot population has few Blacks while the Army

enlistee population has a much higher proportion of Blacks. Since Blacks have

proportionately longer legs than do Caueasions, the larger presence of Blacks in the

Army population raises the mean crotch height of that population as compared to the

pilot population.

The following Figures, taken from Humanseale (Diffrient,TiUey, & Bardagjy,1980),

illustrate typical measurement stances. Figures I through 4 show the static human body
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Diffrient, Tilley, & Bardagjy, 1980

FIGURE1
FIGURE2
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Diffrient, Tilley, & Bardagjy, 1980

FIGURE3
FIGURE4
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Diffrient, Tilley, & Bardagjy, 1980

I

FIGURE5
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with limbs in various angles and extensions. The measurement of these, the

anthropometrie data, become the baseline database for the design of seating and

workstations. Figure 5 shows similar measurement stances for a person in a wheelchair.

From Figure 5, it is clear that the geometry of a workstation envelop can change

dramatically when a different population is considered.

Figures 6 and 7 envelop the anthropometrie data with common everyday tasks. In

Figure 6, the geometry of a writing task is formed around the figure--seat height and

length, table height and clearance. In Figure 7, the geometry of a driving task is

similarly formed around the figure.

In Figures 8 and 9, a control room task geometry is wrapped around the human

figure. Figure 9 illustrates the reach diagram. The numbered ares represent how far the

arm in different extensions, i.e. within different horizontal planes and different arm

angles, can reach and grasp. The smooth semicircle arc represents the maximum viewing

distance for standard disptays. (The conjunction of maximum viewing distance and

maximum reach, while not perfect, has given rise to the adage, 'rlf you can't touch it, you

can't see it", for local workstation design.)

In the fonowing section, such anthropometrie data will serve as the foundation for

workstation design.



Diffrimnt, Tilley, & Bardagjy, 1980

FIGURE6
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Diffrient, Tilley, & Bardagjy, 1980

FIGURE7
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Diffrient, Tilley, & Bardagjy, 1980

\

FIGURE 8
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Diffrient, Tilley, & Bardagjy, 1980

FIGURE 9
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Ergonomie Guidelines for Workstation Design,

Control Panel Layout, and Workstation Environment

Anthropometric data provides designers with general population characteristics

that apply to the design of any equipment or facility. This data has been used as a basis

for design by governmental agencies and private industries (Boeing Aerospace Company,

1975; Department of Defense MIL-STD-1472C, 1981; Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NUREG-0700, 1981). When anthropometrics are integrated with other ergonomic

concerns, e.g., perceptual capabilities and socio-psychological factors, specific guidelines

for workstation design result. Although many of the existing guidelines pertain to the

specific agency publishing them, most are generalizable and can be applied appropriately

to control room design.

A_ impnrt_nt nreliminarv amideline for designers is their comprehensive

understanding of the tasks being performed, the limits and capabilities of both the

equipment and humans, and the functional requirements of the workstation

(Anthropometric Source Book_ Vol.l,1978) The designer can use several methods to

achieve this. A review of all existing documentation is necessary. A human factors tool,

task analysis, is another rich source of information. On-site observations of existing or

similar systems also lead to valuable insights for the workstation designer.

It is strongly recommended (Anthropometric Source Book Vol. I, 1978; EPRI NP-

309, 1977; Farrell & Booth, 1975; NUREG-0700, 1981), that the designer be prepared to

use workstation mock-ups as part of the design process for testing and evaluation. Mock-

ups need not be costly and elaborate to provide adequate feedback to the designer; only

minimum configurations are necessary to give insight to designers and users. They allow

for necessary revisions and ensure implementation of the best design. Their value is

virtually undisputed in the human factors field, and many military al_encies require them

in the design process.

i
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It is accepted general practice to design equipment and workstations for the 5th

and 95th percentile user i.e., the smallest and largest person, respectively, of the user

population within accepted confidence limits. If the designer considers both the 5th and

95th percentile user, 95% of all users will be physically able to use the resulting

workstation. Anthropometrie data, found in Figure 10, provide measurement limits for

these end users of the population continuum. Figure 11 supplies a wider range of similar

design limiting measurements and is useful because both metric and English scales are

used.

The design of a control room workstation may assume that operators are engaged

in either seated, standing, or sit-stand operations. For the purpose of this paper

guidelines focusing on the seated operator will be presented; these are also most relevant

to Goddard. Research has shown that the seated position _s superior to a standing one in

terms of reducing fatigue. It appears that the arms can perform light work much longer

when the operator is seated than when he/she is standing.

The specific guidelines for workstation design that currently exist can be found in

several source documents: Cakir, Hart & Stewart, 1980; EPRI NP-IIIS, 1980; Farrell &

Booth, 1975; MIL-H-46855B, 1979; MIL-STD-1472C, 1981; NASA RP 1024, 1978; and

NUREG-0700, 1981. An illustration of the typieal VDT (visual display terminal)

workstation and user can be found in Figure 12; and, while the VDT console is somewhat

simpler than a control room console, the illustration provides a useful reference for

visualizing the application of design guidelines. Pertinent guidelines for control room

workstation design drawn from the aforementioned documents are summarized below.

o

o

If the operator needs to see over the

workstation console, the maximum height
to acoomodate the shortest user is 45
inches.

The controls on the console should be

within the reach radius of the operator;
the functional reaeh is between 25-35
inches.
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Standing
(without shoes)

Stature

Eye height from floor

Shoulder height

Elbow height

Fingertip height

Functional reach

Extended functional reach

Distance from central axis of

body to leading edge of console

Eye distance forward of central
axis of body

Seated

Popliteal height (bend at
back of knee)

Sitting height above seat surface

erect

relaxed

Eye heightabove seat,
sitting erect

Shoulder height above seat surface

Elbow height above seat surface

Functional reach

Extended functional reach

Thigh clearance height

Buttock-popliteal length

Knee height

Distance from central axis of

body to leading edge of console

Eye distance forward of central
axis of body

Bounding Measurements (inches)

§th Percentile 95th Percentile
Adult Female Adult Male 1

60.0 73.5

55.5 68.6

48.4 8O.8

37.4 46.8

24.2 28.8

25.2 35.0

28.9 39.0

5.0 5.3

3.0 3.4

15.0 19.2

31 .I 38.5

30.5 37.8

26.6 33.6

19.8 25.8

6.4 11.3

25.2 35.0

28.9 39.0

4.1 7.4

17.1 21.5

18.5 23.6

5.0 6.3

3.0 3.4

Anthropometric data used to set

limits for equipment d imensions.

Figure i0 - NUREG-0700, p. 6.1-14, 1981.
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ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA FOR COMMON WORKING POSITIONS

1. WEIGHT-- CLOTHED (KILOGRAMS)

2. STATURE - CLOTHED

3. FUNCTIONAL REACH

4. FUNCTIONAL REACH, EXTENDED

5. OVERHEAD REACH HEIGHT

6. OVERHEAD REACH BREADTH

7. BENT TORSO HEIGHT

8. BENT TORSO BREADTH

9. OVERHEAD REACH, SITTING

10. FUNCTIONAL LEG LENGTH

11. KNEELING HEIGHT

12. KNEELING LEG LENGTH

13. BENT KNEE HEIGHT, SUPINE

14. HORIZONTAL LENGTH, KNEES BENT

1. WEIGHT - CLOTHED (POUNDS)

2. STATURE -- CLOTHED

3. FUNCTIONAL REACH

4. FUNCTIONAL REACH, EXTENDED

5. OVERHEAD REACH HEIGHT

6. OVERHEAD REACH BREADTH

7. BENT TORSO HEIGHT

8. BENT TORSO BREADTH

9. OVERHEAD REACH, SITTING

10. FUNCTIONAL LEG LENGTH

11. KNEELING HEIGHT

12. KNEELING LEG LENGTH

13. BENT KNEE HEIGHT SUPINE

14. HORIZONTAL LENGTH, KNEES BENT

PERCENTILE VALUES IN CENTIMETERS

5th PERCENTI LE

MEN WOMEN

68.6 48.8

168.5 168.8

72.6 64.0

842 73.5

2O0.4 1853

35.2 31 3

125.6 112.7

40.9 36.8

127J) 117.4

110.6 99.6

121.9 114.5

63,9 682

44.7 41.3

160.8 140.3

PERCENTILE

129.1 107.6

66.4 613

28.6 25.2

33.2 28.9

78.9 73.0

13.9 12.4

49.4 44.4

16.1 143

603 492

433 39.2

48_ 45.1

°252 23.3

17.6 16.3

69.4 65.2

95th PERCENTILE

MEN WOMEN

90.2 74.6

189.0 178.7

86.4 79.0

101.2 92.7

23O.5 215.1

41.9 37.9

149.8 138.6

48.3 433

148 .9 1 38.4

127.7 118.6

138.9 130.3

76.6 703

63.5 49.6

173.0 163.8

VALUESIN

138.8

_A

38.8

_.8

16.5

M_

19.0

_.9

_.3

63.9

83

21.1

M.1

INCHES

164,_

7O.3

31.1

36.5

84.7

14.9

64.6

17.1

64.9

46.7

61.3

37J

193

043

Figure il- MIL-STD-1472C, p. 45, 1981.
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o

o

o

Controls sl_ouldbe set back from the front

edge of a console to prevent accidental
activation. A minimum distance of 3

inches isrecommended.

Ifa VDT display is used, the screen should

be placed at a right angle to the operator's

lineof sight (approximately 15 degrees tilt
from the horizontal lineof sight).

The optimal distance for viewing displays,

especiallyVDT displays,is20 inches.

When writing surfaces are required for the

console, it is recommended they be a

minimum of 16 inches deep and 24 inches
wide.

If the operator is using a keyboard, itstop
should be at a minimum of 27 inches from

the ground; if other work surfaces are

being used, their tops should be 29-31

inches from the ground.

When focus is centered on the needs of a seated operator in a workstation, two

aspects of design are very important. One is the provision of sufficient leg and foot

room so the operator can remain comfortably seated. The other important design

consideration isthe piece of equipment the operator is seated in--the chair. The chair

should be designed to complement the task and the user'sneeds. If the operator is

comfortably seated, chance of fatigue and stress isreduced. The likelihoodof error due

to awkward, uncomfortable positioning is also reduced. The following listsummarizes

the guidelines pertaining to the seated operator from the above mentioned source

documents.

o

o

The space needed for knee room should be
a minimum of 18 inches deep.

The minimum distance for knee clearance
between the seat and table is 8 inches.

Footrests for short users should be

provided, and if a console that extends to
the floor is being used, a kickspace 4

l_u+



O

O

O

O

O

O

inehes high and 4 ineh_ deep should be
provided.

The chair should provide mobility for the
operator; it should swivel and have
casters.

Because the optimum angle between chair
seat and back for office tasks is 100

degrees,chairs should have adjustable
backrests. It is further recommended that

the seat bottom be adjustable to heights
between 15 and 18 inches from the floor.

The chair seat should be at least 17 inches

wide and 15-17 inches deep; and should

have a downward sloping front edge so the
backs of the operator's knees and thighs
are not compressed.

The seat and backrest are should have at

least 1 inch of cushioning.

When the operatoFs task is data entry arm
rests should not be used: when the task

involves a long-term seated behavior like
monitoring, arm rests should be provided.

A heel catch on the chair should be

provided. One that is circular and 18
inches in diameter is recommended.

It is important when designing a workstation to consider the overall picture: the

task, the personnel involved, the surrounding equipment, and all of the necessary

interfaces. Reference manuals and procedures documents should be easily accessible to

the operator. EPRI NP-Ill8, VoL 3, (1980) recommends that a roiling cart be used to

store these documents and to provide a surface on which to place references when

performing the task. There should be a minimum of 50 inches separating the front edge

of one equipment row and the back of the next. The operator needs to be able to get into

and out of the workstation. It is recommended that he/she have a maneuvering space at

least 30 inches wide and 36 inches deep. Operators must also be aware of the adjustable

features of their equipment; and, most importantly, they need to know how to use these

features. There are many other Workstation-peripheral design considerations that exceed
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the scope of this paper. The documents referenced here will provide the reader with a

more detailed review of workstation design guidelines.

Control Panel Layout

In a command and control setting, the operator's focal point in the workstation is

the command paneL The function of this workstation component makes it the most

important piece of equipment there. The physical layout of the panel largely determines

the effectiveness of its operational use. As would be expected, several ergonomic

guidelines exist pertaining to the physical content and layout of command panels.

Command panels have two major features--displays and controls. There are many

different kinds of each, and the designer must make a choice based on function and task

requirements. Figure 13 lists five common displays and shows what tasks they are best

suited for. A good display presents the information to an operator in an easily

understood form. When precise, real-time information is needed a digital counter display

is best used. If the operator needs to make a relational judgement among a few discrete

conditions, moving pointer and trend recorder displays are appropriate. When the task

requires an input of some setpoint value, as might be needed in an automatic control

system, digital counters and moving pointers best display the necessary information. If

the operator is tracking the system over time while controlling it, moving pointer and

trend recorder displays are best used to provide the needed information. Indicator status

lights are best suited to display qualitative information (i.e., on/off, normal/abnormal).

When designers choose displays for the command panel, they should consider other

factors that potentially influence the display effectiveness. The surrounding

environmental illumination will affect the illumination levels of the displays

themselves. A proper contrast will be necessary for the operator to see the displayed

information. The viewing angle of displays should be considered to minimize possibilities

for glare. The viewing distance is another important factor, affecting the scale and

numeral size of the displays.
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The other major command panel feature isthe controls,and again the designer has

a wide range of choice. The task requirements help determine the best control choices,

and Figure 14 illustratesseveral control types and the functions for which they are best

suited. When starting and stopping devices are required, push buttons and toggle

switches should be used. If the operator needs to select one of several discrete options

or to set the control along a continuous quantitative range, several controls can be

appropriately used (as shown in Figure 14). When the operator iscontinuously controlling

a simple system, knobs, thumbwheels, and levers are the best kinds of controls to use. If

the task is to input large amounts of data to a system, keyboards should be used. Several

other factors affect the choice of proper controls. The operator needs selection,

verification,and feedback information, and the controls used should provide it. The

space available,both in the surrounding environment and on the panel, affects the choice

of controls. Another important factor to consider is control-display compatibility. The

operator should be required to perform a minimum of decoding and translationbetween

controls and displays. Labelling should be clear and consistent, and controls should be

appropriately located near their corresponding displays.

From an ergonomic standpoint, there are several guiding principles (EPRI NP-

lllS, 1980) for arranging control and command panels, either in terms of several panels

e.g.,nuclear power plant control rooms, or within one panel e.g.,satellitesystem control

rooms. When an operator has to act and react in a fixed sequence, panels can be

arranged sequentially. Left-to-right and top-to-bottom sequences are most common as

they conform to American population stereotypes. A sequential arrangement will

minimize the movements required of the operator, an important consideration for time

criticaloperations. It is also recommended that controls used in sequence be grouped

together. The designer may determine that the operator's visualsearch time needs to be

reduced for certain tasks and therefore opt for a frequency of use arrangement. The

most frequently used controls and displays are placed near the center of the optimum
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visualand manual reach area of the panel so as to reduce the visualsearch time. A third

principle for layout, a functional arrangement, is the most common one in practice.

Here, all controls and displays that are used to perform a function are grouped together

on a panel. An importance arrangement, where the most important controls and displays

are placed within the operator's optimal visual and reach distance, can also be used for

layout. Another approach to layout is graphic or pictoral arrangements, more commonly

known as mimic panels. All related controls and displays are connected by visiblelines

drawn on the panel to show specific arrangements. This approach has two disadvantages;

mimics require a lot of panel space and are difficultto modify once implemented.

In determining the control panel layout, the designer can greatly benefit from

using mock-ups. He can use the tool of linkanalysis with differingdependent criteriato

create layouts and then test and evaluate the arrangements. This step in the design

process will ensure that the operator is provided with an optimally arranged control

panel, thus increasing productivity and reducing likelihoodof error.

Workstation Environment

Several environmental factors of the workstation, which can enhance or degrade

the performance of the man/machine interface, must be considered in the design

process. Many environmental ergonomic guidelines exist to ensure safe, comfortable,

and efficient workspaces (Farrell & Booth, 1975; MIL-STD-1472C, 1981; NUREG-0700,

1981). Most published guidelines focus on the illumination, temperature, and noise levels

within a workstation environment. Adequate lighting is needed so the operator can see

to optimize task performance. Figure 15 gives recommended illumination levels

determined by the task being performed. Designers should also be aware that in order to

reduce operator fatigue, eyestrain, and reading errors, the levels of illumination should

not vary greatly over the workstation, and shadows and glare should be avoided. Indirect

or diffuse lighting and the reduction of distracting contrasts will help eliminate these

problems. The temperature levels recommended by the published guidelines are fairly

uniform and summarized below: (IViIL-STD-1472C, 1981; NUREG-0700, 1981)
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Work Aree
OrType of Task

Plmtls, primry OiDerzlinliwee

Auxiliery pinels

I;¢aile indicator r_cling

$iltlK:l operlKor rations

Rein:ling:

• Hlmdwritten (pencil)
• Printed or typed

Writing Imc:lclotll rocording

Idaintommca ImClwiring Irees

Emergency operating lighting

•rink Illuminence, footcondies

Mini- Recom- Maxi-
mum mended mum

;!0 30 i 60
m

_0 3O J 6020 30 so

6O "/S 100

6O
20

SO

30

10

?S

3O

?'5

30

100
6O

100

60

As obow
for aNolzuk

(Ik)urce: Illuminozing Englnwring Society of North Americ4i.
IESLii_tieqF lk_WlbO01c, IM1 Applir.ation V_ume.)

Illumination levels.

Figure 15 - NUREG-0700, p. 6.1-46, 1981.
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O

O

O

O

O

The heating levels should not fall below 65

degrees F.

The air conditioning levels should not
exceed 85 degress F.

Cold or hot air should not discharge
directly onto personnel.

The humidity level within the work area
should range from 45% to 50% and, as the
temperature rises, it should decrease
some. The humidity level should not vary
greatly during a workshift.

To reduce fatigue adequate ventilation

should l_e provided, and it is recommended
that 30 _ ft. of air per minute per person
be introduced to the workstation.

Auditory noise levels also need to be considered by the designer. Excess noise can

be detrimental to the operator's performance. It can be irritating, fatiguing, and if loud

enough, unsafe. It is therefore recommended that the background noise level not exceed

65 decibels. Figure 16 illustrates this by showing the necessary voice levels for effective

communication as a function of the background noise level and distance from speaker to

listener. As shown, it rapidly

background noise levels increase.

One environmental concern

becomes difficult to communicate effectively as

that is only lightly touched on by the published

ergonomic guidelines is the physical workstation atmosphere. In a series of evaluative

reports on existing nuclear power plant control rooms, the Electric Power Research

Institute (EPRI NP-309, 1977; EPRI NP-1118, 1978; 1979; 1980) concludes, "This aspect

of control room design has an impact on operator performance, although difficult to

quantitatively assess.., equipment and facilities designed with aesthetic considerations

in mind are likely to earn the respect and care of user personnel" (EPRI NP-309, 1977).

Designers seem to disregard some of these concerns in the rush to get the hardware

implemented and functioning. While that is certainly a primary objective, it should not
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Figure 16 - liUREG-0700, p. 6.1-50, 1981.
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be achieved at the expense of ergonomie concerns. Efforts should be made by the

designer tQwards creating pleasant, comfortable, and safe work settings. Workstations,

especially those staffed continuously, should be colorful, bright, clean looking and clean

smelling. A pleasing atmosphere will lessen the effects of stress and fatigue and improve

the psychological state of the operator.

Ergonomie guidelines for workstation design and environment are rapidly

becoming accepted tools for the designer of any facility (e.g., NUREG-0801, 1981). Each

setting is unique and more likely than not requires some situation-specific design;

however, most functionally similar settings (i.e., command and control rooms) have many

common elements and can benefit greatly from generalized guidelines. A valuable,

integrated ergonomic checklist pertaining to workstation design and environment can be

found in Figure 17. This checklist from the book, Visual Display Terminals, (Cakir, Hart,

and Stewart, 1980) provides an easy to use and comprehensive set of guidelines. It does

not address control panel layout; guidelines pertaining to panel-related issues more

closely resemble qualitative principles rather than quantitatively measurable

recommendations. Workstation design and environmental recommendations lend

themselves more easily to the format of Figure 17. The design of a workstation involves

other considerations besides control panel layout and environment, and these other

ergonomic concerns are considered next.
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(Cake, l-_-'t,

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Desks, Footrests

1. Are a sufficient number of work surfaces provided?

2. Are the working surfaces of sufficient size?

3. Are all items of equipment and job aids which must
often be manually manipulated within the normal
arm reach of the operator, i.e. within reach without
requiring movement of the body?

4. Is the desk height between 720 and 750 ram?

5. Is the height of the keyboard above floor level between
720 and 750 ram?

.

7.

,

9.

lO.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Is the

Is the

Is the

Is the

surface of the desk matt finished?

reflectance of the desk surface:

0,4? (optimum)

0,5? (acceptable)

0,6? (maximum)

height of the leg area sufficient?

underside of the desk free of obstructions?

Is the leg area at least 800 mm wide to permit
unobstructed turning?

Is the leg area at least 700 mm deep?

Is the leg area shielded against heat from the VDT
and other items of equipment?

Is adequate space provided for storage of copies,
handbooks, documents, personal belongings etc.?

Is the leg area free from obstructions such as desk
frame spars?

Is it possible for the operator to easily re-arrange the
workplace, e.g. by changing the positions of the VDT
and other items of equipment?

IS a footrest provided which covers the entire leg area?

If footrests are used are they adjustable

• in height?

• in inclination?

Can the footrest be quickly and easily adjusted to
cater for the different body sizes of the operators?

FIGURE

_.d Stewart, 1980)

YES

,[i]

_O
0
O

,O
•0

•O
•O

•O

•0

•O

•12]

O

•O
,O

_O

NO

n
c]

o
0

n

n

O
o
0
O
0

O
O

0

0

O

O

O

O
O

O
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19.

(Cakir, l-_-t, and Stewart, 1980)

Is the surface of the footrest such as to enable
comfortable movement of the feet without slipping?

NO

r-1

Chair

1. Does the design of the chair satisfy the requirements
of the national standards?

2. Is the chair stable i.e. safe from tipping over?

(fivepoint base)

3. If the chair is provided with castors are they self-
locking?

4. Is the seating height easily adjustable?

5. Is the seat angle adjustable?

6. Is the front edge of the seat rounded to avoid cutting
into the thighs?

7. Is the seat surface padded?

8. Is the height of the backrest adjustable?

9. Can the backrest be adjusted forwards and
backwards?

10. Can adjustments be made easily and safely from the

seated position?

11. Are the adjustment mechanisms safe against self- or
unintentional release?

12. Is there guidance available to the individual operators
to help them achieve an optimum adjustment of their
chair?

_D

_D

_D

_O

_D

_D

_D

[3

D

[3

O

[3

[3

[3

D

D

D

[3

D

Job Aids, Other Items of Equipment

.

Documents

Do the documents that are necessary to the task
satisfy the requirements of section I as far as

t, character formation?

contrast between characters

D, and background?

YES

_D
_D
_D

NO

D
D
D
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(CakLr, I-:art:,and Ste_._arc,1980)

2. Are allpaper surfacesmatt?

3. Can allof the informationwhich isrelevantto the

task be easilyread?

4. Where appropriate,does the format used on docu-

ments such asJorder,billingforms etc.,correspondto
the displayscreenformat?

YES

•D

•(3

•D

NO

D

(3

D

I°

°

Siting of the VDT, job aids and other items of equipment

Are alljob aidsand items ofequipment so positioned

that - apart from short-term considerations- the

operator may assume an optimum working posture
accordingto the followingcriteria:

• head inclinedforward at an angle ofca 20°

• spineslightlyarched and forwardleaningwhen
seen from the side

• upper arms vertical

• no twistingof the head and trunk

• thighsapproximately horizontal

• lowerpart ofthe legapproximately vertical

• sufficientlegroom both in heightand depth

• frequent changes of visual object accom-
modated within an angle of 15-30° relative

to the normal viewingdirection

YES

•D

•(3
L r=--l
F t==J

•(3
•(3
•D
•(3

•(3

Are all job aids and items of equipment in the visual
and working field situated according to frequency of
use?

• theirfrequencyof use?

• theirrelationtothe way the taskisperlbrmed?

• theirimportance?

E3
(3
E3

NO

D

rq

(3
(3
E3
(3

(3

D
(3
D

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Lighting

1. Is the illuminance between 300 and 500 lux?

2. Is the operator's field of vision free of direct reflections

from the display screen, keyboard, desk, papers etc?

YES

•(3

•I--I

NO

D

D
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(Cakir, P_%rt,arid St_.rart, 1980)

3. Are there glare sources in the operators field ofvision,
lights, windows etc?

4. Are the luminaires equipped with prismatic or grid-
type glare shields?

5. Is the lighting system equipped with duo- or three.
phase switching?

6. Are the VDT workplaces positionedsuch that the

operatorslineofvisionis

• parallelto luminaires?

• parallelto windows?

7. Are the windows fittedwith externalblinds?

8. Are the windows fittedwith internalblinds?

9. Are the windows fired with curtains with a re-

flectancein the range 0,5 to 0,77

10. Is the average reflectance of the ceiling greater than
0,7?

11. Isthe reflectanceofthe wallsbelween 0,5and 0,7?

12. Isthe reflectanceofthe floorabout 0,3?

13. Are the lamps fittedwith starersto preventflashing
atthe end of theirusefullife?

14. Has the regular cleaning and maintenance of the
luminaires been properly considered?

YES

•D

•D

_D

•D
•D

D
D

•D

•D

•D

•D
•D

•D

NO

[3

D

[3

D
D

D
D

D

[3

D

D

[3

D

Room Climate

1. Is the work room air conditioned?

2. Can the room temperature be maintained between 21
and 23°C?

3. Can the relative humidity be maintained between 45
and 55%?

4. Is the speed of air movement less than 0,1m/s

• at neck height?

• at waist height?

• at ankle height?

YES

•I-I

•[3

•r-l

•O
•D
•D

NO

D

[3

D

D
D
[3
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(_Cakir, Pmrt,s_i Ste_r_a-t,1980)

5. Are the individual operators and their neighbours
protected against thermal loading from the equip-
ment by

• thermal radiation?

• warm air flow?

6. Have steps been taken to avoid local hot spots, e.g.
under desks, in corners etc?

YFS

•D

NO

D
D

E]

Noise

I. Is the noise level:

• less than 55 dB(A) in task areas requiring a

high level of concentration?

• less than 65 dB(A) in routine task areas?

2. Are the equipment noise levels no more than 5 dB{A)
greater than the background noise level?

• VDT, e.g. fans, power supply but not the audi-

tory feedback and signals from the keyboard?

• other items of equipment?

3. Is the noise environment free from high frequency
tones?

4. Is the noise in the VDT room affected by external

noise sources, e.g. neighbouring rooms, the outside
world?

5. Are there other items of equipment in the workroom,
e.g. printers, teletypes, which generate high or dis-
tracting levels of noise?

YES

•D

•D

•D

D

D

NO

D

E]

D

D

D

[3

D
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Ergonomicsof Visual Display Terminal (VDT) Design

The introduction of computers into the office environment has generated

widespread concern about the health and safety of humans whose primary task requires

prolonged interaction with computer-based visual display terminals (VDTs). Radl (1980)

summarizes some of the problems typicallyassociated with VDT workplaces.

O Many of the screens and keyboards are badly designed. The most unsatisfactory
points are: low luminescence level on the display, low contrast between characters

and background, flicker of the display, reflections on the screen, and the design of
the whole box in such a way that it is often impossible to use in a human-adapted
position. In many cases keyboards are connected with the display box and are
unnecessarily high and produce light reflections, mainly on the surfaces of the keys.

o Relatively poor workplace design and bad positioning, including mistakes in the
illumination, can also be found at many of the present workplaces.

Also, the illumination conditions at most VDT workplaees are unsatisfactory.
There are only general recommendations to avoid glare. Information on how to

avoid glare and reflections on the screen is not disseminated. The existing

illuminationproblems are caused by daylight as well as by artificiallighting.

O Eye defects are often the reason for an increase in workload of many persons
working with VDTs. These eye defects are not caused by VDT use. Field studies

have shown that more than 50% of all German adults have non-corrected eye
defects and this is an important loading factor, when these persons work with
VDTs.

O In many cases the use of VDTs has forced an increase of information transmission

rates between man and and the technical information-processing systems.
Normally a new technical and more computerized system with VDT workplaces is
installed for economic reasons. Most manufacturers promise in their

advertisements to reduce costs by increase in performance of the human-computer
system. Therefore all activities during the introduction phase, as well as later, are
concentrated on bringing a higher output (meaning an increase of symbols per
minute, data per hour or other number of working units per day and employee (Radl
et aL 1980)). It is difficult to explain that the main effect of the use of computer
and VDT technologies should be to increase not primarily the quantity of
information rates at the human-technical information-processing system interface,
but the quality of the whole system performance, e.g. through better information

selection and handling, through more flexibility of the organization, through better
written output and through better and more adaptive reactions of the offices - and
last but not least through more humanity at the workplace in the office.

Many arguments in the discussions about VDT workplaces are emotional. This is
understandable, because the VDT has become a negative symbol for anxieties of the

employee in the office: anxiety about the technical and organizational changes in
the white collar area, anxiety about mass unemployment by the rationalization
effects, anxiety about dequalification, and anxiety over more control from the
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computer. It is important to know and to try to solve these social problems. But it

is also important to separate the ergonomieally caused and the socially caused
problems in the discussion of the acceptance of VDTs, because each kind of
problem needs different measures to be solved.

o VDTs have had very bad publicity in the media. If a problem of their use is
diseussed in a researeh report, the papers will generalize it for all sorts of VDT

workplaces and they will once again point out how unhealthy and dangerous work
with VDTs is.

These concerns have prompted a great deal of discussion, some research, and even

some legislation. At the anecdotal level, there was a strike by clerical personnel at the

United Nations when word processing equipment was installed. In a similar vein, the U.S.

Department of Commerce is thinking of removing its word processing equipment due to

operator complaints and concern that the automated equipment is lengthening task time

(due one supposes to an increased number of drafts made possible by the word processing

systems).

On a more serious note, a number of European governments have or are preparing

to take some legislative or regulatory measures to ensure the health and safety of VDT

operators. Sweden is the most advanced, having passed legislation which specifies some

design aspects of visual display terminals. Germany has proposed standards and safety

regulations in which various visual display design parameters are specified. The French

have gone one step further; a government decree has placed operators of terminals in the

hazardous occupation category. As a result, employers are required to provide additional

rest breaks and enhanced medical care for those employees. The European activity has

been far greater than that of the U.S. The mose active U.S. agencies are the National

Institute of Occupational Safety (NIOSH) and the U.S. military services. NIOSH has just

concluded a large study examining health potential of working with VDTs (Human

Factors, VoL 23, No. 4, August 1981). The military services have also extended their

interest to include concern for operator stress, performance, and safety (MILSTD-

1472C). As more attention has been focused on VDT problems, some basic assumptions

have evolved to guide the ergonomie research on VDT design and use. These include Radl

(1980):
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O

O

O

Eye discomfort and workload in VDT workplaces can be reduced to or below the
level at workplaces without VDTs but with similar tasks. The condition: screen,
presentation mode, VDT box, keyboard, the whole workplace and the environmental
factors have to be designed as well as possible by existing technologies and
following existing recommendations which are the results of ergonomie research
and practical experiences.

It is not generally in question whether to use a VDT or not. But there are many
questions and also practical answers on how to design a specific VDT workplace and
its environment with respect to man and his specific task at this workplace.

Manufacturers and users do not only need our criticism on VDTs and workplaees.
They need detailed information on how to make it better.

Work-time limitations and special break-time regulations for VDT workers are not

the optimal way to solve the existing problems. It should not be the main target of
ergonomics to compensate for high workload, which is caused by poor working
conditions, only by time limitations or by additional break-times. The better
measure consists in avoiding the loading factors by human-adapted workplace
design and by interesting, non-monotonous tasks.

The basic ergonomic issues have thus far focused on health and safety of the

operator. In particular, there has been a good deal of investigation into the possibility of

VDT-induced radiation and into the negative aspects of VDT use with respect to both

vision and posture. One universal conclusion which is very encouraging is that there is

not a radiation hazard associated with VDT use (Murray et al., 1981; Cakir, Hart, and

Stewart, 1980). In addition, a number of useful specifications have been developed in

relation to VDT lighting requirements, display screen, keyboard design, and work station

design.

It should be noted that there are many factors which have received insufficient

attention or have been completely neglected. For the most part, these are factors which

are poorly defined and whose impact on operator performance is not well understood.

For example, psychological considerations such as task difficulty, urgency, or criticality

(e.g., air traffiee control) are not related to operator stress or fatigue. These are

particularly pertinent to real time systems and require additional study. Even though far

from complete, the design specifications and guidelines being developed in response to

the move toward office automation are applicable to a wider variety of VDT tasks.

Incorporation of basic ergonomic standards can improve the workplace and enhance
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productivity for all VDT operators both in the office and in the control room.

There are a number of sets of guidelines available; a partial list is provided in

Figure 18. One easy-to-use reference is given in checklist form by Cakir, Hart, and

Stewart (1980). This checklist provides criteria for the selection of a visual display

terminal and, where standards exist, recommended standards. The checklist is contained

in Figure 19. It should be noted that the recommended standards in this checklist are

consistent with those suggested by other authors. The checklist is organized so that in

those cases where there is a dear cut standard, tolerance range, or lower bound, the

preferred answer is dearly indicated. Properties for which there are currently not dear

cut guidelines or whose values are task/user specific are included in order to expand the

VDT designer's or purchaser's inventory of specifications.

The checklist sorts the properties into three rough groupings: issues which pertain

to the display screen, the keyboard, and to general system requirements. The section on

display screen properties includes questions on character formation, coding, and format

as well as display screen luminance. Display screen luminance is particularly important

as there is a great deal of research that suggests that operator stress and fatigue may in

part be attributable to VDTs which fail to meet minimum luminance criteria. This is

unfortunate as luminance specifications can be evaluated at purchase and luminance

characteristes fairly easily adjusted after installation. The section on the keyboard

outlines some general criteria, some specifics on key characteristics, and some

requirements for keyboard design. The final section is a potpourri of general points

which should be addressed in purchasing or installing a VDT.

These criteria pertain to what can be thought of as the physical or hardware

properties of a computer-based information display. The software or informational

properties of displays are equally as important but much less defined. Perhaps as a

result, there has been very little research on these issues. One exception is the topic of

display coding techniques. These techniques include alphanumeric coding, shape coding,
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GUIDELINES FOR VDT DESIGN

BAILEY, ROBERT W., HUMAN PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING: A GUIDE FOR

SYSTEM DESIGNERS, PRENTICE-HALL, ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS, N,J,, 1982.

BANKS, W. W. AND D. I. GERTMAN AND R. J. PETERSEN, HUMAN ENGINEERING

DESIGN' C'ONSIDERATIONS FOR CRT-GENERATED DISPLAYS, IDAHO

NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY, FCC-SSDC-5610, OCTOBER,

198L.

CAKIR, A. AND D. J. HART AND T.F.M., STEWART, VISUAL DISPLAY

MINALS, JOHN WILEY & SONS, NEW YORK, 1980.

TER-

GRANDJEAN,E, AND E, VIGLIANI (EDs.), ERGONOMIC ASPECTS OF VISUAL

DISPLAY TERMINALS, TAYLOR & FRANCIS_ LTD., LONDON., 1980.

RAMSEY,H,R,AND MICHAEL E. ATWOOD,HUMAN FACTORS IN COMPUTER

SYSTEMS: A RE:VI_'N(_: THE LITERATURE} NTIS AO75-679,!97@,

SHURTLEFF, DONALD A,, How TO MAKE DISPLAY@ LEGIBLE, HUMAN INTERFACE

DESIGN, LA MIRANDA, CALIFORNIA, 1980.

FIGURE .18
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(Cai_ir,Hart, arid Step.art, 1980)

THE DESIGN AND OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF VDTs

The Display Screen

Character formation

I. Does the screenhave a displaycapacity,i.e.number

ofavailablecharacterspaces,thatissufficientforthe
task?

2. Ifthe displaycapacityis lessthan the maximum
capacityrequiredby the task, is there sufficient
displaymemory?

3. Isthe displaymemory accessedby

• rollscrolling?

• page scrolling?

• pan scrolling?

4. Isscrollingunder keyboard control?

5. Isthe charactersetsufficientforthetask?

6. Isthe colourofthe charactersinthedisplay

• white?

• yellow?

• green?

• other?

7. IS the character height greater than or equal to 3 ram?

8. Do thecharacterheightand viewingdistanceensurea
visualangleof atleast16°,preferably20°?

9. Ifthecharactersaregeneratedby dotmatrix,do the
individualdots merge sufficientlywell so as to

producea sharp and welldefinedimage?

10. Isthe resolutionofthe dot matrix

• 5 x _ (acceptable)

• 7 x 9 or greater? (preferred)

11. Is the characterwidth 70-80% of the upper case
characterheight?

12. Is the strokewidth between 12% and I7% of the

characterheight?

fIGURE 19

YES

•D

[3
[3
D

•F'I

•D

[13
F'l
F'l
[Z]

•F'l

•[Z]

•F'l

Fl
•D

•[3

•F'l

NO

[i]

[7

r-I
D
F'I
F_

[-l

Fl
I-l
Fl
Fl
[3

[3

F"l

[Z]

[Z]
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13.

14.

15.

16

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

(Cal-/r,Hart, and Stewart,

Isthespace between the charactersbetween 20_,_and
50_ of the characterheight?

Isthe row spacing between 100,°,6and 150% of the

characterheight?

Does the VDT permit the display of both upper and
lower case characters?

In displayinglower case charactersdo descenders

projectbelow the base lineofthe matrix?

between theIs it possible to clearlydistinguish

followingcharacters

X and K?

0 and Q?

T and Y?

S and 5?

I and L?

U and V?

I and I?

Is it possibleto clearlydistinguishbetween the
number "0" and the letter"'0" (itshould be noted

that the letter0 is included in several Nordic

alphabetsand should not be used to representthe

number "0")?

Are the basiccharactersupright,i.e.not slanted?

Are cursive characters, e.g. italic, available for special
coding purposes?

Is it possible to adjust the orientation of the screen or
the VDT about its vertical axis?

Is it possible to adjust the screen about its horizontal
axis? (screen angle)

23. If the screen is fixed, is it approximately vertical?

24. Is the upper edge of the screen at or below eye height?

25. Where appropriate, does the visual display format
correspond to the format which is used on documents,
e.g. order forms?

1980)

,.rn

_D

_D

_D
_13

D

_D

[3

_D

NO

D

13
[3
13
[3
I-I
['7
13

[D
D

D

1-1

D

D

D

D
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I.

.

.

o

.

°

7.

.

,

10.

11.

Coding, Format
(Cal-_ir,Hart, and Stewart, 1980)

YES

DIs colour availableas a means of coding in the

display?

How many coloursis it
between

• I - 5?

• 5 I0?

• _ I07

necessaryto distinguish

D
D
D

Is luminance, i.e. selective brightening used as a
means of coding in the display? D

How many luminance levels it is necessary." to dist-
inguish between

• 2?

• 3?

D
D
m

L_J

•13

•13

•13

(3

D

•I-I

•D

D

D

•D

•D

Is it possible to clearly distinguish between the
different luminance levels at maximum setting?

Is a cursor provided?

Is it possible to clearly distinguish the cursor from
other symbols on the display?

Is it possible to generate graphic symbols via the
keyboard?

Is itpossibleto blinkselectedpartsofthe display?

Is the blink rate between 2 and 4 Hz?

Is it possible to suppress the repeated blink action of
the cursor?

Is itpossibleto displaycharactersofdifferingsize?12.

13. IS it possible to display characters of differing style?

14. Are all displayed symbols unambiguous?

15. If filters are used, are the characters in the display
sharply defined?

[3
D
D

D

[3
[3
II

D

D

(3

E3

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

(Cal-/r,Hart, ar_dSte_mrt, 1980)

Is it possible to adjust the orientation of the screen or
the VDT about its vertical axis?

Is it possible to adjust the screen about its horizontal
axis? (screen angle}

If the screen is fixed, is it approximately vertical?

Is the upper edge of the screen at or below eye height?

Where appropriate, does the visual display format
correspond to the format which is used on documents.
e.g. order forms?

21. Can [brms be generated with protected fields?

YES

•D

*El

,, [--]

• ["1

[::]

NO

0

0

0

0

0

0

The display screen and luminance

1. Is the character luminance

• greater than 45 cd/m2? (minimum}

• between 80 and 160 cd/m-_? (preferred}

2. Is the character luminance adjustable?

3. Do the character images remain sharply defined at
maximum character luminance?

4. Is the background luminance between 15 and 20
cd/m 2 under the appropriate office lighting c_,ndi-
tions?

5. Isthe background luminance adjustable?

6. Isthecontrastbetween the characterand background

• 3 : l? (minimum)

• 5 : l? (better_

• 8 : 1 I0 : l? {optimal}

7. Is the contrast between the screen background and
other items in the working field, e.g. documents.
better than

• 1 : 10? (acceptable}

• 1 : 3 1 : 5?(preferred

8. Are the displayed character images stable?

YES

0
•D

•I-]

•0

•0

0
0

•I-]

0
•0
•0

NO

0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0



The Keyboard
(Cal-/r,Hart, and Stewart, 1980)

I.

.

.

*

,

.

7.

8.

.

10.

General criteria

Is the keyboard detached from the displayscreen
console,i.ejoinedby a cable?

Is the weight of the keyboard sufficientto ensure
stabilityagainstunintentionalmovement?

Is the thickness of the keyboard, i.e. base to the home
row of keys

• less than .50 ram? (acceptable}

• 30 ram? (preferred)

Is the distance between the underside of the desk

frame and the home row of keys on the keyboard less
than 60 ram?

Is the profile of the keyboard

• stepped?

• sloped?

• dished?

Is the angle of the keyboard in the range 5.15 ° ?

Is the surface of the keyboard surround matt finished?

Is the reflectance of the keyboard surface (not single
keys) between 0,40 and 0,60?

Is the luminance ratio between the keyboard, screen
and documents less than 1:3 or 3:1?

Is there at least a 50 mm deep space provided for
resting the palms of the hands?

YES

•D

•0

O
O
O

•O
•O

•O

•0

•0

NO

0

rn

n

O
O
O

O
n

O

n

0

Key characteristics

I. Isthe key pressurebetween 0,25and 1,5N?

2. Isthe key travelbetween 0.8and 4,8ram?

3. For squarekeytopsisthekeytopsizebetween []12and

[]15 ram?

YES

•O

•O

•O

NO

n

o

0
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.

.

.

.

(Cakir, }T.9_rt,and Stewart, 1980)

YES

Is the centre spacing between adjacent keys between
18 and 20 ram?

Are the key legends resistant to wear and abrasion,

i.e. are the legends moulded into the keytop?

Are the keytop surfaces concave so a5 to improve
keyboarding accuracy?

•D

Are the keytop surfaces such that specular reflections
are kept to a minimum?

_E]

,,I-I

8. Is the activation of each key accompanied by a
feedback signal such as an

• audible click?

• tactile click?

• or snap action?

9. Do the keys have a low failure rate?

10. What type of errors might occur as the result of a key
failure

• keystroke not registered

(contact error}?

• keystroke is repeated

(jammed key}?

11.

12.

D
[2
D

•I-I

[3

D

If two keys are activated simultaneously, is a warning
signal given? •D

Is the keyboard provided with a roll-over facility

2-key roll-over?

n-key roll-over?

NO

D

[3

D

D

[3
D
D
[3

[2

[3

[3

[3
[3

I.

.

Keyboard layout

Does the layout of the alpha keys correspond to the
conventional typewriter keyboard layout?

Does the layout of the numeric keys. above the alpha
keys - correspond to the conventional typewriter
keyboard layout?

YES

•D

•D

NO

[3

[3
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.

.

6.

.

o

.

I0.

11.

12.

13.

(Ca_uir,Hart, and Stevmrt, 1980)

Are the numeric keys grouped in a separate block:

• as the only numeric keyset?

• or as an auxilliaw keyset in addition

• to the keyset re/erred to under 2?

If an auxilliaw numeric keyset Lqprovided, are the
keys arranged:

• as in the calculator layout i.e. 7, 8, 9, ah)ng the
top row?

• as in the telephone layout i.e. 1.2. _ along the
top row?

Is the space bar at the bottom of the keyboard?

Does the number and type of function keys cur-
respond to the requirements of the task?

Does the arrangement of the function keys c,:rre_:nd
to the sequences with which the task i._carried out?

Are keying errors critical as regards the .,Luccess of the
.--I. " .... ---*;^_ ; _ ,,_t_Ap t_sa_ ,wusl, o|l." |niP'i'liTlq._" • .
Luo_ • *• _qw.w= ----os ...................

nient?

Is the colour of the alphanumeric key._neutral, e.g.
beige, grey. rather than black or white ,r ,ne -f the
spectral colours red..yellow, green or blue?

Are the different function key blocks distinct fr-m the
other keys by

• colour?

• shape?

• position?

• distance (spacing)?

Are the most important function key_ colour-coded?

Are all keys for which unintentional -r accidental
operation may have _rious consequences e_pecially
secure by

• their p_ition?

• higher required key pressure?

• key lock?

• two handed (two keyJ chord operation?

Do the function key.labels and symbols _:rrespond to
the same functions on other ke.vtx:ards u_d e.g.
typewriters or other VDTs at the .,_me workplace?

14. Are user'pmgrammable function keys provided?

YES

O
O
O

0

O

•O

•O

•O

n

•0

0
0
O
0
0

n
0
0
0

0

0

NO

O
O
n

0

n

0

0

n

n

n

O
0
0
0
0

n
n
n
n

n

n
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(Cakir, Hart, and Ste_mrt, 1980)
Additional VDT and System Characteristics

.

2.

3.

4.

5.

,

7.

.

.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Is the power dissipation from the VDT as low as
possible?

Is the VDT resistant to knocks and vibration?

Is the operator secure against electrical accident even
when tampering with the VDT?

Does the VDT satisfy the requirements of all national
and local safety standards?

Are the operators and cleaning staff aware of which
cleaning materials may be used without causing
damage to the screen, housing and other components
of the VDT?

Is there sufficient maintenance access to both the
VDT and VDT workplace?

Are there any user-serviceable repairs, e.g. fuse
changes, that can be quickly and easily carried out by
the operator?

Are the electrical supply cables and other services to
the VDT and workplace adequately secured and
concealed?

Has the voltage supply to the VDT system been
stabilisedagainstfluctuationsinsupply voltage,e.g.
due to variationsin mains voltage,peak loadsetc?

Isthe operatorprovidedwith a warning signalinthe
eventofsystem or VDT malfunction

• audiblealarm?

• visualalarm?

• other?

Isthe operatorprovidedwith a warning inthe event
thatthe VDT isno longerableto registerkeystrokes.
e.g.when the VDT memoD" storageisfilled?

Willsecurityproceduresbe necessa_'?

How isthe operationalstatusofthe VDT. e.g.ifthe

terminal is in send, receiveor queue mode, made
known tothe operator:

• no indication?

• flashinglightindicator?

• continuouslightindicator?

Isthe responsetime ofthe system sufficientlyshort
duringpeak working times?

Ifthe responsetime islikelyto vaD" appreciably,is
theoperatorgivenan indicationof waitingtimes?

YES NO

•[3 [3
• D D
• D D

• D D

(3 ['7

•D D

•D D

•D D
•ID [3
D D

•D D

D D

D D
D [3

•13 13

•D D

•D (3
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16.

17.

(Cakir, __rt, and Stewmrt, 1980)

If several terminals share a common transmission line

to the computer, can each terminal transmit and
receive information independently of the status of the
other terminals on the line?

Is it necessary to consider special precautions, e.g.
special carpeting or a copper grid carpet underlay, to
safeguard against the discharge of static electricity to
the VDT chassis?

YES

O

NO

D

D
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color coding, blink coding, and such miscellaneous considerations as size, depth, line type

(solid, dashed, etc.), brightness, line width, motion, and focus or distortion.

There have been numerous empirical studies comparing coding techniques; however,

the results are often task speeific. Ramsey and Atwood (1979) caution that a great deal

of the current knowledge, in addition to possibly being task specific, is relatively old and

was developed for contexts other than computer-generated displays. Ramsey and

Atwood (1979) give a synopsis on coding techniques (Figure 20).

Alphanumeric coding, the most common technique, is most accurate for

identification tasks and acceptable for search tasks. The use of geometric symbols to

represent information is called shape coding. This type of coding is fairly unique to

computer-generated displays and as a reset there is limited research which is generally

task specific. In shape coding, care must be taken to ensure that the users can

discriminate between the shapes; thus, shapes must be distinct and not very numerous

(i.e., it is recommended that the total number of shapes be kept below fifteen). Color

coding is an attractive alternative in computer-generated displays. There is some

research that indicates that users prefer color even when there is no quantitative

evidence that color improves performance. In general_ color coding--either redundant or

nonredundant--yields better performance than static achromatic coding techniques for

search tasks. Ramsey and Atwood (1979) caution, however, that the performance

advantage may be quite small and not worth the cost of color displays. Blink coding has

been found to be extremely effective in detection tasks. However, large amounts of

blinking data or displays which do not permit the user to suppress the blinking may

contribute to operator fatigue. Although there is evidence that a human can

discriminate between as many as four blink rates, research strongly suggests that there

be only one blink rate.

Other techniques include size of displayed object, depth, line type, brightness, and

reverse video. All these methods of coding have limited utility, but designers must be
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cautious about ensuring diseriminability as well as over use--too many shades or an

inability to suppress attention focusing techniques may contribute to the cognitive load

on the user.

Beyond these types of issues there is very little which can help system designers lay

out information on a display. There are "rules of thumb" which include such principles as

logical sequencing, spaciousness, relevance, consistency, grouping, and simplicity.

However, they often are given as platitudes and lack sufficient information to allow

designers to apply them adequately. It is clear that psychological research is needed to

produce a unifying conceptual framework in this area.

There has been some work in the area of human-computer dialogue. In designing a

human-computer dialogue, the issue of initiative must be addressed. Who initiates an

exchange is important. It has been found that computer-initiated dialogue is best for

naive or casual users with few exchanges. More sophisticated users prefer the user

control that user-initiated dialogue provides. Although there are design costs associated

with it, a mixed mode system which allows the user to select the type of dialogue is

probably preferred. Some of the properties of human-computer dialogue are given in

Figure 21.

Flexibility is a measure of the number of ways the user can accomplish a given

function. There is some evidence which suggests flexibility is helpful for expert users.

This is not the case for intermediate or beginning users who tend to adopt a satisficing

strategy, learning only enough commands to accomplish exactly what they need.

Complexity and power are concepts related to flexibility. Complexity is a measure of

the number of options available to the user at a given time. There has been little

research in this area. There is some evidence that too much complexity, particularly

when it is due to a large amount of irrelevant data, is detrimental to performance. The

extreme on the opposite side is that deep but sparse hierarchic structuring, though

reducing complexity, is also a detriment to performance. Display complexity is an
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important issue and merits additional research.

The final property related to flexibility and complexity is power. Power is the

amount of work accomplished by one user command. A powerful human-computer

dialogue allows users to accomplish a great deal with one or two "high level" commands.

There is a feeling among managers that a powerful system tends to confuse users.

Because power is often confounded with high complexity or a lack of generality, the

issue of power may not be so easily resolved. As with initiative, the best system is

probably one which has a mix of commands, some low level and some quite powerful.

Ramsey and Atwood (1979) recount that design folklore which says "flexibility is

good, complexity is bad, power is good". They note that this rule of thumb is simplistic

and that a good deal of further research is needed on these issues particularly for

specific user types and task domains.

The final characteristic on which a human-computer dialogue may be evaluated is

information load. This is a measure of the cognitive load that the dialogue imposes on

the user. Ramsey and Atwood (1979) note that there is no evidence that existing

knowledge of the measurement and effects of information load is being applied to system

design. In fact, information overload is one of the most common problems cited in

conjunction with information displays, particularly in control rooms (Seminara et al.,

1979). The evidence is that user performance is affected by either too much or too little

information. There are numerous techniques for reducing information load. They

include use of disl_lays, more powerful commands, more natural languages, and less

operator input.

In addition to the properties of human-computer dialogues, there are guidelines

specifying, to some extent, the dialogue types as well as appropriate task domains and

user populations for application. Ramsey and Atwood (1979) provide a succinct summary

of dialogue types (Figure 22). The question-and-answer dialogue is computer-initiated

and appropriate for naive or inexpert users; it is not appropriate for intermediate or
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expert users. Form fillingdialogue is also computer-initiated and is more expeditious

than question-and-answer. It isappropriate for many data entry tasks,particularlythose

which provide interactivesyntatic checking. A third computer-initiated dialogue is menu

selection. Assuming adequate response time, this type of dialogue is appropriate for a

wide range of users: naive, intermediate, and expert but casual system users. For expert

and frequent users, good design suggests that menu selection be augmented with

cornmand language capability.

Command language dialogue is user-initiatedand can be accomplished with either

function keys or software commands. This dialogue is appropriate only for trained,

expert users. If itis applied inappropriately the resultis a high information load for the

user. Appropriate use of command language or use of both menu and command language

dialogues make a powerful system with a great deal of user flexibility.

Further Research Needs

There is much left to be done in fillingout design guides for visual display

terminals. In general, the hardware or physical issuesseem to be better understood than

the software or informational dimensions. In the physical domain, there are needs for

further investigation into such areas as image distortion and work surface light

reflection. Given the current international concern, it is likely that reliable standards

willbe availablein the near future.

It is important, however, not to restrict the future research to only the "easy"

questions. At this point there is a serious need to begin a systematic development of

coherent guidelines to guide informational design for screens. The issuesare fuzzy and

new; the medium of a computer allows more flexible as well as new strategies for

design. It isimportant to explore the new capabilitiesand determine for whom and under

_hat conditions they are appropriate. In particular,concern needs to be focused on the

f_Jrmat and the cognitive fidelity of displays. Issues such as flexibility,power, and

complexity need much more attention. Information load and display density are critical
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in determining user load, especially where overload may have catastrophic effects. The

issue of the cognitive fidelity of displays is very new and requires a good deal of

theoretical and empirical investigation. The computer allows designers to create

displays which more adequately match or reinforce the user's model of the system or the

user's current information needs. Matching displayed information to the user and his/her

task is a logical but non-trivial use of the computer resources, one which begins to

exploit the potential that the computer affords.
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The Controller in the Loop

We now move out of the realm of the comfortably knowninto a realm where things

get fuzzy, the role of the humanin the controlling system. Figures 2a through 3 (consult

Mitchell's paper in this proceedings, pp.260-265) illustrate the progression of man's

relation to physical work. "In the beginning" work was doneby the direct application of

human energy, muscles,and perception. Soon,we removed ourselves from the work by

the use of tools. With the Industrial Revolution, we began to use machines to do the

work itself; westeppedback from the work to control the machine which performed the

work. With the advent of computers and telecommunications, highly automated control

systems have evolved. In these systems, the machines are directly controlled by a

computer while the humandirects the computer. At this stage, interaction by the human

with the physical work may be entirely symbolic, through the mediation of a

computational system.

This most recent development hasoccured within the last 30years and, frankly, we

still do not really know what it means. Different approachesto understandinghave been

advancedandare undercontinuing development

Much of this work is involved in the attempt to formulate and validate

mathematical models of controller or supervisor performance. Older "classical" models

of man at work, derived from bio-engineering, stimulus-response behavioral, and

servomechanism notions, have been superceded by models based upon information

processing, optimal control, and decision theories. An excellent introduction to such

models is given by Sheridan and Ferrell (1974). Becausehighly automated systems tend

to present the system controlled in symbolic form and receive instructions from the

system supervisor similarly in symbolic form, the information processing models tend to

dominate in this arena. Where the human controller is man-in-the-loop, as a coupling

element in the control system itself, like a driver or a pilot, optimal control theoretic

models have been applied with creditable success. Decision theoretic models are based
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in the task of choosing the appropriate response from a set of possible alternatives.

These models are closely related to information processing models, but while the

information processing model explicitly considers the information flow from man to

controlled system and back, decision theoretic models focus on what the human

controller does with the information received. This, in a design sense, can then drive the

flow of data in the controlling system.

Figure 23 sketches an information processing model of the supervisory control

system. Counterclockwise, a data display is generated by the system and is perceived by

the human operator. The data perceived undergo mental procesing to determine an

appropriate control action. The action is carried out by available controls, and direction

and guidance are given to the system. A decision theoretic model might begin with

mental process and progressively define the system in a clockwise fvshion.

Figure 24 elaborates upon the mental processing notion. The perceived sensory

inputs become available for processing after passing through a filter which is derived

from a model of relevance held in long-term memory. From the filter, they pass into

short-term memory where they are available for conscious processing. The data in short-

term memory are used to used to select an action or strategy from long-term memory.

These data may make their way into lonff-term memory, where they are used to update

the long-term memory's model of relevance. This in turn updates the filter. A decision

theoretic model might replace this model of mental process by an input-output mapping

of states of the world to appropriate action.

These various models, optimal-ecntrol, information processing, and decision

theoretic, have all been validated to some extent in experimental work in different

applications. Each approach shows some explanatory power for particular tasks.

Clearly, each approach grasps some part of the "truth" but we may be still at the stage

of blind men touching the elephant in its different parts.
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As yet, none of these models gives us clearcut guidelines on the proper allocation

of worldoad between man and machine in highly automated systems. There are, of

course, intuitively obvious things which we can assert. For example, computers perform

calculations much more rapidly and accurately than humans do; the machine should

perform computational tasks. Similarly, machine memory is much more reliable than

human memory; the machine should do remembering. Beyond these, when we ask which

decisions should be made by which system component, answers become more hazy.

It can be asserted that humans make better decisions in ambiguous situations than

computers do. Unfortunately, this assertion only drives us back one step, for then we

must ask: does the machine or the human decide on the ambiguity of a situation?

Some researchers (Rouse,1981) suggest that the allocation of tasks between man

and machine might best be dynamically determined. A fixed allocation of tasks, in a

system running normally in steady state, may leave the operator with too little to do,

resulting in boredom and a loss of vigilance. On the other hand, if a crisis erupts, the

operator may then be overwhelmed by high-level tasks. The researchers suggest that the

allocation of tasks might be made to maintain some given level of operator activity.

When few "high-level" tasks need be done, 'flow-level" tasks are presented to the

operator. When the qualitative level of activity increases, the computer releases the

highest tasks to the human and resumes lower level tasks.

To this point, the terms "supervisor" and "controller" have been used

interchangeably. Particularly in the context of allocation of tasks, these terms require

some distinction. A "controller" is a person in the loop, a necessary link or coupling in

the physical control of a system. A driver is a controller when he turns the steeling

wheel to cause a change in the direction of travel of the vehicle. When we speak of a

"supervisor" to indicate that a computer has replaced the man in the loop, we mean that

the computer worries about the actual activation of controls while the human directs the

course of action.
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Clearly, the two roles may be intermixed. When the driver/controller turns the

steering wheel to change direction, the vehicle-supervisor has decided on a different

tactical or strategic course for the car. The supervisory role is of a higher order than

that of the controller, and it implies a measure of decision-making autonomy that the

notion of controller does not include. (This is, of course, why control-theoretic models

are better descriptions of controller behavior than they are of supervisory behavior.) In a

highly automated environment, the human tends to the role of supervisor, guiding the

system and determining goals and strategies while the computer can often best

determine the best tactic or control action to fulfill the strategy.

At the root of much of our desire to understand fully the controller's or supervisor's

role is the need to reduce error in performance of the role rather than to optimize

performance per se. Error can creep in at any point in the information processing loop,

from both mistakes of omission and of commission. Table 1, taken from NUREG/CR-

1580, provides an illustrative list of sources of error in a control room.

Most systems can operate at a satisfieing level of performance, somewhere short of

optimal. The resources required to optimize system performance increase exponentially

as higher levels of optimality are attempted. However, few systems are capable of

surviving catastrophic human error such as driving a car into a brick wall at high speed.

Thus we speak of maintaining system reliability, keeping the system in satisfactory

operation within bounds of tolerance while avoiding disaster. As a rule, our machine

systems are far more reliable than are our human systems. The human controller or

supervisor is simultaneously the weakest and the strongest link in the chain. The design

of human supervised control systems tries to compensate for the weaknesses and build

upon the strengths of the human being.

Up to this point, our discussion has concerned the single controller or supervisor. In

contemporary complex systems there may indeed be many such people interacting with a

highly automated control system. This introduces a problem about which relatively little
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DESIGN FEATURES INFLUENCING HUMAN ERRORS

1.0 CONTROL ERRORS

1.1 Inadvertent Actuation (Accidental Activation of a Control)

1.1.1 Control location/arrangement

l.l.l.l Location with respect to the operator'sbody

l.l.l.2 Location with respect to the operator's hand while

controllingother controls

1.1.1.3 Location with respect to other controls

1.1.2 Control design

1.1.2.1 No guards or barriers

1.1.2.2 Too littleforce required to activate the control

1.1.2.3 Type or motion required to activate makes accidental

activation likely- e.g.,toggle switch - up/down

I.1.3 Control visibility

1.1.3.1 Control isnot easy to see and avoid

1.1.3.2 View of control is obscured by other controls or operator's
hand

1.2 SubstitutionErrors (Selection of the Wrong Control)

1.2.1 Control location/arrangement

1.2.1.1 Control located in a string of other controls of the same

shape
1.2.1.2 No consideration given to the sequence of control use

1.2.1.3 No functional arrangement of controls

1.2.2 Control design
1.2.2.1 Control shape not differentiated from adjacent controls

1.2.2.2 Control size not differentiatedfrom adjacent controls

1.2.2.3 Control color not differentiatedfrom adjacent controls

1.2.2.4 Control labelling/marking not readily distinguishable
1.2.2.5 Control location not differentiatedfrom other controls

1.2.2.6 Difficultto distinguishpushbutton from legend light

1.2.3 Control visibility

1.2.3.1 Control not readilyvisible

1.2.3.2 Line of sight to control isobscured

1.2.3.3 Control label not readily readable

1.2.3.4 Control label obscured by the control itselfor by operator's
hand

1.3 Activation Errors (Selecting Wrong Position on Right Control)

1.3.1 Location/arrangement

1.3.1.1 Control is located such that operator reach can result in

mis-settings
1.3°1.2 Control is located or oriented such that selection of some

positions isdifficult

1.3.2 Control Design
1.3.2.1 Direction of motion does not follow accepted stereotypes or

conventions

1.3.2.2 Direction of motion is not consistent for similar type
controls

1.3.2.3 Direction of motion isnot labelled

1.3.2.4 No feedback of control activation

1.3.2.5 Control position arrangement is not consistent across
different controls

NUREG CR-15
Table i (Mallory e_ al.,_80)
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1.4

2.0
2.1

2.2

1.3.3

Temporal
Control)
1.4.1

1.4.2

1.3.2.6 Control positionsare not readily distinguishable

1.3.2.7 The associated displayisnot located with the control

1.3.2.8 The associated displaymotion does not follow convention

1.3.2.9 The control permits selection of positions which are not
used

1.3.2.10 Labelling of control positionsisdifficultto read
1.3.2.11 There is not sufficientspatialseparation of different switch

positions

Control visibility

1.3.3.1 Control position indications are obscured by the control

itselfor by the operator'shand
1.3.3.2 The feedback cue to control activation isobscured

Errors (Taking Too Much Time to Locate, Acquire, and Activate a

Location/arrangement of controls
1.4.1.1 Controls located out of reach of the operator

1.4.1.2 Access to the control requires excessive travel on the part

of the operator
1.4.1.3 Accesss to the control requires special effort on the part of

the operator
1.4.1.4 The control islocated in an array of identicalcontrols

Control design

1.4.2.1 Force required to activate the control isexcessive

DISPLAY ERRORS

Reading Errors
2.1.I Location/arrangement

2.1.l.l Display orientation to operator's line of sight is less than
45v

2.1.1.2 Viewing distance makes reading difficult

2.1.1.3 Display located above the eye height of a 5th percentile

operator

2.1.1.4 Display located such that operator's view is obscured

2.1.2 Display design
2.1.2.1 Displays difficultto read due to poor brightness contrast

2.1.2.2 Display readabilityimpaired by glare
2.1.2.3 Scale increment sizemakes reading difficult

2.1.2.4 Scale gradations not standard nor consistent

2.1.2.5 Pointer parallax increaseslikelihood of reading errors

2.1.2.6 Strip chart pens leak

2.1.2.7 Strip charts use too porous paper

2.1.2.8 Strip chart pens do not always contact paper

2.1.2.9 Strip chart parameters require ranges different from those
indicated

Pullout stripcharts obscure view of other displays

Impact recorders difficultto read or to identify trends

Conspicuity of pointers too low

2.1.2.10

2.1.2.11

2.1.2.12

Interpretation Errors
2.2.1 Display design

2.2.1.1 Displays do not indicate in-tolerance and out-of-tolerance
areas

2.2.1.2 Difficult to interpret trends

Table I contd.
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.3

2.4

2.5

3.0
3.1

2.2.1.3 Process controllersdisplay demand only, not actual value

2.2.1.4 Required values not displayed on trend displays

2.2.1.5 Patterns of lightsare confusing
Display Substitution Errors

2.3.1 Location/arrangement

2.3.1.1 Display located in a stringof identicaldisplays
2.3.1.2 Display located too close to adjacent displays

2.3.1.3 Display not located in a stringby sequence

2.3.1.4 Displays not functionally grouped

2.3.1.5 Display arrangement isillogicalor inconsistent

2.3.1.6 Display not located adjacent to its associated display
2.3.2 Display design

2.3.2.1 Display shape not differentiatedfrom adjacent displays

2.3.2.2 Display size not differentiated from adjacent displays

2.3.2.3 Display color not differentiated from adjacent displays
2.3.2.4 Display labellingnot readily readable

2.3.3 Display visibility

2.3.3.1 Display not adequately illuminated

2.3.3.2 Line of sight to the display isobstructed
Display Activation Errors

2.4.1 Display design

2.4.1.1 No light test capability

2.4.1.2 No indicator lightsare provided

2.4.1.3 Direction of display motion not conventional

stereotypical

2.4.1.4 It is possible to transpose legend light faces
2.4.1.5 Trend recorder speed not controllable

2.4.1.6 A failure to achieve required status is indicated by
extinguished light

2.4.1.7 There is no standard procedure for checking failed lights
2.4.1.8 A meter can fail leaving the pointer at mid-range
2.4.1.9 Failure of a meter is not readily detectable
2.4.1.10 Valve travel is indicated by

closed lights
Display Temporal Errors

2.5.1 Location/arrangement
2.5.1.1 Display not located within visual access from

position

2.5.1.2 Display is located in an array of identical displays
2.5.1.3 Display located where field of view is obstructed

2.5.2 Display design

2.5.2.1 Displays not functionally grouped
2.5.2.2 Displays not grouped by sequence of use
2.5.2.3 Displays not clearly labelled
2.5.2.4 Displays not clearly coded

or

an

extinguishment of open and

viewing

ANNUNCIATOR ERRORS

Reading Errors

3.1.I Location/arrangement

3.1.l.1 Annunciator legend cannot be read at viewing distance

3.1.1.2 Annunciator legend cannot be read at viewing angle
3.1.2 Annunciator design

Table i contd.
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3.2

et _ 1o.l.,, Luminenee level of red annuneiator too low

3.1.2.2 Annunciators have dyna-tape baekfits which eannot be read
when illuminated

3.1.2.3 Annunciators have different type fonts
3.1.2.4 Annuneiator legends are too complex

Annunciator Activation Errors

3.2.1 Annunciator design
3.2.1.1

3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3

3.2.1.4
3.2.1.5
3.2.1.6

3.2.1.7
3.2.1.8
3.2.1.9
3.2.1.10
3.2.1.11
3.2.1.12

Annunciators not prioritized
Annunciators not functionally grouped
Annunciators not coded - as first out

High annunciator nuisance rate reduces operator readiness
Annunciator silence control is operated in a defeated mode
Different flash rates or duty cycles indicate different
annunciator status and the indicators are not readily
distinguishable

Auditory alarms are not coded by location

No annunciator silencewith visualdisplay retention
Until an alarm iscleared, a second alarm isinhibited.
Alarms are lessthan 20 dB above ambient noise levels

Acknowledge control difficultto access
No clear notificationof alarm cleared

4.0 LABEL READING ERRORS

4.1 Readability
4.I.1 Location/arrangement

4.1.2

4.1.3

4.1.1.1
4.1.1.2
4.1.1.3
4.1.1.4

Design
4.1.2.1
4.1.2.2

4.1.2.3
4.1.2.4
4.1.2.5
4.1.2.6
4.1.2.7
4.1.2.8
4.1.2.9
4.1.2.10

LabeLs not located consistently

No labelsprovided

No panel designatorsprovided
View of labels obscured

Label font makes labels difficult to read
Functions mislabelled

Safety tags cover labels
Labels have poor brightness contrast
Labels are cluttered

Labels have low contrast to the panel
Labels are illegible
Color not used consistently
Inconsistent use of abbreviations
Labels have small fonts

Use of labels

4.1.3.1 Too many operator added backfits used
4.1.3.2 Baekfits not consistent

4.1.3.3 No demarcations grouping panel elements

5.0
• 5.1

PROCEDURE ERRORS
Access Errors

5.1.1 Procedures location and arrangement
5.1.1.1 Procedures are not located to be easily accessed

5.1.1.2 Procedures are not arranged to be easily accessed
5.1.1.3 Only are set of procedures provided in the CR

5.1.2 Procedures indexing

Table i contd.
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5.2

5.3

5.1.3

5.1.2.1 Procedures are not indexed for ease of access

5.1.2.2 Procedures are not tabbed for easy access

Procedures design
5.1.3.1 Procedure titles are not sufficiently discriminable

5.1.3.2 No guidelines are provided to enable operators to establish
which procedures are applicable

5.1.3.3 No cross referencing of different procedures
5.1.3.4 Cross referencing sends the operator to some ancillary

document

Reading Errors
5.2.1

5.2.1.7
5.2.1.8

Procedures Following
5.3.1 Procedures

5.3.1.1
5.3.1.2
5.3.1.3

Procedures design

5.2.1.1 Use of ambiguous language
5.2.1.2 Procedures text not clear and concise

5.2.1.3 Instruction too long

5.2.1.4 Use of overly precise control processor settings

5.2.1.5 Phrasing of instructionisambiguous

5.2.1.6 Excessive length of instructional steps cause operators to
skim rather than read these steps

Multiple steps are nested in one instruetional statement
Caution and warning notes not sufficiently highlighted
Errors

design
Procedures are not complete - steps are missing

Proeedural steps are out of order
Procedures do not inform the operator when to stop using
the document

5.3.1.4 Emergency procedures do not indicate the feedbaek for the
system which should cue the operator on what to do next, or
even that he is on the right procedure

5.3.1.5 Procedure nomendature different from labels and

component designations
5.3.1.6 Information on component location and function left to

operator's memory
5.3.1.7 Procedural steps in emergency procedures not structured to

support diagnosis of problems
5.3.1.8 Charts, graphs and schematics and diagrams are not

incorporated in the text
5.3.1.9 No indications are provided on system response to operator

action
5.3.1.10 Procedures are not enumerable to a eheeklist format

allowing operator checkoff of each step as oompleted

5.3.1.11 Too many steps of emergency procedures must be
committed to memory

5.3.1.12 Arrangement of notes is confusing - not dear to which step
the note applies

5.3.1.13 Inconsistent use of acronyms and action verbs

Table I contd.
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is known from a human factors perspective: supervising the supervisors. How are

multiple supervisors to be coordinated, integrated, and synchronized?

One obvious approach is the establishment of a hierarchy of supervisory roles,

ultimately creating a pyramid in which one supervisor at the top directs all subordinate

supervisors. Yet, in the real world, we observe the working together of autonomous

controllers/supervisors or groups of controllers/supervisors who are linked by lateral

relations and responsibilities but without explicit overarching control In contrast to

hierarchy, this situation is termed "heterarehy". To the surprise of many observers,

hetararchic control systems persist in working in spite of conventional managerial and

administrative wisdom. The relations between the POCs, _ISOCC, NSCC, experimenters,

ground stations, and other actors at GSFC, exemplifies heterarehy. Mutually negotiated

SOPs and a general civility often appear to be the only binding forces among the myriad

of activities involved in ground control of spacecraft from Goddard.

Conclusion

For our interim report, we have taken a bottom-up approach to what is known in

human factors and their application. Starting with well-defined anthropometric

measurements, we moved to a final discussion of supervising multiple-supervisor control

systems. We have indicated that while much information is available and immediately

applicable, much still needs to be done in the field in general and at GSFC in particular.

In NASA's Anthropometric Source Book(1978), the following guidance is given for

the development and application of human factors in the manned space program:

L Determine characteristics of the potential user population and select the
appropriate anthropometric data base for analysis.

2. Establish what the equipment must do for the user--form, function, and
interaction.

3. Select the principle interface of the user with the equipment.

4. Establish the anthropometric design values to be used in fabrication.

5. Design and evaluate a MOCKUP and revise design as necessary.
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We suggest that this approach be adopted and adapted to the GSFC environment.

Traditional engineering, even systems engineering, establishes what equipment must do,

selects an interface(s) between the user and the equipment, and establishes design

values. The manned-space-program approach expands these traditional tasks and greatly

changes their emphasis.

The GSFC user and client populations are currently known only anecdotally. In

real-time sateUite control, many different user populations, from doctoral scientists to

low-level technicians, are employed. To design effective and reliable systems, we need

to know much more about the characteristics of these different groups. As we learn

their salient characteristics, design can proceed to build upon specific strengths and to

circumvent or minimize the potential harm of specific weaknesses. In other words,

design values should flow from the human factors data, not simply from the specification

sheets of hardware manufacturers.

The last step of the NASA manned-space program approach deserves special

attention. The use of mock-ups, of experimentation, is intended not only to validate a

specific design but to build up an empirical and practical body of knowledge. Too often

we design and build hardware, test to determine that it functions, and instal/it without

further ado or consideration of the human user. The point here goes far beyond simply

"idiot-proofing" a piece of equipment to integrating the equipment with the physical,

perceptual, mental, and motor capabilities of the user.

We know now that one outcome of our research will be the recommendation that

GSFC establish an experimental facility in which a full-sized control room can be

mocked up and real-time simulations be performed. This facility will also support

measurement of user populations and research on VDT's and their use, particularly in the

display of data, the use of interaction techniques, color, and other communications

techniques.
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The "well-known" human factors data need to be confirmed in the GSFC

environment. But this is only a starting point. NASA systems for ground control of

spacecraft are among the largest, most complex, and most sophisticated systems ever

implemented by mankind. The full range of human factors questions introduced in this

interim report are present in GSFC systems. This, of course, includes questions at the

eutting edge of our experience and knowledge, the integration of single supervisors into

healthy, efficient, highly automated systems and the integration of multiple system

supervisors. Work advanced through a GSFC experimental and mock-up facility can

greatly enhance our development of comprehensive theories and models of single and

multiple control system supervisors that are practical and applicable to Goddard

missions.
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SUMIViARY OF WORKSHOP INTERACTION

Guidelines on Ergonomie Aspects of Control Rooms and Highly Automated

Environments

There was surprise among the group participants that people objected to

VDTs and computer-based tasks. Instead of building workstations to fit people, they

asked, why not make adjustable workstation components? At this point, a participant

commented on environmental ambience. He felt it was not cost effective to go "all out,"

especially if the workstation was used infrequently. Workshop moderators agreed with

his point and suggested that a compromise should be reached between "all out" and

"barely adequate". Participants were also interested in the length of time that

individuals can comfortably view a CRT screen.

can, or should be.

These questions have no absolute

representative of current research being

They questioned how large the screen

answers at the present time but are

conducted on video display terminals.

Guidelines are available, however, for designing adjustable workstation equipment.
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A Case Study of a System Engineered for Control by Humans

Historically, NASA/GSFC unmanned spacecraft command and control, health

and safety operations have been data and people intensive. The increase in space-

craft complexity, and the resulting increase in data requried to establish the space-

craft status, has made the traditional people-intensive command and control operation

both costly and a higher risk. The increased use and capability of on board compu-

ters provides us with the opportunity to examine alternatives to the traditional

concepts for real-time health and safety operations.

The pitfalls of the conventional contingency planning for health and safety are

highlighted in Figure 1. The Solar Maximum Mission (SMM} contingency planning

and operations provides one step in the evolution from this conventional people

intensive health and safety operation, toward a "night watchman" mode of opera-

tions. The SMM spacecraft health and safety operations were budget constrained

to the point that one week after launch one operator was responsible for the health

and safety of the entire spececraft. The spacecraft was a protoflight with brand

new subsystem configurations, software and procedures. To manage the risks

associated with this one man SMM health and safety operation, the J'eal-time con-

tingency planning and operations centered around unambiguously identifying a system

level problem, and reactively sating components susceptible to unrecoverable damage.

The methodology applied to both analyzing and Implementing this approach of SMM

is shown in steps I-V below:

STEP I. Identify spacecraft and experiment hardware damage susceptibility to

unpredicted system level states.

i.e. - Mispointing

- Unpredicted vehicle rates

- Computer failure

- Short on the power system
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STEP II.

STEP I!1.

As a qeneral rule all lower level failures or operator errors will manifest

themselves into one or more system level anomalies.

Identify the mimimum information and limit values required to unambiguously

identify system level problems.

i.e. - P/Y I; R position

Hardware/software

- S/C rates

Hardware/software

- SIC currents

These may be directly in the data stream or be computed prior to display.

identify, and allocate the functions and time response necessary to con-

rain hardware damage (safe system).

i.e. - On-board command response

- control center command response time (prime and backup)

-'Allocation is based on operational on-beard capability; time allowed from

identif'mation until damage irreversible.

Level of sating is dependent on recovery complexity.

i.e. - Turn off all instruments

- Leave computer running but disable command function

STEP IV. Establish operations policy, procedures and displays for health and safety

monitoring, and contingency actions.

i.e. - Monitor these 20 parameters

- Get vehicle and Instruments safe

- Issue procedure XY._..ZZanytime mispointed

The operator should not be required to assume risk, he should be provided

with the tools to recoqnize a problem and conservatively respond. Where on_

time science is Involved "what if planning" and backup personnel should b:

provided.
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STEP V. All other subsystem and benign system-level anomalies should be cate-

gorized and operator.responsibilities defined.

i.e. - Unexpected configurations

- Thermal limits

The results of this analysis led to providing the SMM health and safety opera-

tions monitor, three levels of anomaly criticality, a clear policy, and approximately

twenty-nine parameters, on two displays, within which he maintained spacecraft

safety. The levels of SMM anomaly criticality and the SMM contingency operations

policies are provided below.

Category I Contingency Actions

• Safe hardware

• Analyze problem

• Stabilize vehicle

• Notify in-depth analysis

Category II Contingency Actions

• Notify in-depth analysis

• Analyze problem

• Prepare to safe hardware

Category !!1 Contingency Actions

• Notify in-depth analysis

The two displays provided to monitor the twenty-nine parameters are shown in

Figures 2 and 3. The Flag column would provide the operator with an indication of

• category 1, 2, or 3 severity, but more importantly instant cognition of a problem

by simply noting an entry in the flag column. Simple unambiguous sating procedures

which could be issued safely under any conditions were developed. A clear cut

simple contingency plan shown in Figure 4 was the prime reference for operator

sating response.
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The second result from the contingency analyses was the identification of those

sating actions that were so time critical, they must be initiated by the on board

computer. These were Incorporated into the software applications processors.

The successful results of the SMM contingency planning and operations imple-

mentation provides the basis for • further simplification of spacecraft health and

safety_the "watchman concept." The basic signal to the SMM monitor that a problem

existed was his observation of a flag in the last column of the two displays shown

in Figures 2 and 3. One could easily see extending this concept to elimination of

everything on the display except the flag column.

The experience gained on SMM, coupled with increasing operations costs,

in¢_eased use of flight computers, TDRSS, end ground system graphics provide

the opportunity to re-evaluate health and safety operations. The historical evolution

of the personnel assigned to monitoring spacecraft health and safety presents another

consideration. Traditionally the "experts" at launch are off to their next project

and are replaced by pure monitors by six months altar launch. The personnel

exposed to conUnqency training and familiar with the documentation •re generally

no longer around.

Cost, technology and personnel con_]deraUons lead to a suggestion that future

operations be system engineered to implement • different real-time health and safety

opereUonal philosophy, the "watchman concept." The essence of this concept is to

provide information, that identifies problems, not data, and on board sating to

protect hardware and contain the problem to the failed component.

Systems engineering for the human function in health and safety should consider

the operator likely to be in place for the routines operation. We need to provide

both an operator friendly approach to ¢bntingency design as well as the information

in a form that the less experienced operator can readily recognize and react to

system problems. The star icon in Figure $ illustrates one approach to displaying
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information which both could provide "the watchman" type operator with a clear

Indication of a problem, and the experienced operator with the same indication.

It also however provides a second level of information detail as to the nature of the

problem. Either ground or on-board automated responses could take the initial

sating step. Any change in symmetry, color or stability of the star would readily

be detected. The sample points shown in fact represent those category 1 flags

shown in the SMM displays of Figures I and 2.

Once the concept of information display is accepted and readily recognizable

forms of display are developed, the real-time health and safety monitoring for many

spacecraft simultaneously by a "watchman" could be a realizable operations goal

for NASA. As with todayms operations the watchman would call "the expert" as

soon as he detects an anomaly.

The idea can be extended throughout operations. The center director could

have a bank of screens or even a composite icon, which at a glance gives him opera-

tional spacecraft status. Remote experimenters _could be given status information

in the same fashion. Sometime in the future, night and weekend health and safety

operations monitoring may even be able to be added to the security guards checklist.
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CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF INFORMATION PROCESSING

Introduction

Human information processing has been studied and investigated extensively

within the field of experimental psychology, particularly in the areas of human memory

and cognitive psychology. Understanding the conceptual bases of human information

processing is important for any student of human behavior. It is especially necessary for

those who utilize humans as system components. Kantowitz (1982) argues persuasively

for a human factors approach to human information processing that would integrate

theoretical research results into applied settings. The benefits of this approach include a

valid and reliable foundation for specific system design guidelines and a more effective

human component in a system, with greater productivity and less margin for error. This

paper will focus on the conceptual information processing issues and integrate applied

factors where appropriate. As numerous books have been published concerning human

information processing, an attempt has been made to provide an overview of the major

issues.

Definitions

Human information processing can be defined as an active cognitive process that

is analogous to a system. It is the flow and transformation of information within a

human (Kantowitz, 1982). The human is viewed as an active information seeker who is

constantly receiving, processing, and acting upon the surrounding environmental stimuli.

Human information processing models are conceptual representations of cognitive

behaviors. They attempt to delineate what cognitive process occurs and when and how

these activities interact. Models of information processing are useful in representing the

different theoretical positions and in attempting to define the limits and capabilities of

human memory.
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To place limits on the human's information processing abilities, an objective

measure of information must be used. Psychologists measure information in bits (the

term is a shortened version of binary units); a bit is the amount of information available

to the human when one of two likely alternatives is chosen. There is an exponential

relationship between bits and amount of information. It is expressed mathematically as:

H = Log2K

where K is the number of equal alternatives and probabilities and H is equal to the

amount of information received. If the human is presented with eight equally likely

alternatives a choice will yield three bits of information; sixteen alternatives, four bits,

etc. The relationship is also expressed as the number of bits increasing as the amount of

uncertainty decreases. It is estimated that the human memory can store between 100

million and I million billion bits of information (McCormick, 1976), a greater storage

than any existing computer storage. Figure 1 illustrates the bits of information a human

receives when processing familiar items like digits and letters. The system designer

would seek to measure information objectively in bits, to provide a criterion for applied

issues. When the amount of information received is considered in conjunction with

human processing capabilities, design issues such as number of displays for one task,

number of coded colors on a command panel, or number of auditory codes are affected.

Human vs. Computer Information Processing

Many human information processing models are analogous to computer

information processing systems. The underlying flow or structure appears to be the

same. Figure 2 represents a simplified flow diagram that applies to both human and

computer information processing systems. Humans input data from the senses while the

computer system receives it from interactive devices. Both systems recognize, attend

to, process and store information, and both output some kind of information or action.

The data output often becomes the data input for the next thought or task thus
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emphasizing the continuous loop process in both human and computer information

processing.

When a human is placed within a computer system, it is important for the designer

to recognize that the human processing system interfaces directly with the computer

processing system. Figure 3 is a simplified flow diagram illustrating this interface. The

output of one system provides input for the other, and to ensure optimal operations the

computer processing loop should interface smoothly with the human processing loop (i.e.

overload or ambiguous messages should be avoided).

Short Term Memory/Long Term Memory Store Model

The traditional conceptual information processing model is the short term memory

(STM)/long term memory (LTM) store model Proponents of this model conceptualize

information processing as processes occurring in three distinct memory stores: sensory,

short term memory, and long term memory. The stores are not physical entities existing

in the humanVs mind, but rather, useful theoretical structures delineating the ongoing

cognitive activities. A flow chart representation of this model can be found in Figure 4.

The initial memory store for information processing is the sensory store. It is a

perceptual store thought to have two major sensory channels and to operate on a

subconscious leveL The visual or iconic store receives information from the eye while

the auditory or echoic store receives through the ear. Sperling (1960) and Darwin,

Turvey and Crowder (1972) offer some experimental evidence for the existence and

differentiation of these two sensory stores. Both are considered brief repositories for

perceptual information capable of holding up to four or five items (known as the span of

apprehension) for 10 to 200 milliseconds (Loftus & Loftus, 1976).

It is an accepted fact that a large portion of the visual and auditory information

in an environment is perceived by the human. The cocktail party phenomenon illustrates

this. When in a situation where several conversations are occurring at once, the human is
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able to perceive many of them. However, the raw sensory information is useless until

some meaning is attached to it. The processes of pattern recognition and attention

accomplish this and in doing so, transfer the selected information into the next store --

short term memory. Otherwise, the sensory store has a very rapid decay rate. The

human attends to one cocktail party conversation and exeludes all of the surrounding

perceptual noise from consciousness; the perceptual stimuli from lighting, music and

other voices decay.

The second phase of the STM/LTM model is the short term memory store, having

limited capacity and containing information being currently proeessed by the human.

Experimental research using free recall paradigms and resulting in serial position curve

evidence (subjects are given a list of nonsense syllables to learn and when asked to recall

them, remember more items from the beginning and end of the list, rather than in the

middle) supports the existence of a short term memory along with a long term memory

(Loftus & Loftus, 1976). The short term store receives information from both sensory

and long term stores (Figure 4) and is capable of holding information up to 15 seconds.

However, it is a transient store and its contents continuously change unless rehearsed.

Rehearsal, either verbal or mental, allows the human to hold information in short term

store for longer periods of time (e.g., repeating a phone number as you walk from the

directory to the phone), or to transfer it to long term store (e.g., individual's personal

phone numbers become ingrained after repeating them often enough). Miller (1956),

determined short term store capacity to be seven plus or minus two (7 + 2) items. The

information content of the short term store is independent of item number because it is

possible to increase it through the process of chunking. Chunking is a subjective

organization that incorporates information from several items into one ehunk (e.g., when

trying to recall a list of 12 letters, chunking them into four familiar acronyms, IBM-FBI-

PHD-TWA, facilitates retention (ANACAPA Sciences, Inc., 1981)). The information

content per chunk can be objectively measured by determining the number of bits needed
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to encode or understand the chunk. When incoming information exceeds the b.uman's

short term store capacity, a breakdown in the ability to learn and understand occurs.

Chunking information wiU help avoid this and give the person a greater available store,

increasing the capacity to process information. There are individual differences in the

short term memory store capacity (i.e., some are able to incorporate greater amounts of

information into one chunk than others), but the number of items remains at 7 + 2.

The rehearsal and organization of information transfers it to the final phase of the

STM/LTM processing model -- long term memory store. Long term store is a permanent

memory holding 8.11 sensory and semantic information necessary for thinking. It is

conventional memory that holds all the human's knowledge of the world. Information is

encoded and held here and can be retrieved through the processes of recognition and

recall The strength of a memory "trace" and the associative pathways of memory

facilitate these retrieval processes, respectively (Bransford, 1979). Decay from long

term store, or forgetting, takes place due to interference and retrieval failure. Two

types of interference are suggested: proactive, when information processed before

receiving an item to remember affects the recall of that item, and retroactive, when

information processed after receiving an item to remember affects its recall

Semantic/Episodic Lon_ Term Memory Model

A body of research suggests two types of long term memory (Tulving,1972). Both

types are permanent memory stores, but they differ in content. Like the STM/LTM

model, this model makes a conceptual, rather than physical,distinctionbetween stores.

Episodic long term memory is context specificand stores temporally coded information.

How and when things occur, as they affect the individual, make up the content of

episodic memory. The information within thisstore is considered autobiographical and

changes quickly and continuously (Klatzky, 1980). Episodic long term store is quite

susceptible to forgetting because the very act of retrieving or remembering information
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becomes a temporal event to be stored. This, plus the constant flow of new events as

they are experienced and stored by the human, leads to a greater likelihood of

forgetting.

Semantic long term store, the other memory store proposed by this model, is not

as susceptible to forgetting and is not context specific. Semantic memory contains all

the human's general knowledge of concepts, principles, and meanings. It holds

information that is independent of time and place of occurrence, e.g., spelling rules,

multiplication tables, and does not change very rapidly. The act of retrieval does not

affect the store; and, as it is highly organized, retrieval is not random (Klatzky, 1980).

The semantic/episodic long term memory model is partly an extension of the

STM/LTM model However, the STM/LTM conceptual model of information processing

remains a dominant theory representing human information processing.

Design Implications of the STM/LTM Model

Two dimensions are used by humans to discriminate information within the sensory

store. One is an absolute discrimination, the other, relative discrimination. When

humans are presented with a single stimulus and have to discriminate it from all others

they must go to long term memory store to do so. The human information capacity is

limited for making these absolute discriminations, and Figure 5 shows the capacity range

for this kind of activity. As illustrated, the capacity for making absolute discriminations

is 7 + 2 items. However, when humans are presented with two stimuli at once and must

make a relative discrimination between the two, their capacity for making

discriminations is greatly increased. This implies that relative discriminations are much

more efficient for human information processing and should be relied upon for quicker

and less error prone judgements. Relative discriminations greatly increase the short

term store capacity.
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As stated earlier, the short term store capacity is limited. Figure 6 lists five

different types of items humans process and the corresponding short term memory span

of each. Memory span is defined as the longest list of items that can be recalled without

error immediately after presentation (ANACAPA Sciences, Inc., 1981). Memory span

differs according to item type but hovers around 7 + 2 items. For humans to process

quickly and effectively the information these example items represent, the capacities for

each should not be exceeded.

One of the main contributions a human makes to a system is the ability to

recognize patterm. Taking small chunks of information and encoding them into larger

chunks is a major human information processing ski11. This ability can be highly utilized

through the graphic representation of information. Graphic displays encode large

amounts of information into one chunk or item, increasing the short term memory

capacity greatly and making the human a more effective information processor.

Strategies for Information Processing Model

Some experimental research criticizes the STM/LTM model as being too

structured when considering the cognitive activities involved in information processing

(Moray, 1978; Underwood, 1978a). The "flow chart" approach of the STM/LTM model

does not consider the individual variability of processing sequences; it implies a

structurally limited response process. The strategies for information processing model

accounts for these variable individual processing sequences (i.e., strategies) within the

structured limitations suggested by the STM/LTM model Human information processing

is thus viewed as an individualistic and dynamic activity due to the wide range of

available strategies.

Moray (1978) defines a strategy as the "subtle striving of a rather rational agent in

a fairly orderly universe, implying the goal-directed, purposeful use of resources" (p.

302). Strategies manipulate incoming information dependent upon the individual's goals
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and expectations. The same stimulus offers different information to different

individuals. One person may process information using the sentence structure of some

text while another may use the spatial location of items within the same text.

Subjective organizations of information (i.e., chunking) are considered strategies.

Proponents of this conceptual model stress the assumption that strategies are

individually determined, yet work within cognitive structural limits. This assumption

precedes others; the limits of one cognitive structure necessarily affect processing in

other structures, past success with one strategy leads to its recurrent use, as well as lack

of awareness for alternative strategies, and experimental assessment of strategies is

inherently difficult.

Strategies for human information processing are important elements of systems

that involve ongoing human control. The operators of systems providing status

information will develop optimal monitoring strategies that can be positive or negative

depending on the situation (Moray, 1978). While they may not be aware they are using

strategies, their behavior reflects it. Strategy use by operators in complex systems is

somewhat beyond the scope of this paper; the reader is directed to Moray (1978) and

Underwood (1978b) for an in-depth treatment of the topic.

The use of strategies for any human behavior is presently being researched by

experimental psychologists. Strategies for information processing is the current model

under investigation; therefore, all experimental results are not in. As it is, the model

leaves several unanswered questions. However, it is perhaps the most inclusive model of

information processing available and an exciting alternative to the STM/LTM model.

Levels of Processing Model

The fourth conceptual information processing model for review is the levels of

processing model (Bransford, 1979; Craik & Lockhart, 1972). It is similar to the

STM/LTM model, proposing three stages of memory called levels. It differs from the
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STM/LTM model by defining the levels as processes rather than structured stages. The

model assumes that information is processed by the human at different levels varying in

depth. The first level is the physical or perceptual level where processing occurs in

terms of the physical appearance of stimuli. The next level is acoustic where processing

takes place in terms of how stimulus information sounds. The semantic level is last, and

processing here is in accordance with stimuli meaning. It is suggested that these

processing levels are ordered by depth, with physical attributes being processed at the

most superficial level and semantic attributes at the deepest level. Information need not

be processed at one level before going to the next; rather any of the three can be

directly accessed in any order. The levels are ordered by depth only. The major

assumption this model makes is that deeper processing leads to better memory. Briefly,

supporting theory states that processing of information leaves traces upon memory; the

deeper the processing the deeper the traces, thus leading to better memory (Bransford,

1979).

There are criticisms of this modeL The assumption that deeper processing leads

to better memory must be qualified by the type of experimental task used to measure

retention. There is no objective measure of depth in this model The experimental

results show only that semantic processing is more effective for retention tasks than

physical processing, not that one level is deeper and thus more effective for information

processing. Without an objective measure of depth, the major assumption of the model

can be challenged. The model does have preliminary support, and it provides another

useful conceptual alternative.

Serial vs. Parallel Processing

The last conceptual information processing model, to be addressed briefly, is a

dichotomous model focusing on pattern recognition. Items of information are processed

or recognized one at a time sequentially in serial processing. In parallel processing
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_veral information items are processed simultaneously. Experimental evidence for this

model supports the existence of both processing types, rather than one as opposed to the

other (Klatzky, 1980). Also, both appear to operate within aU information processing

mechanisms, especially the sensory store.

Although both serial and parallel processing are thought to occur in humans, most

display designs are based on the assumption that humans are parallel processors. ParaLlel

processing best detects threshold changes; but, where specific event changes need to be

detected, serial processing is better. Real-time control situations call for parallel

processing of information; however, there are limits to the parallel processing

capabilities. When information is presented too rapidly human performance suffers.

Speed stress taxes human capacities, and performance on time shared tasks suffers

(McCormick, 1976). Therefore, display designers are cautioned against presenting

information at a rate greater than the human's parallel processing capabilities.

Summary and Further Design Implications

There are other conceptual information processing models, both similar and

dissimilar to those outlined above. The five addressed here have one common premise:

human information processing is a system. When the human component is interfaced

with a machine system, designers must consider human information processing system

limits and capabilities. Figure 7 provides a flow chart illustrating the human information

processing/machine system interface. The productivity of the entire system will be

increased by this consideration. It is a simple proposal; but, as Kantowitz (1982)

suggests, it is not always implemented due to the philosophical differences between

theoretical and applied scientists. Both basic and applied research can benefit one

another, resulting in design suggestions for better human-machine interfaces.

A great deal of experimental research has used human reaction time to a stimulus

event as a dependent variable, providing several specific results. The more cognitive
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activity a task involves, the longer it takes humans to process and react to the

information (Van Cott & Warriek, 1972), implying a decrease in cognitive task load to

achieve rapid response rates. Movements of the eye, finger, or tongue give the fastest

reaction times, while head and foot movements take longer (Pew, 1971). Reaction time

is also affected by the ease with which one signal is detected from others. For example,

Pew (1971) reports that humans respond much more quickly to a red signal when it is

chosen from a red, green and yellow array, than when it is chosen from a red, red-orange

and orange array. Human reaction time is fastest and error rates lowest when there is

direct stimulus-response compatibility (ANACAPA Sciences, Inc., 1981); adherence to

population stereotypes helps achieve this. LabeUing equipment numerically in one

situation and alphabetically in another increases the translation steps necessary for the

human, reduces the stimulus-response compatibility, and increases reaction time.

Enough practice with equipment that goes against population stereotypes eventually

offsets the ill effects of incompatibilities for normal situatiova. However, if humans are

operating in overload or stress conditions, they have a greater likelihood for error when

using incompatible designs; the practice effect washes out.

Designers should consider several criteria for information presentation as

suggested by ANACAPA Sciences, Inc. (1981). They are:

o detectability

o discriminability

o compatibility

o redundancy

o meaning

o standardization

Comideration of each criteron will lead to more effective human-machine interfaces.

Research shows that use of different sensory channels affects information

processing (McCormick, 1976; Van Cott & Warrick, 1972). Auditory stimuli capture the
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human's attention better than other sensory channel stimuli, suggesting their use for

warning or special events. The use of added channels to provide redundant information

increases the probability of reception; but to do so the information must be identical and

presented simultaneously. The number of channel competing sources should be

minimized. The sensory channel capacity is limited, and Figures 8 and 9 provide

measurements of those capacities for unidimensional and multidimensional stimuli,

respectively.

One effect of stress on the human is a narrowing of attention. In emergency or

time critical situations information overload should be avoided; displays and tasks for

those situations should be designed as simply as possible. It was suggested above that the

presentation rate for effective information processing is limited. Van Cott and Warrick

(1972) report that humans cope with excessive information presentation rates by using

one or several counter-productive measures. They will fail to respond to stimuli, respond

less accurately, give incorrect responses, or respond as time permits. It appears that the

optimal presentation rate of information is task dependent. One experiment reported by

Van Cott and Warrick (1972) gives an upper limit of 43 bits/see, for a reading task.

Optimal rates for other tasks need to be experimentally determined within specific

situations.

An understanding of conceptual human information processing models and their

applications to system design leads to a better human factors approach. Further

research on human information processing is needed and can only provide valuable and

exciting results.
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SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP INTERACTION

Conceptual Models of Information Processing

The phenomenon of chunking information provoked considerable interest during

this workshop. Is chunking innate or learned? Both, according to the speaker. The ability

to chunk information is innate, while the organization of that chunking is learned.

Information to be stored in long term memory (LTM) must be organized to make

sense. How much rehearsal is necessary for something to stay in LTM?

Another question addressed the issue of whether people are becoming better

parallel processors. The widespread use of video games today suggests that people have

become better parallel processors.

In an attempt to apply the theories of information processing presented, a

participant asked how the theories affect display rates. How quickly can one display

information without losing the operator? Is the rate different for novices, experts?

Right now there is no definite quantitative information on these questions. Current

research indicates that display rate is task dependent.
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A Top Down Methodology For User-Interface Design*

The methodology we will present for designing user inter-

faces depends on viewing communications between a user and the

computer as a conversation. This conversation would include

inputs to the computer {outputs from the user}, outputs from the

computer {inputs to the use_, and the sequencing in both time

and space of those outputs and inputs. The conversation is

viewed exclusively from the user's side of the conversation.

That is, in our design process we are not concerned with how

the conversation will be implemented.

Since we are viewing the user-computer interaction as a

conversation, it is only natural to adopt a language model of

the dialogue. We are actually modelling two languages, the one

with which the user communicates with the computer and the

language where communication flows from the computer to the user.

Both languages can be said to exist on three levels; the seman-

tic, syntactic and lexical. Natural languages can also be con-

sidered in these terms.

Before proceeding to the methodology, we must define some

language terminology. Exhibit 1 gives the definition of the

linguistic terms we will be using. Within the design framework,

the terms can be exemplified as follows:

1. An input lexeme is represented by a single action with

an interaction device such as a placement of a pick on a

* This session was drawn largely from a portion of the course

"Human Factors of User-Computer Interfaces" ,copyright 1981, Com-

uter Graphics Consultants, Inc., 715 6th St., S.W., Washington,
.C.

Used with Permission.
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LANGUAGETERMS

LEXEME (ALSOCALLEDCHARACTER)

A SINGLECHARACTER

LEXEMESHAVENO MEANING

TOKEN

A SEQUENCEOF LEXEMESWHICH HAS A MEANING: A WORD

SYNTAX (ALSOCALLEDGRAMMAR)

RULESFOR COMBININGTOKENS (WORDS)INTO"SYNTACTICALLY

CORRECT"SENTENCES

SUCHSENTENCESNEED NOT BE MEANINGFUL

SEMANTICS

THE MEANINGSOF TOKENS AND SENTENCES

Exhibit 1
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single keystroke on a keyboard. Output lexemes are single

display elements such as a point, line, area or character.

2. An input token is a temporal sequence or collection of

one or more user actions to form a unit of meaning such as aname,

a position, an orientation or a value. An output token is a

collection of display elements to form a meaningful token.

3. An input syntax would be the definition of how a se-

quence or collection of input tokens could form a command. An

output syntax would be the definition of how output tokens

(symbols) can be combined into a picture.

4. The semantics of the dialogue constitute the user's

understanding of the meaning of all tokens, commands, symbols

and pictures in the context of the application.

These three levels are organized into a processing model, a

schematic of which is given in exhibit 2. Note the existence of

feedback at all levels of the model. Lexical feedback is pro-

vided by echoing characters at the terminal or by moving a

screen cursor to a new position. Syntactic feedback can be

provided by a combination of well-phrased error messages to

point out syntactic errors, and explicit acceptance of a well-

formed command by echoing it. At the semantic level feedback

can be achieved by either beginning to display the result called

for by the command or, if that is impractical, by re-phrasing the

command and printing it out (e.g. "A map of statues in

downtown Washington, D.C. has been requested" after a user has

specified location - Downtown D.C. and subject = statues to a

mapping program).
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Based on these _L_otlc .... _e_s we will now present a

top-down methodology analagous to modern programming methodolo-

gy. Exhibit 3 is a outline of the methodology which we will fol-

low one step at a time, developing an abbreviated example as we

go.

Step one: Task Analysis. This is probably the most impor-

tant step in methodology. (In fact it is so important that an

entire workshop session has been devoted to task analysis and

therefore it will not be explained in detail here.) Only with a

thorough and detailed task analysis will a picture of the real

"job" be formed. Results of this stage are a set of design con-

straints and objectives, a definition of user characteristics

and a set of functional requirements. This information is all

crucial if the design is to provide a realistic system which

"fits both the job and the user.

Step two: Conceptual Design. Using the material we ga-

thered in the task analysis, our next step is to do a conceptual

design of the design of the system. In the conceptual design

phase we identify the key concepts in the application. These

concepts include the types of objects, and actions which may be

taken on those objects or relationships. As an example, consider

a typical MOR at Goddard. Types of objects might include

spacecraft, computers, or, more abstractly, telemetry. Examples

of relations between objects could be communications links, the

relationship that part of the telemetry is status information on

the health and well being of the space craft, and the fact

the telemetry is communicated over a communications link.



TOP-DOWNDESIGNMETHODOLOGYOUTLINE

• TASKANALYSIS

CONCEPTUALDESIGN

SEMANTICDESIGN

• SYNTACTICDESIGN

• LEXICAL(INTERACTIONTECHNIQUE)DESIGN

• USERENVIRONMENTDESIGN

• DESIGNREVIEW

IMPLEMENTATION

Exhibit 3
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The examples I have just given are not very specific, butthey do

illustrate what we mean by objects, relations and actions. The

whole purpose of the conceptual design is to identify and

categorize these key concepts in terms of the user's view of the

system. Once we have satisfied ourselves that we have a complete

conceptual design, we are ready to move on to the next step in the

design process.

Step three: Semantic Design. Our next task is to design

the units of meaning conveyed between the user and the computer

but not the form in which those units are conveyed. Examples of

units of meaning are commands which operate on objects or

relations betwen objects. From the Computer to the user the

semantic design would incorporate the selection of information

to be presented to the user. More specifically, we mean the content

of the information but not the form of that information. Re-

turning to our MOR example, user to computer semantic units

might include the command vocabulary available to an operator.

A computer to user example might be the selection of which

information to include inthe telemetry.

Step four: Syntactic Design. Now that we have decided

which units of meaning we wish to convey between the user and

the computer, our next step is to design the form in which those

units will be conveyed. From the user to the computer, this

constitutes deciding on a command language grammar. From compu;t-

er to user this would include positioning the information on

various output devices and deciding on the form of the informa-

tion, for example whether to use graphics or text. Returning
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once again to the MOR example, this could mean deciding which CRT

screen to display a specific piece of information on as well as

designing a language for command input.

Step five: Lexical Design. At this stage we are finally

ready to consider hardware. Note that to this point, we have

been discussing form and content of the user computer dialogue,

but we have not yet considered physical input and output

devices. During the lexical design phase, we consider the

hardware capabilities we have available to us and decide how to

bind them to the words in our input and output languages. For

user to computer language, we would look at such input devices

as keyboards, touch panels, voice recognizers, and graphic

tablets. We would also consider the interaction techniques,

that is the sequence and combination of uses of input devices,

necessary to carry out a command input. For the computer to user

language, we would select such Output primitives and attributes

as line style, color, text fonts, and perhaps voice synthesis.

In lexical design, we are typically constrained by hardware

availability, but within such constraints we strive to use in-

teraction techniques that are natural for the user, efficient in

terms of time and effort, and consequently minimize errors.

At this point we have completely specified in every detail both

the user-computer and the computer-user languages. We have not

yet, however, completed our design process.

Step six: User Environment Design. During this phase of

the design, we look at the environment in which the user will be

functioning. This includes both the mental environment and the
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•,jo_,-,,l envlronment. In _.+.i,,,...._,._envlronment, we _,,,._,,__-'_,,_^ such

things as reference manuals (which were of course developed during

the previous steps), user's manuals, and pocket reference guides

also known as "cheat sheets." In the physical environment, we

include the physical structure of the work area, the design of

chairs, tables, other work surfaces, computer terminals, etc.

Lighting and sound characteristics of the work area, appropriate

temperatures, and some customizing for individual operators

(for example, we may wish to design a work station for a left or

right-handed person).

Step seven: Design Review. The final stage in our design

methodology is of course a complete review before implementation

begins. In order to accomplish this review we must have a

detailed formal design specification which would include the

user's manual and reference manuals mentioned above. We must

have means of evaluating the design_ and this is most difficult

at the current time. We do have some design guidelines, particu-

larly for design of the physical environment, but detailed

guidelines for designing the interaction languages do not yet

exist. One of the thrusts of our research projects at Goddard,

is to develop such detailed design guidelines. Another problem

with evaluating the design is the lack of good metrics for

measuring such characteristics as goodness, efficiency, or user

friendliness of interaction languages. Coincidentally, the

development of such metrics is another thrust of our research.

Even though we cannot yet apply detailed and specific measurement

to the evaluation process, we can identify many potential
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problems by walking through various interaction scenarios. This

can be accomplished by paper walk throughs using a formal design

specification, or by simulating interaction scenarios in

software for more realistic walk throughs. At the conclusion of

the design review , the whole design process can be repeated as

many times as necessary until a satisfactory design is achieved.

Exhibit 4 is a summary of the top-down methodology,

presented in slightly different form. We see that our first

phase is an analysis phase where we attempt to understand the

user's view of the application. "_e next must define design goals so

that we will ultimately be able to evaluate our design. Then we

synthesize the results of our analysis and our definition using

a top-down approach to produce a systems design. We then enter

the evaluation phase and based on the results of our evaluation

iterate to a satisfactory design. Fianlly, we proceed to

implement the design. But in implementing the design we take

care to structure so that it will be easy to change because no

matter how carefully we've followed our design process, we won't

be perfect the first time.

In conclusion, the concepts and procedures presented in the

proceeding pages are admittedly general and cannot be followed

precisely. They are presented to introduce the reader to a

general approach to the the problem of human computer dialogue

design. As our research progresses, we hope to be able to pro-

vide substantially more detailed procedures for approaching this

design problem. In the meantime, we hope the approach described

here will provide insights into the difficulties of the design

process.
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SUMMARYOF TOP-DOWNMETHODOLOGY

• ANALYZE

- KNOWTHEUSER (INTERDISCIPLINARYTEAM)

- QUESTION(DON'TBELIEVEALLTHE ANSWERS)

- OBSERVE

• DEFINEDESIGNGOALS

- PRODUCTIVITY

- USERSATISFACTION

- COST

• SYNTHESIZE

- DEVELOPCONCEPTUALMODELPRESENTEDTO USER

- DEFINESET OF USERCOMMANDSAND RESPONSES

THERETO(SEMANTICS)

- DEFINEGRAMMAR(SYNTAX)

- DEFINEINTERACTIONTOOLS& TECHNIQUES(LEXICAL)

Exhib it 4
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• EVALUATE

- USE DESIGNPRINCIPLES

REQUIRESA DESIGNDOCUMENTWITH ALL DETAILS

OF MAN-MACHINEINTERFACE

- SCENARIOS,FORMALSPECIFICATIONSARE HELPFUL

• ITERATETO SATISFACTORYDESIGN

• IMPLEMENT

- AFTERALL ASPECTSOF MAN-MACHINEINTERFACE

ARE DEFINED

- STRUCTUREFOR CHANGE,BECAUSEIT WON'T BE

PERFECTTHE FIRSTTIME

- HUMANFACTORS"FINETUNING"

Exhibit 4 (cont'd)
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SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP INTERACTION

Top-Down Methodology for Human Factors Research

During the course of thisworkshop, Dr. Sibert asked the partieipants for examples

from Goddard work that would serve as an basis for a eoneeptual design. They suggested

an MOR controller observing passes,seated in front of a terminal. Within the framework

of eoneeptual design, these examples include types of objects (spaeeeraft health and

safety), also relations between objects (telemetry, spaeeeraft safety), and actions on

objects (commands).

A seetion coneerning personality types (adaptable/rigid) evoked a series of

questions. In terms of ultimate sueeess of the users, it was felt neeessary to inform

implementers of problems at Goddard coneerning user input so they ean be flexible in

their design.
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THE HUMAN AS SUPERVISOR IN AUTOMATED SYSTEMS

Introduction

Since the industrial revolution human beings have played a critical role in the

control of systems. Historically it has been the human operator who has "closed the

control loop" (Figure 1): that is, it is the human operator who has been responsible for

closely monitoring the process or system, giving new commands to change or alter the

current system state, and evaluating the output of the system in order to ensure that the

sequence of commands has brought the system to the desired state.

The human's relation to the control system or, even more primitively, to the

controlled variable, has changed and become more and more indirect over time. Kelley

(1968) depicts the process in Figure 2. In the most rudimentary systems, a human

changes the environment or controlled process by direct use of his/her body's muscle

power. In a more sophisticated process, the human's power is applied to a tool which in

turn changes the controlled process. The nature of human control in this case is likely to

be more effective, but it is certainly less direct. With the industrial revolution comes

the possibility of adding an external power source and, thus, even more dramatically

changing the nature of human control: the human is now responsible for regulating the

power source which affects changes in the system. The relationship of the human to the

controlled system now becomes even more indirect. The types of control actions change

as the relation between the process being controlled and the human change. In general,

there is a decreased use of the human's muscular strength and an increase in the use of

his/h_r intelligence and senses. These new responsibilities of the human controller

require new types of feedback information and, thus, new information displays.

Automation in the Control Process

All the control systems discussed thus far can be thought of as manual control
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Intermediate Control System
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systems. These are systems in which the human, though affecting the process by means

of intermediate devices and with the help of external power sources, is intimately

involved in a continuous and dynamic way with the control system. Increasingly, and at

an increasing rate, automation is being introdueed into the control proeess. The result is

that the human's relation to the control system is even more indirect and will result in

new tasks, new information needs, and new control activities (Figure 3). In an automated

or semiautomated system, the human operator communicates with a computer or banks

of computers which in turn take over the direct control of the proeess.

Before exploring the impact of automation on the role of the human operator, it

might be helpful to review some of the reasons for the increased automation in control

systems. Rouse (1981) suggests several reasons. Fundamentally, there is a desire for

improved performance. By automating a system, it is hoped that the system will support

a higher workload (e.g, an airport can support more aireraft with automated air traffic

control facilities; MSOCC-I can support an inereased number of missions; a data

processing operation can support more volume or a wider variety of application tasks).

Safety and human dignity are also reasons. Computers replace human operators in

tedious, unpleasant, and hazardous tasks (e.g., file maintenance, sorting and other

clerical tasks, exploring deep space.) Computers provide warning and alarm systems

which build a higher degree of safety into the system than was previously possible. There

are also some tasks which computers do better than humans, and the shift of

responsibility of such tasks to a computer system will also increase system safety and

reliability (e.g., continuous monitoring of slowly changing variables in order to detect

out-of-range or degraded conditions). Economic considerations also motivate the

increasing use of automation. Replacing humans or augmenting human capability by

means of computer assistance may allow system efficiency to increase with the same

staff level or decrease system cost by decreasing the number of required personnel

Finally, it must be admitted that sometimes automation is introduced into a controlled
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system simply because it'sthere. The hardware for automation has advanced much more

rapidly than design principles to guide its implementation (Mitchell, 1980). It is often

unclear when or if to implement some facet of automation. Sometimes automation is

introduced for the rather fuzzy and certainly indefensible reason that it will make the

system modern or "state of the art".

The Role of the Human Operator in Automated Control Systems

Most studies of automation in the control process concur: the result of increased

automation in the control room and in other previously manual processes does not imply

that the human operator is being replaced but rather that his/her role is changing from

that of a direct controller to that of a system supervisor who monitors and directs the

computer which carries out the moment to moment control functions (Rouse, 1981!

Sheridan and Johannsen, 1976). The human operator is now responsible for supervisory

rather than manual control of the system.

There are a number of design issues for systems which willinclude some degree of

automation. Fundamentally, the question of whether to automate at all must be

addressed; subsequently, if the decision to automate is made, the system designer must

determine the appropriate allocation of tasks between the human and computer as well

as devise the appropriate mechanisms to allow efficienthuman-computer dialogue.

Whether to Automate

The decision about whether or not to automate all or a portion of a control task is

important. Reasons supporting automation need to be clearly articulated. Implications

of automating particular tasks should be studied and evaluated. Technology has now

reached the levelwhere itis possible to automate many control functions. However, itis

not dear whether these functions should be automated, taking into consideration various

human factors issues(Boehm-Davis et aL, 1981). In a NASA sponsored workshop entitled
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'Stuman Factors of Flight-Deck Automation - NASA/Industry Workshop", the question of

whether or not to automate particular functions was critically addressed by a panel of

participants representing the Man-Vehicle Systems Research Division at NASA-Ames,

the Federal Aviation Administration, the Royal Air Force, airline companies, aircraft

manufacturing companies, universities, and consulting firms. The participants generally

agreed that technology is now sufficiently advanced so that it is theoretically possible to

automate most systems. Although automation has many benefits, the workshop

participants identified a number of automation-induced problems which, though discussed

in the context of aircraft flight decks, are relevant to a wide variety of systems. These

problems include:

O

O

O

Violation of benefits - Problems are created whenever the automated system does
not provide the projected benefits (e.g., less reliable, more costly to operate,
creates a heavier workload than manual system it replaces, creates decreased
safety margin or diminished quality of life).

Credibility - Failure of automated equipment to function as expected leads to
credibility problems. Users who do not trust the system may use it in a less than
optimal manner.

Training - Personnel using automated systems must often receive training as both a
system supervisor for his/her role when the system is functioning automatically and
as a manual controller for emergency or degraded conditions. These two roles are
not necessarily compatible or complementary; at times, the roles may require two
disjunctive sets of knowledge and operating skills.

System Use - When an automated system is functioning properly,
operator is reduced to a system monitor. This role may leave
particularly highly skilled operators, bored and/or complacent.

the human

the human,

These issues are rarely discussed in the context of automation, yet they are

critically important. In evaluating the costs and benefits of introducing automation into

a system, these issues must be dearly and thoroughly addressed. Automation-induced

problems may not often outweigh the benefits of automation and to automate may be the

most reasonable decision; however, the decision to automate does not abrogate the

issues; it merely shifts the burden to system designers who must eliminate or ameliorate
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the adverse effects.

Human Factors Issues in Automated Man-Machine Systems

The human factors issues in the design of automated man-machine systems can be

grouped into three areas: the definition of reasonable and meaningful roles for the

human operator, allocation of tasks between computer and human system components,

and the creation of interfaces which facilitatethe human-computer dialogue.

The firsttwo areas are highly related and are likelyto be addressed simultaneously

in the design process. Creating a meaningful and reasonable role for the human operator

results from taking a particular perspective at some point in the design process. The

perspective is an operator-centered view of the total system aimed at trying to

understand the set of responsibilitiesassigned to the operator and the dynamics of

his/her interactionwith the system. One useful tool for gaining thistype of perspective

is to conduct a task analysis which carefully analyzes the human operator'ssequence of

tasks; a task analysis includes identification of the individual tasks, the pace of the

operations, and underutilized operator resources.

The traditional design approach is often system-centered with the result that,

although the overall system, at least theoretically, functions adequately, the tasks

assigned to the operator are those which are 'rleftover" or not amenable to automation.

The human operator has traditionallyfunctioned as the flexiblecomponent in the control

loop. It often happens that no one closely examines the overall operator role which the

set of left over tasks implicitlydefine.

A proposed MSOCC-1 automation plan is a ease in point (Mitchell, 1981). The

proposed configuration of an automated MSOCC-I is an exciting use of technology and

will drastically reduce the amount of direct manual intervention in the DOC (Data

Operations Controller) and computer operations areas. The staffing plan, however, calls

for maintaining or possibly increasing the current staff. Itisunclear, however, what the
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eight to ten people per shift will do as the majority of their current functions will be

automated. Currently, computer operators transport, mount, and dismount mission-

specific software resident on disks and tapes. Under the proposed automation plan, this

activity will be fuUy automated. The responsibilities of the DOC operator are also

unclear. Figure 4 depicts a scenario which was given in an MSOCC-I Operations

Requirements Study (TM-81-6098). The scenario represents the anticipated human-

computer dialogue during a satenite pass preparation. Examination of the scenario

reveals that the only active human input is to type the word "GO" as the second to last

step in the sequence. An alternative version of this scenario eliminates even this step,

assigning the operator to a completely passive, monitoring role. Analysis of this

situation from an operator-centered perspective raises a number of questions about the

reasonableness of the role assigned to the human.

The MSOCC-1 scenario raises a number of issues about the place of the human

operator in an automated system. Often, there is a tendency to retain the operator as

the final redundancy in the control loop to ensure fail-safe conditions. Sometimes this is

indicative of an underlying distrust of automation - a questionable premise in a highly

automated environment. The eonsequenees of the misgivings ean be severe. The first-

order impact is eost. Labor costs eonstitute a large percentage of a system's operating

budget. Building a human backup for every system may be a costly proposition, one not

offset by benefits received.

A seeond-order impact direetly addresses the anticipated benefits. In many

automated systems, the tasks alloeated to the operator approach the trivial, yet the

operator responsibilities are increased. In the example, the operator performs a

perfunctory task and rarely interacts with the system in a meaningful way. Yet in an

emergency, the operator is expected to revert to manual control, and it is questionable

whether, in this case, he/she will have the capability should the need arise. The

questions then are, "What should the human do in automated systems? How should tasks
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HUMAN - COMPUTER DIALOGUE.FRAGMENT

FROM THE PROPOSED AUTOMATED MSOCC-I
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be allocated to achieve ^_+;mol ............. _ of both the system's h,,mo, and computer resources?"

Optimal sitocation implies measurement with respect to some criterion. Possible

objectives include maximizing speed of response, minimizing deviations of important

variables, maximizing safety, and minimizing time until recovery from failure is

achieved. Quantifying such attributes is often problematic. Moreover, the time interval

over which measurement is made will affect the measurement. There are many tasks

which a human performs as well as, or perhaps even better than, a computer for a few

minutes or hours but which are intolerable and result in degraded human performance

over a long period of time.

There are several different approaches to task allocation. One interesting

approach that is receiving increased research attention is dynamic as opposed to static

allocation of tasks (Rouse, 1975; Rouse, 1976; Rouse, 1977; Chu and Rouse, 1979). This

approach is based on the premise that there are many tasks which can be adequately

handled by either the computer or the human operator. The sitocation rule is based on

the principle that a particular task is allocated to the contreller (human or computer)

with the most resources available at the time. There are a number of theoretical

questions which this approach involves. A major issue is to decide who is in command:

the human or computer. Another issue is to decide how the human communicates to the

computer what he/she is doing or plans to do next. These issues are still in a highly

speculative domain but merit serious additional research.

The other alternative, static task allocation, although simpler, is by no means

trivial There ere many fuzzy issues in this area as well. The normal approach requires

an assessment of the respective strengths and weaknesses of the human and computer

components. This assessment is normally made in light of prevailing theories about

human capabilities and cutting edge computer technologies. As hardware changes and

the skills of the human operator become better understood, this assessment changes.

The commercially available computer hardware is capable of only limited
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intelligence. Over the next decade, as artificial intelligence research expands the

capability of knowledge-based systems, computers may become more flexible, creative

system components. Currently, however, the computer component's strengths are its

speed of performance and its reliability.

Computers are very fast compared to human processing in most routine tasks.

Reliability is possibly an even stronger asset. Given a set of instructions, a computer

tirelessly performs a given task or set of tasks. It is reasonable to expect a computer to

perform at the same level of efficiency at the end of a shift as at the beginning.

Computers offer a consistency of performance at even the most tedious tasks that even

the most skilled human operator would find next to impossible to emulate.

Two related questions arise: Why keep the human in a complex system? Why not

completely automate the system? Rouse (1982) answers these questions very simply:

"The possibility of failure is the primary reason for having humans monitor automatically

controlled processes. If hardware and software failures could not occur and if

automation were capable of handling all contingencies then human operators would be

unnecessary". Given the limitations of current technology and the adaptability of

humans, the human operator brings a number of critical attributes to the control systems

which are not matched by computer components. Crawford et al (1977) summarized

human attributes as follows:

O

Humans have extensive heuristic information processing capabilities which can not

be duplicated by machines; a human is able to apply creative solutions to unique
problems and eliminate large numbers of alternatives during the solution process
(i.e., the human is adaptable). The computer can complement this process by
lending its speed to search and retrieve stored information based on the human's

direction and guidance.

Human's problem-solving processes seem to contain random elements which enable

him/her to attempt solutions which are not a direct result of standard rule
fonowing procedures; he/she is able to innovate and, thus, can arrive at

unpredictable but successful results. The computer can provide support in this
"ideation" activity by recording the human's output and providing a medium for
generating novel relationships.

o Human pattern recognition skill is generally superior to a computers particularly
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o

for new or rare events. Humans are quick to recognize degrading conditions.

The human has a nearly limitless capacity for behaviors/variety; this is reflected
in the unique capability for innovaton, orginality, and creativity.-

Before examining the role of humans in control systems it is helpful to also

consider some of the known limitations of the human component (Crawford et S/., 1977).

o

O

A human requires a certain minimum amount of time in which to consolidate

his/her thoughts (i.e., perform complex processing).

A human is a poor parallel processor. A human has limited sensory and cognitive
ability to des/with incoming information, particularly multiple sensory inputs. As
a result, a human performance tends to be degraded when he/she is asked to
perform severs/ tasks in parallet, especially if they are in muttiple stages of
completion.

o A human has a finite and limited channel capacity, easily suffering from
information overload. This is a distinct danger in increased task complexity.

Good system design wet explicitly take the strengths and limitations of both the

human and computer components into account, drawing on the respective strengths and

minimizing the demands on the weaknesses.

Based on the assumption that system failures and design limitations are quite

possible, it is suggested that the primary responsibilities of the human in complex

systems are to monitor the system, detect abnorms/ conditions, and diagnose the cause

of system failure (Rasmussen and Rouse, 1981). Furthermore, it may be assumed that for

many automated systems, the human operator wEt be expected to operate in a due/

mode: as a system supervisor and monitor when the system is functioning automatical/y

and as a manual controller in times of system failure.

One immediate problem that the bimods/responsibility creates is that the human

now has two different and perhaps quite disparate roles, potentially requiring two

different sets of skills and two different views of the system. In automatic mode, the

hmnan needs a high level, integrated overview of the system, whereas in manual mode

the human needs to have an understanding of the system which is detailed, thorough, and
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"nitty-gritty".

A good deal of experimental and theoretical research suggests that human

understanding of a complex system is guided by an internal or "mental" model of the

system built up by the operator over time. The adequacy of the internal model will

govern the timeliness and appropriateness of an operator's responses. One of the

difficulties of the two mode function of the human in complex systems is that the

varying sets of responsibilities suggest that the operator needs to build up multiple

internal models of the system in order to integrate his knowledge of the system and to

guide his control actior_. It is likely that a skilled operator in a highly automated system

must build up a hierarchy of internal models, encompassing a set of system views which

vary from a very general and broad system overview to a variety of very specific and

detailed models of particular subsystems.

Recent research has demonstrated that information displays can help or hinder the

development of an operator's internal models (Mitchell, 1980). In traditional, hardwired

dedicated displays, there was little choice about information display design. Each

hardware device, data channel, or sensor generated a data item which was individually

displayed to the operator (e.g., the battery, the voltage regulator). Control room

designers could choose how to display the data (dials, bar graphs, needles, etc.) and could

arrange the set of displays on control panels but had no opportunity to selectively display

data, to group or aggregate it into higher level summaries. In essence, the displays, due

to limitations of technology, were directly tied to the lowest level hardware subsystems

(Figure 5). Traditional displays placed a tremendous burden on the human operator.

Essentially, the human was responsible for monitoring, at times, vast amounts of

displayed data, selecting out relevant items, then combining and integrating the low level

data into meaningful forms compatible with his/her higher level information needs.

The advent of computer-based displays eliminated the need for this type of display

but not necessarily the practice. Computer-based displays allow data to be filtered,
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summarized or aggregated, and displayed in forms limited only by the imagination of the

designer. Unfortunately, perhaps because it is easier, many computer-based displays

simply use the CRT as a new medium on which to display "the same old data in the same

old mode" (see for example, Figure 6). As early as 1975, Braid warned "...there is an

alarming tendency.., to propose replacement of the dedicated conventional instruments

by a few dedicated electronic displays . . . Such proposals ignore the flexibility that

electronic displays offer."

The issue is really one of design: How do you use the flexibility of the computer to

best create displays? One strategy is to use the flexibility to present information in

forms which are compatible with the users' mental models of the system. In highly

automated systems, it is likely that the operator has at least two sets of internal

models: one which allows him/her to function as a monitor and system supervisor, and a

second which allows him/her to function as a manual controller. This possibility suggests

that perhaps, at the very least, the control room of an automated system ought to have

two sets of displays which the operator can transition between: one set giving a high

level system overview, the other giving detailed views of individual subsystems.

An Example of Hierarchic Information Displays

In order to illustrate some of these concepts of display design, a simulated system

used in some theoretical and empirical research at the Ohio State University will be

described. The experiment simulated a conveyor system in which engines were routed in

and out of various check points. Depicted in Figure 7, the system had engines arriving at

station l, the diamond labelled "1", which the controller routed either into Buffer

Storage or on to Station 2. Once at Station 2, the engine needed to go to the Test

Station, Station 6, passing through Stations 3 or 4. Once tested, an engine was either

routed out the system through Station 3 or into the Repair Station, depending on the

outcome of the test. The system was highly constrained, allowing no more than one
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engine at a station or on a conveyor belt at any given time.

Figure 8 contains an information display for this system. This display might

correspond to a traditionalhardwired display or to a fairly primitive CRT display in

which there was no attempt to exploit the capabilitiesof the computer-driven display.

In trying to create displays that were more attuned to the human's information

needs, a modelling methodology was used to structure information needs by control

functions. Individual control activities were grouped together into meaningful control

functions with a strategy that might be similar to the way in which a controller thinks

about them. Next, information needed to evaluate the feasibility of actions for

particular control functions was identified,examined, and structured.

An example may help to illustrate the point. Entry control is a vital control

function in the system. It concerns routing engines from the Buffer portion of the

system to the Test-Repair loop. Poor entry control strategy will result in poor overall

system performance. The fundamental entry control decision is whether or not to

release an engine waRing at Station 2 into the Test-Repair loop. Given the system

constraints,in order to release an engine, a number of conditions must be met: an engine

must be waiting on Station 2; Stations 3 and 4 must both be clear,and both the Test-

Repair Feed and Test-Repair Exit conveyors must be clear. There is a natural structure

and hierarchy to these conditions which is represented in Figure 9. The presence or

absence of an engine at Station 2 isof primary importance. One can not route an engine

which is not there. Given the presence of an engine at the Station, the status of the

other related system components must be examined. The rules of the system constrain

the operator so that an engine may be released from Station 2 only ifeach of the other

four components is in a clear or idle state. Thus, at one level all the controller is

concerned about is whether or not these four components are in the required

configuration. This suggests that a higher level information system might be

appropriate, one that summarizes the respective statuses of these components and
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presents it in a form compatible with the human's model of the system. Figure 10

depicts this situation by means of the Test-Repair Feed System. This system is, in fact,

not a system component at all - it is a pseudo-component, an artifact developed to

enhance the human-computer dialogue. This system is in the available state only when

the four real system components it summarizes are in the appropriate states for an Entry

control action, i.e., all available. Otherwise, the Test-Repair Feed System is

unavail abl e.

Figures 11 and 12 depict displayed information in response to an operator's request

for Entry control information. Figure 11 gives the status of Station 2 but indicates that

the Test-Repair Feed System is not in an appropriate state for Entry control activity.

Figure 12 illustrates another aspect of the information display system. In this case,

there is no engine at Station 2; thus, regardless of the state of the other system

components, an Entry control action can not be undertaken. As a result, the state of

Station 2 is all the information that is displayed. The empty status of Station 2 is a

sufficient condition for terminating further consideration of a control action at that

point. This type of selective display of information is an attempt to match the

processing strategy of an operator and to reduce cognitive load by dynamically limiting

and filtering displayed information. If the controller desired to see the more detailed

status of the individual system components, he could summon that information (Figure

13). This figure depicts the status of all the system components potentially affecting an

Entry control decision.

As a third option, the controller could request to see all the information,

unorganized and unfiltered. This display is given in Figure 8. It is interesting to note

that controllers who had access to these three levels of displays rarely took advantage of

the lower level displays, preferring the aggregated, summarized, and filtered displays.

This method of information display assumes that systems and information about

systems can be structured in a hierarchic form. For a supervisory or monitoring role, the
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human controller views the system at the higher levels or possibly drops down one or two

levels, viewing the systems as a collection of hierarchical subsystems. The switch to a

manual mode requires that the controller descend down the hierarchy viewing the system

at lower and more detailed levels, likely requiring lower and more detailed information.

This notion of hierarchic structure is compatible with much of the system approach to

design as well as models of human cognition. The problem, of course, is that displays of

this type are not easy to design; the computer is a new display medium, and there is no

prior experience.

Summary and Conclusions

This hierarchical approach to information display has several advantages. It

explicitly forces the system designers to develop a set of (human-oriented) system

models which will guide the design of the displays. If the displays are designed around

the operator's decision making needs, they are tikely to become more human-oriented and

less hardware-oriented. If the appropriate information is provided at the appropriate

time, it is likely that less information will be displayed at any given time, and the quality

of the displayed information will require less operator effort to integrate into an

assimilatable form. A very pressing problem with contemporary control rooms is that

there is just too much information for an operator to be able to assimilate quickly,

easily, and accurately. Humans are easily overloaded, particularly by the displays of

great amounts of irrelevant information (Aekoff, 1967; Seminara et at., 1979). Moreover,

human ability to integrate multiple pieces of displayed data into meaningful information

is very limited (Rouse, 1973; 1974; 1975). As a result, a reasonable and perhaps vitally

necessary direction for research in the area of automated control room design is to

develop displays which provide active decision aiding for the modem controller. What is

needed are displays which provide information compatible with the operator's current

internal model, filter out irrelevant information, and summarize and condense lower
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!evel information so as to be in a form suitable for the operator's high level information

needs.
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SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP INTERACTION

Human as Supervisor in Automated Systems

This workshop traced the role of humans in the control of systems. Concern was

voiced that automation would eliminate jobs. Automation might entailretraining but not

necessarily elimination of jobs.

A question was raised whether computers control people or whether the operator

is given enough information to make decisions. There was an exchange of ideas

concerning the amount of information to be presented to the operator. How much is

necessary to make error-free decisions? Should the information then be arranged

hierarchically? Does the human monitor procedure? One approach is monitoring by

exception. NRC is an example of this type of monitoring. The discussion among the

attendees supported the view that it would be desirable to have summarized displays with

the option of calling up more detailed information if desired. Dr. MitchellVs current

research interestsanalyze these types of hierarchical displays. Another question raised

the issue of the extent to which the computer can be trusted to carry out specified

tasks. The subsequent discussion centered on the desirabilityof increased automation;

the desired levelof increased automation isa subject of current research.
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ERBS HUMAN FACTORS ANALYSIS: A CASE STUDY

How can human factors be incorporated into the system development process

at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and what benefits can be derived?

These questions provided the motivation for a case study discussion in the

workshop sessions. The human factors analysis task for the Earth Radiation

Budget Satellite (ERBS) Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) serves as a

pathfinder in the new applications approach to this discipline within the

Mission and Data Operations Directorate. The topics covered in this report

include discussions of the motivation for human factors analysis, the

involvement of the Human Factors Research Group (HFRG) with project and system

developers, and some examples of human factors issues being addressed in the

ERBS analysis task.

Although Human Factors has been a recognized discipline for decades, only

recently has the computing c_unity paid attention to what insights it might

offer for improved systems. New technoloEr is rapidly evolving in devices and

methods for human interaction with data systems. We cannot ignore the trends

to use color or voice or decision support systems for very long. Some new

tools quickly become burdensome if misused, so we _st become informed and use

them appropriately. Since labor costs are the biggest cost drivers in system

operations at GSFC, the correct application of human factors principles will

optimize the role of the human in the data system. By reducing display

ambiguity, reducing fatigue factors and removing system deficiencies which are

typically compensated by greater human effort, we can reduce the chance of

human error and improve human and the.refore, total system efficiency.

The next question to address is how to establish a human factors task. In

the case study, the ERBS project requested that greater attention be placed on

the human interfaces for the new systems being developed for the ERBS POCC.

Most notably, the command panel and the color display monitors were planned to

include new features for ERBS. The HFRG responded by establishing its first

applications group. Its success relies on an integrated team approach:

project managers, who represent the scientists and define requirements, and

system engineers, who build the system tools, work with the human factors
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analysis to optimize the human's role in the operations of the system. Figure

1 depicts the team defined for the ERBS human factors task. Three key roles

have been identified--the task coordinator, the human factors analyst, and the

mission specialist. The coordinator manages the human factors task by

identifying plans, schedules and budgets. The human factors analyst is

cognizant of key human factors concerns and trained to identify potential

problem areas. In order to be effective, the human factors task must be

spec ifi _" 11.... "^-.... j _=,Lt=d to the pa_Sicular mission under analysis. The mission

analyst provides the critical link with the facility or project and is the

source for interpreting user requirements. In the case of ERBS, this position

can be fulfilled from either the POCC development team or the project

operations team. The human factors analyst may likely be a graduate student

in a human factors related field from a supporting university.

ERB$ HUMAN FACTORS CADRE

HUMAN FACTORS COORDINATOR

K, MOE

///_-ERBSPOCC ERBS PROJECT

OPERATION

ERBS HUMAN

FACTORS
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-CSC
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Figure l
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The task flov for an applied human factors analysis is depicted in figure 2.

The task begins with a determination of human factors requiremeuts and drivers

in operations. The HFRG plans to develop suidelines for analyzing the human

role in systems developed at GSFC. An operations scenario provides a detailed

synopsis of all operator activities durin S a critical time period. In the

case of ERBS operations, a minute-bT-minute rundovm of Mission Operations Room

(}fOR)activities durinS a typical 30 minute satellite pass vas generated.
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The human factors task analysis includes a methodical description of what

the human does in both routine and simple contingency situations. It provides

a behavioral basis for design requirements and evaluations, in addition to

assuring that the performance of tasks is within human capabilities and

minimizes errors. A link analysis is then used to ensure an efficient display

layout. A link analysis is a structured exercise to collect, organize and

interpret display data by examining the links between _wo entities on a

display and determining the optimal layout. Future guidelines will be

generated to specifically address human�machine interac tic_. alternatives,

including the pros and cons of new technologies in interface devices and

system design concepts.

The link analysis will result in a set of candidate desplays. The human

factors analyst will design an experiment to assess the utility of the

candidate displays in a prototype test environment. The design will define

tasks and measures of performance while limiting the number of experimental

factors. ERBS system data will be simulated and run in conjunction with the

candidate displays within the experimental design fr-mework. A formal

experiment will then be conducted and data collected to evaluate the candidate

displays. Statistical analysis on the experimental data will be analyzed and

conc lusions drawn.

This analysis approach will allow the EEBS human factors cadre to actually

see and evaluate prototype displays without having to implement them in the

POCC software. The HFRG plans to generalize this prototyping capability to

provide an analysis tool for future applications.

An analysis or demonstration plan will be generated for each human factors

task, taking into account the system development schedule, facilities and

resources available for the analysis. Figures 3 and 6 outline the goals and

approach for the ERBS demonstration plan. Specific human factors drivers were

identified as the comland panel interface design, the use of color and graphic

displays, combining graphics and alphanumerics on one display, the decision

support features of the spacecraft telemetry monitoring pages, and the MOR

workstation design. With a Shuttle launch scheduled in the summer of 1984, a

one year effort for the ERBS human factors task is planned with intermediate

results and rec_endations scheduled to coincide with ERBS design reviews.
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Our brief experience with human factors analysis for ERBS has surfaced

three potential problem areas. Timin E is the first critical issue. If the

HFEG is requested to analyze human factors late in the system development

cycle, say during the critical design review, then the analysis may be reduced

to a general critique of stated requirements, without full appreciation of the

operational philosophy. The task and link analysis for the EEBS project is

expected to take _wo to three months, so the resultant recommendations will go

well beyond the surface analysis that a set of guidelines can address. The

explicit definition of the planned actions of the operator is the key

difference in these two approaches.

The second problem area involves the interaction of system engineering

concerns (system architecture, conputer sizing, etc.) with human factors

issues as described earlier. Past experience has indicated that many human

factors issues have been inadequately addressed. The goal of applied human

factors is to insure that it becomes an important element in systems

engineerln E when design trade-oils are evaluated.

The final area is one that affects the entire system development cycle and

makes systems engineering so cha ll enginE--requirements definition. As

people 's view or conceptual model of the system evolves with new

understandlng, or sometimes with erroneous assumptions, the requirements

change. Although human factors analysis will not solve this problem, it

should prove to be extremely valuable in illuminating the critical

requirements involving the human interface.

The second portion of the workshop session was presented by Chuck Weger of

Computer Sciences Corporation. He provided a brief overview of the initial

discussions of the EEBS corn--and panel. The advantages and limitations of the

CET panel layout (format, resolution, color, etc.) and alternative input

devices (touch panel, light pen, mouse, etc.) have been discussed by the HFRG

with EEBS operations. Figure 5 shows the proposed layout for the touch

terminal display from the command panel requirements document. The hardware

was defined to include a color raster CRT display, touch panel input system,

color bardcopy device and microprocessor controller. The _wo candidate

terminals selected by the POCC, the Intelligent Systems Corporation ISC-8000

and the Industrial Data Terminal IDT- 2000, augmented with a CDP F-64
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_croprocessor are compared in figure 6. The low resolution ISC was

demonstrated and found to be inadequate £or displaying the entire proposed

panel layout due to distortion on the curved screen edges and li_ted

character sizes. Although somewhat over specified got the cmmand panel job

as proposed, the medium resolution IDT-2000 was recmmended over the ISC-BO00.
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512 H x 512 V

8

85 COLUMNS x
51 LINES

19"

YES

YES

YES

Traditionally, GSFC MOR's are equiped with alphanumeric, black and white

displays for several reasons including low cost, simplicity of software

design, well-known and easily managed device technology, and fulfillment of

basic requirements for the job. As the color CRT market has been evolving,

GSFC system designers are turnlng to color. Color is a more natural medium to

the human eyes and offers the potential for increasing the information content

of displays. Also color costs are dropping dramatically and more people are

becoming aware of computer color capabilities. Not surprisingly, color has

both advantages and disadvantages to offer the systems designer. Careful use

of color is capable of providing information which is more readily and easily

assimilated, and could potentially increase productivity. Furthermore color

allows effective segmenting of display space, much more so than foreground-

background video techniques. In the GSFC POCC however these advantages are

offset by the cost to upgrade and overcome incompatabilities with existing

facilites . Also there is the danger of producing flashy or busy displays

which reduce, rather than increase, productivity and efficiency. As was

graphically illustrated in the concluding video tape entitled "Graphic Harmony

-Conversations on Color and Computer Graphics" (written, directed and produced

for Polaroid by 2. Ruddy) appropriate use of color is a positive enhancement

to the human/machine interface.
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MECHANICS OF CONDUCTING A TASK ANALYSiS

Task analysis (TA_ is a set of analytical procedures used to

describe human work in terms of tasks. The method of TA was

derived from various techniques of methods analysis of the

industrial engineers. It is also commonly referred to as an

activiCy analysis (McCormick, 1979).

For purposes of this discussion, the topic of TA is

organized around the following main areas. The first area

centers around a more detailed discussion of what a TA is.

The second area focuses on the uses of TA. Next, the benefits

of TA to Goddard systems will be addressed. Finally, evaluation

of the TA procedure and an assessment of the procedure's worth

will be discussed.

In order to understand exactly what a TA is, one has to

first understand what is meant by a task. Webster defines a

task as an assigned piece of work often to be finished within

a certain time. McCormick (1979) lists six characteristics of

a task that offer a more detailed description of a task (fig. 11.

For instance, take the example of driving a car. The activities

associated with the car's locomotion are independent (e.g.,

steering is separate from shifting), but they are also related

in that all activities collectively move the vehicle. Driving

the car starts with the insertion of the ignition key and

definitely ends with removal of that same key. One certainly

interacts with the car and its parts, and of course the driver

interacts with other people on the highway (sometimes to his

dismay). Certain people would contend that driving a car is

meaningful, it can be enjoyable, not to mention it gets you

where you want to go faster than walking. Driving does indeed

involve a mixture of complex decisions such as steering the car

to avoid a pothole. Driving also involves perception and motor

activities in that you perceive some sort of motion and use

motor skills when driving. Although driving a car is not as

complex as piloting a Concorde, it is more complex than brushing

one's teeth. Thus, tasks vary in their complexity. If, for
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FIGURE1

TASKANALYSISIS AN ANALYTICPROCEDUREFOR USE IN DESCRIBING

HUMANWORK IN TERMSOF TASKS (McCORMICK,1979)

A TASK:

- IS A GROUPOF INDEPENDENTBUT RELATEDACTIVITIES
DIRECTEDTOWARDSA GOAL

- USUALLYHAS A BEGINNINGAND AN END

- INVOLVESPEOPLE'S INTERACTION WITH EQUIPMENT (INCLUDING
COMPUTERS),OTHER PEOPLE,AND/ORTHE MEDIA

- WHEN PERFORMEDRESULTSIN A MEANINGFULPRODUCT
(I,E,, CORRECTDECISION)

- INCLUDESA MIXTUREOF DECISIONS,PERCEPTIONS,AND/OR
PHYSICAL(MOTOR)ACTIVITIESREQUIREDOF ONE PERSON

- MAY BE OF ANY SIZEOR DEGREEOF COMPLEXITY,BUT IT MUST
BE DIRECTEDTOWARDA SPECIFICPURPOSEOR SEPARATEPORTION
OF THE TOTALDUTY
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example, the analysis of such complex tasks as flying a jet

or analyzing a vast computer network (like many Goddard systems)

was to be performed, "then the best procedure would be to break

down the task's analysis into sub-tasks and analyze them as

such. When doing sub-task analyses on a complex task, caution

must be observed. Sub-task analyses can often overshadow

the concept of the whole task, causing an experimenter to lose

sight of the sub-tasks as a subset of the major task.

Over the course of the last few decades, experimentation

with task analysis (TA) has yielded many types of analysis

techniques. Some of the techniques are individually tailored

to their tasks, while others are general enough to be used in a

variety of tasks. The first TA technique is referred to as a

Decision table (fig, 2). This technique utilizes tasks which

involve complex decision making or problem solving. The decision

table method sets forth various possible input conditions and

specifies the action that should be taken in each combination

of input conditions (McCormick, 1979). For example, the three

input conditions in figure 2 could be three different types of

information from a computer panel from which various decisions

have to be made in order to respond accordingly. Figure 3

represents a Decision Flow Chart. This technique is an elaboration

of the decision table except that it is more specifically

applicable to circumstances which involve a series of alternate

action paths. It also involves a yes-no decision which is to

be made at several condition points to be followed by various

response actions (HcCormick, 1979). The decision flow chart

is very similar to a branching model style used by computer

specialists, and flow charts are used in business and other areas

as well.

The next type is the Outline format (fig. 4). An outline

format is good to use in cases where continuous activities are

performed. It provides for analyses of discriminations (like

input from some source), decision, action responses, indications

of response adequacy, and indications of characteristic errors

_HcCormick, 1979). Figure 4 contains a good example of using
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FIGURE2

Hypothetical examp!e of a decision table. (Source: Handbook

for Designers of Instructional Systems, p. 2-25)

MHAT INPUT CONDITION A Y

YOU INPUT CONDITION B N

HAVE INPUT CONDITION C N

ACTION I X

WHAT kCTION 2

YOU ACTION 3

DO ACTION 4

ACTION S

Y N N N "_ Read down colums to ftnd
what pattern of condt-

Y N Y N ttons you have (Y • yes,
condition extsts; N - no,

N N N Y It doesn't extst).

7
X 2

J
X

Perform the Xed actlon
or numbered sequence

)of acttons.
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FIGURE3

Condition A YES B YES Action
? t 2

NO NO
Action

1

YES Action
Condition !1 4

?

Action
3

Condition C
?

YES Action
S

3

Generalized illustration of a decision flowchart. (Source:

Handbook for Designers o[ Instructiorml Systems, p. 2-26)
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FIGURE4

Example of an outline format used in analysis of the task

of passing in driving an automobile. (Source: Handbook for Designers of

Instructional Systems, p. 2-28)

I INI_J_(C.m)

P._Wem_-C_kJ

Cue

V_ab_I

Valm

N(_m

Your car (01 is in oct of penin9 car X. Onceminl ear
Ymenahad. Car X ;stome rq_t endmeed. ,taoume
competing car vnl! nol eece_rm.

1. "rhe mute rote of car I_n9 pared (X).
2. "lTw idmoluw rate of onoominll car (Y); _ of vmelDkl

dn end me*d.
3. 'the mute momentary 01stanm bm_wn X and Y.

4. The aoceleretio_ pomti*l of or O at mat meed
(_ _luinmwnt).

Critical. Itfleo • lime of no mum will be mlhed vahikn it
te too lete to oimer d_; in fNmt of X m to brnke. Time
is function of 1, 2. 3, end 4 above.

1. Smm n_v occur.

2. Wo_y thet X v_ inmeoo mood mile mminql.

II DECISIONS I'm now or m- *m,.

III Ac.o.s

Iw. Amd

Eflbct of AmDim_

IV tNO_CA_O.SOF
CORRECT ACTION

_or Sxm_ne

Far rapid atom of poww. Imm ell me wovm flo_ boo_

pest • mstmee detent.

Downehif_s trenem_man from 3qtl to _ gear (if boiow
_66 mphl. More pm_w _m fomr eneme-to-wmei ro_o.

Oum_s

11m c_w

Cn_wion of
Conect Ac1_n

Seine m knouL but as X, Y, a_l O oommyo, 1he mmois
or feik_ of the m m mom eppmmt.

_ of _tmmkm rme of _.

G,m_ I_k into r_t lone wire "W_v mOqlin- (li0 h.
plus. 01omndine on mmd). (llot_ mtmon lutd b. in
w_ of _mo mt_wn wm_e m w ript _ne md pomp-
rid _llblan: li m.)

Cried Vduo

Conecl_ve Acl_On Ikeke md nmm to hll_ lem or hem for d_h on Io_.

V CHARACTERIlrI'IC _ om or morn of e_it_d _m ,_e_laiWe_he_

ERRORS in ,mmtm of m_mor.

Cotli_ mune pe_ I,_
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the outline format in the examination of passing another car

when driving on the highway.

The last example of a TA technique is the time-line format

(fig. 5). This technique is useful for showing various

activities along a time scale or how different activities are

carried out over time. Time-line formats are useful for

tasks in which the sequence and time of performed activities

is critical. The activities represented would be input, action,

and output functions expressed in terms of hours, days, minutes,

milliseconds, etc. (McCormick, 1979). This tool is useful in

planning events llke critical path analyses, evaluation of

milestones, and to show various overlapping tasks. Figure 6

represents a summary chart for task types and the technique

which bes_ describes or characterizes those tasks. Complex

decisions or problem solvlng such as a Goddard real-time system

which requires monitoring of incoming data and problem solving

are best described in the Decision Table/Flow Chart, or The Outline

Format. Continuous activities and activities performed in

sequence like the previous example of driving a car are best

described in the Outline format or Time-line format. Step-by-step

activities and identlfiable procedures such as the highly

documented functions required during a routine satellite pass

would best be described in a colunm fo_nat.

In sunxnary, description of a task and a TA have been presented,

along with the types and techniques of TA. The next, logical step

is to describe some of the uses of TA. In the past, the principal

use of TA was by the military in the development of new systems

and in the evaluation of old systems. Figure 7 shows some of the

current uses of TA. Most people in managerial positions

should be familiar with many of these uses. Specifically, a TA

used in a job redesign could provide insights on how to design

the new job more efflclently than the previous job. TA can also

provide a description of the current Job that is more complete

than a description found in a training manual. Personnel selectlon

couid Deneflt from TA as well. Knowing what the job entailed
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FIGURE5

Hypothetical illustration of a time-line format for use in
task and activity Jmalysis, showing overlapping of various activities.
(Source: Hor_]book [or Designers o[ lr_structioao[ Systems, p. 2-51)

,ECYIVIYY DESCRIPTION , UNI'TS OF TIME (Seconds, Minutes. Hours. etc.},

Jm_r/,,cnoN/ou_,vr | 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
, , H

roBE
mm m mm

mm
__n__

II

sam

ms
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FIGURE6

GUIDELINESFOR SELECTINGAPPROPRIATEMETHODS
AND FORMATSFOR ANALYZINGVARIOUSTYPESOF
TASKSAND ACTIVITIES(HANDBOOKFOR DESIGNERS

OF INSTRUCTIONALSYSTEMS,PP. 2-24)

TASKSWHICH INVOLVE. ARE BESTDESCRIBEDIN.

- COMPLEXDECISIONMAKING

- PROBLEMSOLVING

DECISION TABLE/
FLOWCHART

OR
OUTLINEFORMAT

- CONTINUOUSACTIVITIES
- ACTIVITIESPERFORMEDIN

A SPECIFICSEQUENCE,

WITHINA DEFINITETIME FRAME

OUTLINEFORMAT
OR

TIME-LINEFORMAT

- STEP-BY-STEPACTIVITIES
- IDENTIFIABLEPROCEDURES

COLUMNFORMAT
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FIGURE7

WHATARETHE USESOF TASKANALYSIS?

(McCORMICK,1979)

TASKANALYSISISUSEFULIN

i) JOB REDESIGN

2) DESCRIPTIONOF EXISTINGJOB

3) PERSONNELSELECTION

4) TRAININGPROGRAMDEVELOPMENT

5) MANPOWERPLANNING,AND

6) EVALUATINGMAN-COMPUTERINTERACTIONSAT GODDARD
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would help to place personnel with certain skills in the right

job. Also, TA can be used in manpower planning in that

accurate descriptions nould help to clarify where more or

less people are needed in a system. The evaluation of man-

computer interactions also involves TA. Adoption of a top-down

methodology would require the TA as its first step in analyzing

complex computer systems such as the systems found at Goddard.

Many of Goddard's systems are carefully designed with

respect to hardware and such, but so far there has been no

evidence of the same rigorous approach applied to the design

of the human end of the system. TA should be the first step

in the understanding of how a person interacts with a computer

system, and should yield hard data to aid in the analysis of

such a system.

Each use of the aforementioned TA types as well as any other

TAs should observe certain guidelines (fig. 8). Chapanis (1959)

contends that it is important to establish rapport with employees,

and also important to study the entire job. The categories of

observation should be related to the purpose of the analysis,

and should be exhaustive. Additionally, the activity should be

defined clearly and represent observable behaviors. The data

sheet itself should be complete and well-designed. Initial

observations of the task or Job should help decide what the

sampling duration should be as well as assessing the sampling

interval (if needed). When followed, these guidelines set forth

by Chapanls (1959) lead to a more rigorous and useful tool.

The last section or main area to be discussed is whether

or not TA is indeed the best technique to use in describing tasks.

According to McCormick (1979), TA "represents an approach to

job descriptions that is objective and perhaps quantitative"

(p. 105). But is it a "good" tool? Well, TA is a valid tool;

it has been in widespread use for several years with many

researchers. TA is also a reliable tool because it measures

objectively and as accurately as possible what it's supposed

to measure. TA is versatile in that it can be applied to many
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1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

FIGURE8

GUIDELINESFOR SETTINGUP A TASKANALYSIS

(CHAPANIS,1959)

ESTABLISHRAPPORTWITHSYSTEMEMPLOYEES;STUDYENTIRE
JOB TO KNOWEXACTLYWHATTHE PERSON(S)ISDOING,

DECIDEON WHATTHE CATEGORIESOF OBSERVATIONSHOULDBE--

A) How COARSE OR FINE THE CATEGORIES OF OBSERVATION OF

THE ACTIVITY WILL BE, CATEGORIES SHOULD BE RELATED

TO THE PURPOSE OF THE ANALYSIS AND WHAT THE INVESTI-

GATION HOPES TOFINE,

B) CATEGORIES SHOULD EXHAUST ALL THE ACTIVITIES THE

PERSON(S) ENGAGES IN,

C) CATEGORIES SHOULD REFLECT OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORS

BECAUSE OBSERVABLE ACTIVITIES ARE CLEAR-CUT AND

CAN BE INTERPRETED WITH LITTLE OR NO UNCERTAINTY,

D) TRANSITIONS FROM ONE ACTIVITY TO ANOTHER SHOULD BE

INCLUDED,

E) DEFINE THE LIMITS OF EACH ACTIVITY MAKING SURE THE

ACTIVITY IS DEFINED CLEARLY,

F) LIMIT THE NUMBERS OF CATEGORIES ON THE ANALYSIS

BECAUSE TOO MANY CATEGORIES MAKE THE ANALYSIS LENGTHY

(IF ANALYSIS IS VERY LONG, SUB-TASK ANALYSES SHOULD

BE PERFORMED),

SET UP DATASHEET,

DECIDEON SAMPLINGDURATION(THETOTALTIMETHROUGH
WHICHTHE OBSERVATIONWILLBE MADE),

DECIDEON A SAMPLINGINTERVALIF MORETHAN ONE OBSERVATION
IS TO BE MADE (SAMPLINGINTERVALIS THE TIMEBETWEEN
SUCCESSIVEOBSERVATIONS),
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tasks by different persons. Therefore, it can be concluded that

TA is a good tool based on its validity, reliability, and

versatility.

A more specific evaluation of a Particular TA technique

is offered by McCormick (1979) in the form of certain evaluation

criteria (fig. 9). Regardless of what type of TA the technique

is (column, decision table, etc.), it should fulfill these

criteria. The technique should be significant and reliable.

The method should be comparable to other methods and applicable

to different tasks. The method should also be applicable to all

stages of system development, as well as easily revised and

flexible. The method should provide for unique information

recording (which can be fulfilled simply by having an "other"

category on the activity sheet).

In addition to McCormick's (1979) evaluation criteria, this

author believes a good TA depends on three considerations

(fig. 10). A good TA should reflect the competent utilization

of the design, the implementation, and the applicability of the

method employed. Specifically, the design of the TA must

characterize the task at hand for it to be useful. The imple-

mentation of the TA must be done properly. That is, the TA

must be recorded as objectively as possible to avoid any biasing

of the data collection. Biases could confound the validity of

the analysis. Applicability is also very important. The TA must

be applied in a meaningful and constructive manner for it to be

successful. A successful transaction of these three considera-

tions should ensure the success of the TA method. But, if

these considerations and their transaction are not observed,

the TA will be less than what a good TA should be. For example,

a well designed but poorly implemented TA will decrease the

merit of the TA. Also, a poorly designed analysis, no matter

how well it is applied and carried ou_, will decrease the

analysis' merit. Furthermore, a well-designed and competently

conducted TA will also suffer if it is not applied properly.

A poorly applied analysis benefits few people.
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FIGURE9

CRITERIAFOR EVALUATINGDIFFERENTAPPROACHES (McCORMICK,1979)

1)

2)

3)

DOESTHE ANALYSISHAVE SIGNIFICANCE?IS THE INFORMATION
PRESENTEDIN A MEANINGFULMANNERREFERRINGSPECIFICALLY
TO INFORMATION,DECISION,ACTION,'AND FEEDBACKASPECTS?

IS THE MEASURERELIABLE? DOES IT MEASUREWHAT IT'SSUPPOSED
TO MEASURE? IS IT IN USE BY DIFFERENTANALYSTS? CAN IT BE
USEDACROSSDIFFERENTJOBS?

IS ITA COMPARABLEMETHOD? IF SO, IT SHOULDMAKEMEANING-
FUL COMPARISONSOF PERFORMINGTHE SAMETASK POSSIBLEWITH
OTHERMETHODS,

4) IS THE METHODAPPLICABLETO DIFFERENTTASKS?

5) IS THE METHODAPPLICABLETO DIFFERENTSTAGESOF SYSTEM

DEVELOPMENT?

6)

7)

8)

IS THE METHODF_ASILY REVISED?

IS THE METHODFLEXIBLE?

DOES THE METHODPROVIDEFOR UNIQUE INFORMATIONRECORDING?
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FIGURE10

A GOODTASK ANALYSISSHOULDREFLECTTHE COMPETENT

UTILIZATIONOF THE FOLLOWINGCONSIDERATIONS:

1) DESIGN

2) IMPLEMENTATION

3) APPLICABILITY

TA is indeed a good tool to use in describing tasks or

activities. Actually, it is the only tool that's general enough

and specific enough' to accommodate a wide variety of tasks.

From a psychological standpoint, the evaluation of the TA

itself with respect to the study of man-computer interactions

is promising. As for Goddard, the evaluation of T& as part of

the proposed top-down methodology is yet to be determined. Does

the usage of TA help in the understanding of complex computer

networks and their interaction with man? That is definitely

the important question that hopefully will be answered soon.
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Information Display & Interaction in Real-time Environments

Abstract

Modem interactive graphics techniques can provide very high bandwidth data

displays. In real-time control environments, effective information interaction rates are

a function not only of machine data technologies but of human information processing

capabilities and the 4-dimensional resolution of available interaction techniques. This

paper examines the available information bandwidth as a function of system's complexity

and time constraints in a real-time control environment.

Introduction

Real-time control environments present the system designer with special

considerations not necessarily present in traditional data processing environments. In

rest-time proeessing, actual physical systems are controlled. These systems are

operating in the real world with real costs and benefits associated with successful

mission accomplishments and with system failures. Typically the real-time control

problems of interest require high information bandwidths to provide the operator with

data on mission accomplishment, system, and environmental status data, and to convey

control data from the operator to the system. The interaction with a real system in real-

time with high bandwidth data processing carries with it requirements for a stringent

minimization of operator error and for the minimization of the time taken by the

operator to respond with necessary control actions and to confirm the correctness of the

aetions taken.

Figure 1 illustrates the kind of high level control system which this paper focuses

upon. '_,n the beginning," man effected changes in his environment by the direct use of

his own limbs, energy, and sensory systems. In today's real-time control systems, as

exemplified by our lunar excavator, man does not partake of the actual task and may

even be separated from the ongoing work by long distanees and hostile environments,



FIGURE i
(Sheridan & Johannsen, 1976)
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Humans interact with the machines performing the work through the intercession of

computers. The operator does not interact with the tools or the task itself but with their

symbolic abstractions generated and displayed by a computer. These symbolic

constructs, rather than the physical objects themselves, are manipulated by the

operator. Typically a keyboard or some other interaction technique is the primary

instrument for instructing and controlling the physical system, and a text terminal

(KCRT) or graphics display terminal is the primary source of information on the status

and performance of the controlled system.

This discussion is restricted to information and data rates in a real-time control

environment characterized by such a configuration. We assume that all data transmitted

to the operator and all control actions are channeled through a computer and its

associated peripheral devices for communications. The process-operator world is thus

defined by digital encodings and a complete separation of the tools of the task from the

controller. This paper asks: under these constraints, what are the effective throughput

data rates for supervisor/process interaction?

Contemporary computer and display technologies allow extremely high data rates

to be presented to a real-time system operator. In particular, color graphics termiw_ls

enable a very broad bandwidth of data transmission from the computer to the human. In

turn, a variety of interaction techniques, ranging from touch panels to keyboards, allows

the system operator to interact with these displays in real-time. How much information

and control can be handled through such an interface? What is the effective control

bandwidth?

BANDWIDTH: for our purposes, we will use a primitive notion of bandwidth. This is not

intended to be a definitive statement but merely to sharpen our pereeption of the

problem. We define
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B = f(R,C,K) = f(KR/C)

where B is bandwidth (bits/second)

R is resolution (area)

C is response constant (time)

K is data density (bits/area)

In this notion, we relate the total amount of data presented through a display

device, the resolution of techniques employed to interact with this data, and the time

required for an operator response. Bandwidth then gives us the notion of throughput or

control bandwidth available or required to exercise operator control of a specific real-

time system.

This tentative expression says:

o The longer the required response time, i.e., the more time that can be allowed an

operator to perform a control action given an actionable condition, (i.e., one that

requires some action on the part of the operator), the lower the needed bandwidth.

o The higher the interaction resolution, i.e., the more precisely an interaction

technique can select from among possible alternative control actions, the greater

the usable bandwidth.

o The higher the data density, i.e., the amount of data which can be displayed in a

unit time interval, the greater the bandwidth.

Data Presentation

Two primary display devices are considered here, the common text terminal

(KCRT) and the color graphics display. What are reasonable values of K, data density,

for these display devices?

For the KCRT, we assume a traditional display of 24 rows of 80 characters and a

set of 96 ASCII displayable characters. The number of characters which may be

displayed on the KCRT, using every character display location, is 24"80=1920. A text
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screen presentation, that is, a full screen of characters, can then be used to represent

the state of a variable capable of attaining any one of 961920 different states. This is a

reasonably large number. Alternatively, the text screen might be interpreted as

representing 1920 different variables, each capable of attaining 96 different states.

The information content of the display, assuming that all states are equiprobable,

can then be calculated as:

bits = log2961920 = 1920 log296

which states that the information in a sentence that is 1920 characters long and is

constructed from an alphabet of 96 symbols is:

1920 log296 = 1920flog210+log29.6 )

= 1920(3.32193 + 3.2630)

= 1920 (6.585)

=12733 bits

Since data representing equiprobable states convey the most information, we can then

say that the maximum amount of data that can be displayed on this KCRT is 12733 bits

at any given instant. For reasons which will be developed later, we will take the

minimum display interval to be 1 second. With this definition of our unit time, we know

that the maximum data bandwidth of a KCRT is 12733 bits/second.

This is, of course, a much smaller bandwidth then is obtainable with contemporary

color imaging or graphics display technology. Here as a representative device we will

use a moderate resolution display of 512"512 pixels with a color palette of 24 bits/pixel.

This means that there are 5122 addressable points at which data can be displayed on the

face of the display screen. Each data point can be colored on the basis of the 24 bits of

pixel color data (3 color dimensions of 8 bits each). 1

Again, assuming equiprobable states and a 1 second unit time, the bandwidth

IThe number of colors that may be present on a display simultaneously may be much

more constrained than this, given the particular nature of the software implementation,
specifically the mapping of colors through a color look-up table.
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possible is:

bits/second= log2(224)5122

= 51221og2224

= 5122 x 24 x log22

= 5122 x 24 x 1

= 6,291,456 bits/second 2 or about 6.3 megabits.

Thus, a 512 x 512 display with 24-bits of data per pixel may represent, at a maximum, a

single variable with (224) 5122 different states. This is quite a large tmmber.

Alternatively, it may be interpreted as presenting data on 5122 different variables, each

of which can attain 224 different states.

In terms of raw data display potential, this is certainly a comfortable capability.

Few automated control systems require an operator to monitor quite so much data as

today's technology can display through a display interface. 3 The question we must turn

to now concerr_ how much of this dense data can be effectively acted upon by the human

operator.

The Human Role

Now that we have measures of the amount of data that can be presented at an

interface, we turn to consider the capabilities of the human to whom these data are

delivered. The rather simple model of the human in a supervisory loop, illustrated in

Figure 2, will be used here to structure our discussion of data rates through the human

element in the system. On the left side are the major constructs of our view of the

human operator. On the right side are the major constructs of our view of the system

being controlled.

2Note that this is also identical to the size of the hardware memory, or bit-map, required

drive the display on a bit-mapped device.

he same data density may be achieved on a high density 1024 x 1024 pixel display with
only 6 bits of color data per pixeL
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The CONTROL, SYSTEM, and DISPLAY boxes present a high level view of the

controlled system, emphasizing input and output activities. Subsumed under SYSTEM are

the computer controlling the physical system and all aspects of the physical system

itself. DISPLAY represents physical data display to the human supervisor, the computer-

generated output from the control computer. CONTROL represents the physical

hardware and digital control data provided to the SYSTEM.

The model of the human suggests three steps in the control process. First, the

data presented must be physiologically perceived by the operator. Second, this perceived

data must be processed to determine whether an action is required by the operator and,

if an action is required, what action should be performed. Third, once an action is

determined, the action must be carried out using the controls available. Figure 3

presents an expansion of the MENTAL PROCESS construct. Data captured by the bodyWs

sensory apparatus, the sensory inputs, are first filtered by a mask provided from long-

term memory. Data making it through the filter pass into short-term memory and

thence into long-term memory. The data in short-term memory are used to select an

action strategy held in long-term memory.

For our purposes, there are two mental process variables of immediate interest.

These are memory span and data acquistion rates. Memory span refers to the amount of

data which can be held in short-term memory. Apparently, memory span has

physiologically fixed upper limits. Clearly, we are bombarded with very high data rates

through our five senses. The filter acts to reduce this barrage to a level with which we

can cope. The filter also serves another crucial function: to filter in the important data

and to filter ou_tt the unimportant data. The determination of what is important and what

is not is derived from long-term memory. Thus, incoming data must be packaged as

information so that the long-term memory-based filter need not be invoked by the

display presentor, or the filter needs to be able to exclude unimportant stimuli on the

basis of the stimuli data themselves. If the data presentation bandwidth is too high, if
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the time available for mental proeessing is too short, then data passing sueeessfully

through the filter into short-term memory will not be able to pass on into long-term

memory. When this oeeurs, the ftlter cannot be updated by long-term memory, for long-

term memory simply does not have the data it needs to do this. Thus, the supervisor_s

ability to adapt to changing situations depends upon memory span and the data

prese_n_ta_on bandwidth. Simile!y, if the data presentation is too rapid for the memory

span's capability to absorb data, data will be lost - it wiU not be consciously perceived.

Data lost are data not acted upon. In real-time eontrol situations this is a

eireumstanee to be avoided.
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Ergonomics of Data Perception

We are principally concerned here with two things, the ability to discriminate

among stimuli in a set and the abilityto detect a stimulus of short duration. The human

eye can detect stimuli with very short presentation periods. One tenth of a second

provides a generous amount of time to detect a discrete on/off stimulus, such as a light

blink. As is well known from cinematography and CRT refreshing techniques, there is a

certain amount of visualpersistence and a corresponding inabilityof the eye to perceive

breaks in presentation when the presentation rate of discrete images rises above 15 Hz.

The eye cannot detect changes in a presented stimuli when presented at a higher rate;

thisis,of course, what makes motion pictures possible- we do not see the alternation of

frame-dark-frame but perceive a continuous image.

The criticalduration for our purposes isnot the perception of absolute duration by

the eye but the accomodation of the eye. Accomodation is the time it takes the eye to

change its focal depth, to re-focus. For example, when your eye switches between the

view outside the windshield of your car to the reflection of the dashboard on the

windshield, your eye is changing its focM depth. Such aceomodation is relativelyslow.

The time taken to aceomodate isa function of the difference in focal depths and the age

of the eye. By the age of 40, accomodation can take as long as a fullsecond.

Human operators cannot (and witl not) stare at a display for hours on end.

Attention and focus vary from point to point through the environment of a control

room. If we assume that critical displayed information must be fully understood, then we

need further to assume that the information must be presented long enough for the

operator to focus fully upon it. For this reason, we adopt I second as the minimum

display duration.

Human ability to

stimuli is also limited.

relative and absolute.

discriminate among different one dimensional or univariate

There are two types of discrimination which are relevent here:

Relative discrimination compares and rank-orders two stimuli on
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some dimension. For example, two squares might be compared and rank-ordered on size,

with the size of the squares being the one varying characteristic. Absolute

discrimination places a single stimulus on some absolute dimensional scale.

For example, consider pure tones in the audible range between 20 and 3000 Herz.

Using relative discrimination, most people can discriminate 2800 tones. Forced to use

absolute discrimination, most people can only reliably discriminate 5 to 9 separate

tones. The problem is not that relative differences in tones suddenly cannot be

discerned. The problem is that the different tones cannot be reliably placed in their

correct relative location on the dimensional scale of Herz without a reference tone. For

one dimensional orderings to become reliable, the number of pure tones must be reduced

to about 7 tones for most people, in a way that maximizes the separation between

tones.

The discovery that absolute discrimination among univariate stimuli is limited has

been immortalized as the "7_+2" rule. It holds for shapes, sounds, colors, sizes, loudness,

orientation, brightness, hues, length, and most other univariate stimuli. Table 1 from

McCormick (1976) shows the number of bits conveyed by different univariate stimuli.

The glaring exception in this table is angular line position. The explanation advanced for

this is that Western perception of an angular line carries with it coordinating horizontal

and vertical axes; we do not see merely the angular line but the angular line

superimposed upon the coordinate axes.

This "extra" information is called an anchor and provides another "dimension" to

the stimuli. As you might expect, multivariate stimuli can carry more bits of

information than one dimensional stimuli. Table 2, also from McCormick (1976), shows

the results of experimentation with multivariate stimuli.

Notice that points in space from Table 1 carry only 3.25 bits of information but

points in a box carry 4.6 bits. The absolute relations of the points in space are

"anchored" by drawing a reference box around them. An estimate of added information
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UNI,-DI_NSI _AL _DISCRIRIHATION

STIMULUS ABSOLUTE
DISCRIMINATION

PUPJETONES 5

LOUDNESS q-5

SIZE OF OBJECT 5-7

BRIGHTNESS 5-5

HUES 12-13

/LNBULeJ_LINE POSITION 26

DOTPCSITION (XN SPACe) 10

ISIGTH 7-8

BITS

2,5

2. - 2.5

2.5- 2.8

1.7- 2.5

q.5

3,25

2.8

T_uE 1

CH_NEL CAPACITY/ RULTII)IRENSI_AL STIRULI

STIRULUS ABSOLUTE
.DISCRIMINATION

SIZE + BRIGHTNESS+ HUE 18

FREOUENCY+ INTENSITY+
PATEOF INTERRUPTION+
ON-TIRE FRACTION+ TOTAL 150
DURATI_ + SPATIALLOCATION

LOUDNESS+ PITCH 9

POIHTS.IN SQUARE 2q

BITS

q.1

7.2

TAZLe2
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provided by anchors is given in Figure 4. The information contributed appears to be an

inverse exponential function of the number of anchors, rising asymptotically to about 4

bits. The implication is that, given current knowledge, we can add about 4 bits of

information to the basic 7+_2 absolute univariate discrimination by using anchors and

multivariate stimuli.

Steinbueh (1962) has estimated the maximum flows of information as shown in

Table 3. Note the maximum upper limit of 16 bits on consciousness. This includes all

conscious mental processing, not just the processing of input stimuli. The processing of

sensory stimtfli apparently requires about half the conscious information processing

capability of the brain. Note too the extremely slow rate at which information flows

into long term memory. In emergency situations for which adaptation is required_ this

rate represents a maximum upper limit on the speed at which the operator can process

this adaptation into long term memory - i.e., update the perceptual filters.

The "7+_2" limitation is apparently related to the memory span of short term

memory and is s physiological constraint on mental information processing. It translatas

for our purposes to a bandwidth of about 3 bits/second. Thus, even though megabits of

information can be presented over a contemporary display device, the human operator

can only process about 3 bits/second from these megabits in our postulated automated

control environment.

Control Tasks

So far we have seen control bandwidth constricted to about 3 bits/second. We have

looked at perception and subsequent mental processing for interpretation to complete

the loop. We need stilt to consider the ergonomics of the control action itself. In this

discussion, the control actions which may be taken are those which interact with the

control computer through the display itself. The control actions are interactive and can

be classified as consisting of the foUowing interaction tas____ (Foley, 1981)" seleetion_

positioning, orienting, pathing, quantifying, and text manipulation. Other subsidiary
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MAXIMUMFLOWOF INFORMATION

BITS/SECOND

(STEINBUCH:1962)

SENSORYRECEPTION

NERVECONNECTIONS

CONSCIOUSNESS

PERMANENTSTORAGE

1 000 000 000

3 000 000

16

0,7

TABLE 3



tasks which interactively s/feet an image on the display are controlling interaction

tasks: sketching, stretching, manipulating, and/or shaping graphical images. These

interaction tasks are enabled through specific configurations of hardware and software.

An interaction technique is a specific configuration of hardware and software which

allows the user to perform an interaction task. Here we consider interaction techniques

for control exercised through an automated interface. Of interest is how rapidly the user

can respond with a control directive and how accurately the response can be made. From

this, we derive our concepts of resolution and data on possible control bandwidths.

Figure 5 lists the major interaction techniques available. The first two, touch

panel and light pen, enable a direct interaction with the screen display. The other groups

represent indirect interaction techniques. Although included for completeness, chord and

voice interaction techniques will not be considered here, chord because it has been shown

to be generally inferior to other available interaction techniques and voice because we

are concerned with control interactively exercised through the display itself.

Power Region Interaction Technique

The only tmfamilier interaction technique is the Power Region technique, developed

during the course of current work for NASA. The Power Region interaction technique

maps keystrokes from a control key set, as shown in Figure 6 into a subregion of a

previously selected region on the display. The initial region selected is, by default, the

full screen. Since each keystroke increases resolution by a factor of 9, the achievable

resolution is given by

R = XY

9 KEYSTROKES

where X and Y are the heighth and width of the display in pixels, and KEYSTROKES is

the number of keystrokes made during selection. The technique takes its name from this

power relation.

As each subregion is selected, it is displayed in reverse video on a black and white
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device or by some indicative background color on a color display. As the next subregion

is selected, the previous subregion reverts to normal display. Figure 7 illustrates the

increase in resolution obtained by successive keystrokes. The small black square

represents the subregion selected at the conclusion of 4 keystrokes. Note that there is

no change in hand modality as the hands remain poised on the keyboard. The following

shows the achievable resolution by keystroke on a 512 x 512 display"

262144 ._90 = 262144 = 5122

262144.'-91= 29126= 1712

262144 .-92 = 3236 = 572

262144.'-93 = 359 = 192

262144 .'-94 = 40 = 6.52

262144 .'-95 = 4 = 22

Interaction Technique Analysis

The tables which follow have been adapted from Foley (1981) and are evaluations of

various characteristics of these different interaction techniques (Figure 8). Of particular

interest are the data for resolution and response times observed in various experimental

settings. Unfortunately, response times for some interaction techniques have not been

published in the literature reviewed and are yet subject to experimental determination.

Published response times range from 1.3 to 11.7 seconds to for accurate completion

of a control action u_ng the interaction techniques studied. There is little intuitive

reason to suppose that the unmeasured response times would fall significantly outside

this range. For a full explanation of these tables, the reader is referred again to Foley,

except for the analysis of the Power Region interaction technique.

The Power Region technique is primarily a selection or positioning technique. The

cognitive load is high because the technique requires that the user geometrioally map the

keypad arrangement into successively smaller subregions. However, the perceptual load

is light because selected regions are displayed by contrast techniques and the motor load
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I NTERACTI ONTECHNIOUES

LIGHT PEN

(adapted from Foley,1981)

TASKS

COGNITIVE LOAD L

PERCEPTUAL LOAD L

MOTORLOAD R

VISUAL ACOUISIT]ON L

MOTORACQUISITION R

LEARNING L

FATIGUE R

ERROR L

_SOLUTIm

RESPONSETIME

SELECT POSITION ORIENTPATH QUANTIFYTEXT

L L

L L

M H

L L

M M

L L

R M

M ........ 'M "

22 PIXELS

1.8 TO 6.5 SECONDS, DEPENgING UPON TASK

CURSOR CONTROLKEYS

TASKS

COGNITIVE LOAD H H

PERCEPTUAL LDA9 H H

MOTORLO_ M R

VISUAL ACQUISITION H H

MOTORACQUISITION M R

LEARNING L R

FATISUE L L

ERROR R R

RESOLUTION

RESPONSETIME

SELECT POSITION ORIENT PATH QUANTIFYTEXT

1 CHARACTERCELLTEXT CURSOR;1 PIXEL CROSSHAIRs

2.2 - 11,7 SECONDS

F IGURE 8
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INTERACTIONTECHNIQUES

TABLET& STYLUS

TASKS
MOVEMENT

COGNITIVELOAD H M

PERCEPTUAL LOAD M M

MOTORLOAD M M

VISUAL ACQUISITION H M

MOTOR ACQUISITION M M

LEARNING H M

FATIGUE H L

E_RON M L

RESOLUTION

RESPONSETIME

SELECT POSITIONORIENT PATH QUANTIFYTEXT

TO 1 PIEL

2.0 - 2,5 SECONDS

SELECT

CURSOR MATCH

M
M

M

M

R

L

M

L

TOUCH PANEL

TASKS SELECT POSITIONORIENT PATH QUANTIFYTEXT

C06NITIVE LOAD L L

PERCEPTUAL LOAD L L

MOTORLOAD L L

VISUAL ACQUISITION L L

MOTOR ACQUISITION L L

LEARNING L L

FATIGUE L L

ERROR DEPENDSUPON RESOLUTION

RESOLUTION

RESPONSETIME

_._M SQUARE

FIGURE 8 CONTD,
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INTERACTION TECHNI{}LIES

TRACKBALL

TASKS SELECT POSITIONORIENT PATH QUANTIFYTEXT

COGNITIVEL,OAJ} M M M

PERCEPTUALLOAD M M M

P_TORLOAD M M M

VISUALACQUISITION L L L

MOTOR ACQUISITION M M M

LEARNING M M M

FATIGUE L L L

ERROR M M M

RESOLUTION

RESPONSETIME

TO 1 PIXEL

2,5 - 3.0 SECONDS

MOUSE
mD

TASKS SELECTPOSITIONORIENTPATHQUANTIFYTEXT

COSNZTIVELOAD M M M

PERCEPTUALLOAD M M M

P_TORLOAD M M M

VISUALACQUISITION M M M

MOTORACQUISITION M M M

LEARNING L e L

FATIGUE M L M

E_eo_ M M M

RESOLUTION

P£SPONSETIME

TO 1 PIXEL

1.3 TO 2.0 SECONDS

FIGURE 8 CONTD,



!NTEPJ_CTION TECHNIQUES

ALPHANUMERICKEYB_e_PJ)

TASKS SELECT POSITIONORIENTPATH QUANTIFYTEXT

COGNITIVE LoAD H

PERCEPTUAL LOAD H

MOTOR LOAD M

VISUAL ACQUISITION M

MOTOR ACQUISITION M

LEARNING M

FATIGUE M

ERROR M

RESOLUTI3

RESPONSETIME

TO 1 PIXEL

1.5 CHARACTERS/SECOND TO 5 CHARACTERS/SECOND

INTERACTIONTECHNIQUES

POWER REGION

TA3.v,s SELECTPOSITIONORIENTPATHQUANTIFYTEXT

COGNITIVELOAD H

PERCEPTUALLOAD L

P_TORLOAD L

VISUAL ACQUISITION L

MOTOR ACQUISITION L

LEARNING H

FATIGUE (M)

ERROR L

RESOLUTION

RESPONSETIME

Xy/gKEYSTROKES

(i SECOND) ._K_,._L.,d,-h,,,_'-'_¢u'"

FIGURE 8 CONTD.
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INTERACTION TECHNIQUES

FUNCTIONKEYBOARD

TASKS

COGNITIVE LOAD H L

PERCEPTUALLOAD H L

MOTOR LOAD M L

VISUAL ACQUISITION H M

MOTOR ACQUISITION M M

LEARNING M L

FATIGUE H L

ERROR H L

RESOLUTION

RESPONSETIME

SELECT POSITION ORIENTPATH QUANTIFYTEXT
SCAN LABEL

PROGRAMMABLE

SOFT KEYS

TASKS SELECT POSITIONORIENT PATH QUANTIFYTEXT

COGNITIVE LOAD L

PERCEPTUAL LOAD L

MOTOR LOAD L

VISUAL ACQUISITION M

MOTOR ACQUISITION M

LEARNING L

FAT IGUE L

ERROR L

RESOLUTION

RESPONSETIME

1[2 SQUARE INCH

FIGURE 8 CONTD,
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is low because it requ_es on_ty keystrokes in a wen-defined region of the keyboard (see

the soft key analysis). Visual and motor acquisition are low for the same reasons.

Because the menta! technique of mapping and moving from one subregion to another

must be coordinated with physiological control of the fingers on the set keypad, learning

is seen as high. Fatigue would be comparable to fatigue encountered with soft keys and

function keyboards. However, the brightness of the contrast of reverse video over large

regions on black/white disptays and the possible flash when changing such subregion

display states may prove visually fatiguing to operators of such devices. The smallness

of the selected subregion at higher resolutions may also induce visual fatigue. Error is

seen to be low due to the quality of the feedback and the discrete actions of the

technique.

The resolution of the technique is XY/9 KEYSTROKES. Clearly, the response time

is a function of the degree of resolution required. Because the hand modality does not

change and the fingers remain positioned on the keypad, the response time of 1 second is

estimated from comparable keystroke data for data entry on numeric keypads. Further

experimentation will evaluate the Power Region technique more adequately.

Resolution) Error) and Response Time

There is a clear interaction among error, resolution, and response time with any

interaetien technique. The higher the required resolution, the longer the response time

needed to remove positioning error. The relations among resolution, response time, and

error follow Fitt's Law:

T = Q + K log 2 A

B/2

where

T = time of positioning move

A = length of positioning move



B = size of target

Q & K = empirically determined constants.

Fitt'sLaw simply says that the farther away and the smaller a target is,the longer

ittakes to position to the target.

From Fitt'sLaw and the above assessment of control interaction techniques, we

estimate that on the average a control action will require at least 2 seconds. If the

throughput from mental processing is 3 bits/second and it takes 2 seconds to make the

control action decided upon, our bandwidth is then reduced to 3 bits/second¢ 2 = 1.5

bits/second. This then, is our bottom line- the effective control bandwidth that we can

expect is only about 1.5 to 2 bits/second through an automated interface.

System Complexity

We now turn to examine the interrelation betweeen effective control bandwidth

and system complexity. By system complexity, we refer simply to the number of

controllable variables, their control interdependencies or relationships,and to the time

constants of these variables.

Simple Systems

First, let's look at a very simple system. From a supervisory point of view, a

personal pocket transistor radio is an extremely simple system. It has a variable power

source (battery), on/off/gain control, and a tuning control, with a relation between the

duration of the on-state and power source longevity. If we consider this radio operating

in steady state, we find that the time constant for the power source is simply the life of

the battery; the time constant for gain is a function of the remaining battery strength;

and the time constant for tuning is a function of circuit drift.

The required operator response times extend toward infinity (in units of seconds)

without endangering the health of the system or its mission functions. Hence, for this

simple system's interactive control, with such extremely long time constants, we require

only a very small control bandwidth. Almost any interaction technique will serve.



Figures 9 _nd !0 illustrate the adaption of a text interaction technique to control such a

system. (Admittedly, the use of graphics here might be considered overkillS)

Complex System

Now we will consider a somewhat more involved system, somewhat akin to a

contemporary nuclear power plant. We will assume that the number of displayed

variables is 2500. This is clearly within the data display capabilities of a 512 by 512 by

24 bit display. The square root of 2500 is 50 and 512/50 is about 10. This says that

approximately l02 pixels per variable display are available, or approximately one

standard characterWs area within the screen size. Since 224 = 16,777,216, we have

available, for practical purposes, the feasible representation of any variable as

continuous.

Because interaction techniques provide us with the capability to resolve to 1 pixd,

we may then have as many as 102 control actions which can be independently designated

for each displayed variable. Assuming equiprobable states, the displayed data provide

2500 log2224 = 60000 bits. If our control action data rate is as high as 2 bits/second,

then it will require 30000 seconds or about 8 hours and 20 minutes to interact with some

degree of inteUigenee with every displayed variable.

For our interaction technique, we will postulate a lightpen. Imagine pointing the

light pen at every display dement in a eontrolied random order, i.e.,every dement will

be interacted with before repetition begins. This means 2500 separate randomly

determined pointing actions,each one requiringabout 2 seconds. This gives us 2500 * 2 =

5000 seconds or about an hour and 20 minutes just to go through the motion sequences.

This estimation is without regard for the information content of the display or for the

correct selection of a control action and with a low resolution for the lightpen.

To cope with the additional 24 bits of data represented by each element at an

effective rate of 2 bits/second would require some 12 seconds per display element. For

the entire screen, this requirement is 12 x 2500 = 30000 seconds. This is somewhat high
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because it does not reflect the truncation of mental processing at the level of absolute

discriminability, i.e., at about 2.3 bits. If we subtract this, we obtain 24-2.3=21.7

effective bits and 10.5 seconds per dement, or about 26000 seconds.

Now note that this assumes equally likely states and assumes instantaneous

identification of a display/control element's coordinate position and from that the

identity of the display/control.

A distribution of state probabilities will radically decrease mental processing time

because, we assume, most variables win maintain a normal condition most of the time.

Assuming a 9:1 ratio of acceptable to actionable states, the minimum information

content of the screen is

H = 2500 X .469 = 1175 bits and

1175 bits/2 bits/second = 590 seconds

= 10 minutes

for a complete screen control scan, explicitly interacting with each actionable variable.

(This assumes a constrained sequential processing order.) Thus, the minimum time

constant in this system using such an approach, cannot be greater than 10 minuted

Static monitoring activity

In static monitoring activities, (within a presumably well designed system)

acceptable, nonactionable states should have at least a pluraiity probability. This means

an information content of

H=iog 2 I/P whereP .5

If the well-designed system runs normaUy with non-actionable states having a probabilty

of .9, then

Hok = log 2 I/.9 = log 2 .1111

Hba d = log 2 1/.1 = log 2 I0;

and

H= P (i) 1og2P(i)
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= .9 log 2 .1111 ÷ .I log 2 10

-- .1368 + ,3322 - .469

Hence, compare _'

H - M log 2 N

for equiprobable and the 9"1 probabilities."

10=10log 22=X1eg 2469;andso X-20.

Thus, twice as many display/control elements can be handled by the operator with a 9:1

state distribution than can be managed with an equiprobable state distribution of

actionable and non-actionable states.

Multivariate Displays

The foregoing discussion has focused upon univariate displays. Much of the

pessimism revealed is due to the use of such one dimensional displays. There is much

interest, as a result, in multivariate or integrated displays. Integrated displays construct

a single image from multivariate data, including data from entirely different coordinate

scales. Such displays are often called icons. Icons are being explored as visual

presentation methods for chunking data. Star and Face icons are illustrated in Figure

11. The Star is essentially a polar plot of several variables. The middle of the plot and

the perimeter of the plot represent actionable states. A datum on a specific variable is

plotted along a given angle and is joined by a straight line to the adjacent data. With s

glance the viewer can grasp that all variables are "OK" or if there is an actionable state

among them.

The Face icon associates system variables with attributes of the features of the

face. For example, the state of one variable might determine the length of the eyebrows

while the state of another might determine their angle. From 12 to 20 variables have

been successfully integrated in face icons for different purposes.

A Reference icon, proposed here, is an icon presentation on two superimposed

visual planes. The "reference" icon resides on the "back" plane and symbolizes the
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expected system states. The "system" icon resides on the "front" plane and symbolizes

actual current system states. The system icon may appear much like a transparency

overlay. Separation between the two images on a color display might generate increasing

dissonant color schemes.

The Reference icon notion provides a high information content because it anchors

the system icon. This enables difference judgments as well as absolute judgments and

hence greater subtlety in comprehending the operating system's current state.

A Reference icon might be implemented in any one of numerous ways. Consider

the application of the Face icon through a Reference icon approach. The face is

composed of several discrete parts which are perceived as a whole or gestalt image, i.e.,

as "Joe" or "Susan n. High speed video disk allows the storage of different facial

component images which can be assembled on the fly. This capability allows the

supervisor to customize the reference image to establish some congruency or "fidelity"

between the display and the supervisor's mental model of the system. It aLso allows the

automated control system to assemble the system or overlay image on the basis of

current system state.

The use of multivariate or integrated displays is, as yet, relatively unexplored.

However, the need for higher control rates is driving research in this area.

Conclusions

Effective interactive control data rates are severely restricted through an

automated (screen) interface. Univariate processing is particularly slow. Human

capabilities limit us to an upper limit of 10 bits/second of throughput data processing.

Human use of control instruments, such as the interaction techniques presented, drives

this rate clown by a factor of 3. Effective control data trammission rates are on the

order of only 2 bits/second. Figure 12 illustrates the conclusions of this discussion.
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Operational Implications

The fastest we can go in a real-time environment when controlling through an

automated interface of the type discussed here approximates throwing two on/off

switches or making a gross adjustment on a dialin a second.

The integration of system data and control choices on the interface requires iconic

methods to chunk both incoming data and outgoing control Chunking incoming data is

under investigation,but virtuallynothing isknown about chunking outgoing control.

Interactive control displays need to be designed so that control data rates in

crisisleritieal/failuresituationsdo not overwhelm the information processing capabilities

of the controller. In these cases, the effective data control rate may be reduced to less

than a bit per second. System design needs to start, then, with a definition of the

required control data rates in extreme situations rather than with a definition of the

normal operating characteristics.

The minimum cycle time from one variable to the next willinclude recognition of

confirming feedback, which this disc_Lssionhas not included. With feedback, this

minimum cycle time may be greater than 3 seconds.

Catastrophic events are (or should be) extremely low probabilityevents. Supervisor

response time will then tend to be pemeptibly longer as the supervisor puts together a

perception of the event and an appropriate control or guidance strategy. This implies

that screen or display format must change les__._srapidly under criticalsituationsthan may

be allowed during normal operations.
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SUMMARY, COMMENTS_ AND EVALUA___ONS

The human factors conference offered a wide variety of themes and concepts to

give an overview of the human factors field. The intent of this symposium was to

introduce interested Goddard personnel to the history, objectives, and applications of

human factors principles. Appropriately, the invited speakers were distinguished

professionals currently involved in research and the implementation of human factors

guidelines in applied settings. One hundred and thirty people were present for the

on the first day. Approximately 35-40 people attended eachplenary presentations

workshop session.

Comments on the Plenary Sessions

Overall ratings on the evaluation form provided with the registration folder

ranged from good to excellent for the first day of activities. Twenty-seven percent of

the forms were returned; this figure was slightly above the expected return rate. The

attendees' response to these plenary presentations was very favorable. Dr. Chapanis'

clear, comprehensive presentation of the history of human factors aspects of system

design was thought to be espeoially informative to those unfamiliar with the concept of

"human factors". Mr. Jenkin's speech covered the analysis of new and existing control

rooms with regard to human factors issues. A majority of attendees rated Dr.

Slmeiderman's talk as practical, applications oriented, and most pertinent to their own

considerations. He also gave data supporting his recommendations. Dr. Foley presented

a talk on interactive techniques that was reinforced by showing a film he produced on

computer graphics. Reactions to the Human Factors Research Group (HFRG) were

generally optimistic. There was a caution to define the user population and to

concentrate on direct applications of human factors techniques rather than concentrating

solely on research. Another comment asserted that the costs/benefits of human factors

considerations are the main issues, with user satisfaction and efficiency being of
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secondary importance.

Other human factors

include:

O

O

O

O

O

O

activities the participants saw as pertinent to GSFC

Formulation of guidelines.

User involvement in system specifications.

Awareness of problems with software development.

Reduction of data for display--how to handle large amounts of data.

Review computer hardware interactive graphics eapabilities to support

operations--too limited at present.

Provide overview of human factors concerns to Institutional management of
GSFC.

Comments on the Workshop Sessions

The workshops presented on the second day were planned to cover specific human

factors research topics relating to operations at GSFC and to allow personnel to interact

with the human factors experts. There were four parallel sessions comprised of eight

workshops. Topics were varied, and response to the question, "Which of the sessions was

most beneficial and which was least beneficial?" varied with each participant, indicating

that an acceptable mix of topics were covered. There was a 1596 return rate for the

second day's evaluation sheet. Overall, the workshops were rated as good. Participants

agreed that the structure of day two was good, allowing for flexibility of choice between

sessions.

Perhaps the term "workshop" was an inappropriate title for the sessions of day

two. In general, there was less interaction between presenters and participants than

anticipated. Rather than seeking theoretical approaches, the participants were looking

for applied techniques to handle human factors problems. Many participants were aware

of areas within their work environment that needed improvement, and they seemed

anxious to have the HFRG offer solutions. As one Goddard employee stated, 'rlt's

difficult to tell management that a new system being installed is not as good as
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another. When they ask why, you can only refer to your experience, and that doesn't

carry much weight. Implementers sometimes present a new system with no concern for

the human factors involved in carrying out the new system. What is needed is concrete

data to present to management to demonstrate why some systems are better than

others:' On the other hand, it was noted that display specifications are often arbitrary

and very dynamic. Another comment supporting the idea of quantification surfaced when

a participant asked one of the conference organizers when there would be a

NASA/Goddard document that would allow personnel to see the impact of human factor

considerations.

There were several comments regarding the mechanics of the symposium.

Suggestions to improve a future symposium included:

o Increase audio-visual support.

o Consider more multi-media presentations; film used was good.

o Limit talks to one hour or provide adequate breaks.

o Present two tracks of presentation--one for interested novices with emphasis

on overview and one for involved designers with an emphasis on tradeoffs of

approaches.

o Ideally, have proceedings to hand out at the beginning of the conference.

HFRG Critique of S_,mposium

At a follow-up meeting of the HFRG on Thursday, May 27, 1982, members agreed

that they had accomplished their goals of informing GSFC personnel of their research

and applications plans; introducing ideas to create awareness of human factors

considerations; and welcoming interaetion with the HFRG. As an extension of this

introduction, the group suggested the possibility of a briefing for top management based

on the format of the first day but on a smaller scale. Further, it would be desirable to

establish better coordination with headquarters, other centers, and agencies in order to
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establish a stronger human factors network.

At the time of the Symposium, the HFRG group had been in existence only a

period of four months. Several participants noted the lack of documented material for

reference. Therefore, the HFRG decided to accumulate and document information as a

major, ongoing activity for the group. Specifically, it was decided to produce a report on

the work with the ERBS project, documenting the problems presented for the group to

consider, the group's recommendations, and how ERBS responded. Also, by the end of

August, 1982, there will be an annotated human factors bibliography available for

reference.

It was further decided to review another system design currently in progress. The

Mission Planning Terminal (MPT) design review was to be finalized in the near future.

An attempt would be made to offer guidelines to be incorporated in their software

specifications. A diary would be kept on all phases of human factors work with the MPT

group.

The HFRG will continue evolving guidelines and mechanisms for incorporating

human factors into the system engineering process, especiaUy during specification and

design. With human factors a growing part of system design considerations at GSFC,

there will be a concerted effort to document all applications of human factors

recommendations. Access to both successes and failures will provide a stronger basis for

applying future human factors guidelines.
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